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Hurricanes extend franchise-record win streak to 10 games in 4-0 win over Panthers 

By Justin Pelletier 

Two well-publicized Carolina Hurricanes streaks continued 
Friday, with the team picking up its franchise-record 10th 
consecutive win while earning a point in a franchise-record 
16th consecutive game. 

Perhaps equally impressive, though, is a streak not many 
people would have seen coming just a couple of weeks ago: 
Canes starter Antti Raanta extended his streak of minutes 
played without allowing a goal to 127:32, helping Carolina 
shut down the Florida Panthers in a 4-0 win at PNC Arena. 

“(Raanta) had some tough saves tonight,” Canes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said. “It just settles the whole group when 
you’re out there and messing up, and the goalie makes a 
save ... that’s what it does for the group. He was good 
tonight.” 

Raanta’s stretch of scoreless hockey began with 7:32 to play 
in last week’s game against the Philadelphia Flyers, after he 
allowed a pair of shorthanded goals in a 6-5 win. His next 
outing, on the flipside of the Christmas break, was a 3-0 
shutout win over Chicago on Tuesday. 

And then there was Friday’s effort. 

This run of scoreless hockey comes not long after Pyotr 
Kochetkov had a similar run for the Canes. His shutout 
streak reached 151:46 earlier in December. 

“Those guys have been solid,” Brind’Amour said. 

Not that the “Staal Bowl” wasn’t interesting enough on its 
own merit, but Raanta made it that much better with his 19-
save effort, which included helping the Canes kill six Florida 
power plays — and withstanding a first-period collision that 
left the veteran netminder stunned, if only momentarily. 

Here are seven other takeaways from the Canes’ final win of 
2022: 

Powering up 

Friday’s victory proved to be a coming out party for the 
Canes’ previously stagnant power play. Just 2-for-19 in the 
previous five games, Carolina scored three times with the 
extra skater against the Panthers. 

“It’s nice to have one of those (games),” Brind’Amour said. 
“We really haven’t had one of those all year. Penalty killing 
was good, too. Special teams won us the game. That’s the 
game now. You gotta have that clicking, because it wins you 
games.” 

Prior to Friday’s game, Carolina sat 27th of 32 teams in 
power-play efficiency, clicking at just 17.5 percent. Even 
during the Canes’ current streaks, the team’s power play 
hadn’t really been all that good. 

Perhaps facing Florida’s 19th-ranked penalty kill was the 
medicine Carolina needed.  

Whether rebounds at the posts or shots from the circles, the 
Canes’ power play looked dominant and determined. Stefan 
Noesen, Andrei Svechnikov and Teuvo Teravainen all 
scored with an extra skater Friday, and Jesperi Kotkaniemi’s 
third-period strike from the center of the slot came mere 
seconds after another power play had expired. 

“We had our opportunities, they went in,” Brind’Amour said. 
“It doesn’t always work that way, but tonight it did.” 

Another strong start 

For the third consecutive game, the Hurricanes have started 
a game with a lopsided advantage in shots on goal, 
momentum they’ve generated from the opening faceoff that 
gets its genesis from the starting line of Jesper Fast-Jordan 
Staal-Jordan Martinook. 

“They play a hard-get game,” Florida head coach and former 
Canes bench boss Paul Maurice said. “They don’t give you a 
whole lot of easy ice so there’s not a lot of inside plays, but 
we tried to find them.” 

The Canes outshot the Panthers 12-3 in the opening frame. 
Against Chicago on Tuesday, Carolina had 23 shots in the 
first period to the Blackhawks’ seven, and against 
Philadelphia the game before that, the Hurricanes outshot 
the Flyers 14-5 before the first break. 

“You’re going to have games where the other team’s going to 
put up some action,” Brind’Amour said, “but what I’ve really 
liked about this stretch is we haven’t really had any dips in 
our game, as far as I’m concerned.” 

Scary moment 

As if the Hurricanes’ goaltending situation isn’t precarious 
enough after a handful of “tweaks” and “minor concerns” to 
both Kochetkov and Raanta in the past few weeks, Raanta 
stayed down on the ice for a bit midway through the first 
period Friday night after a collision with Florida defensman 
Aaron Ekblad. 

As Ekblad tried to create separation on a power-play rush, 
he was hooked from behind by Svechnikov and lost his 
footing, barreling into Raanta’s right leg and pushing the 
keeper into the post, dislodging the net. Raanta stayed down 
for several seconds and eventually gathered himself to one 
knee. After a quick visit from the training staff, he deemed 
himself good to go. 

“You’re always concerned (when you see that),” Brind’Amour 
said. “There were a couple of bumps there on the goalie, one 
was pretty hard. We know how important goaltending is, 
we’ve gone through it in the past with injuries to goalies, and 
it’s not a good thing, so it was nice to see he got through.” 

The Canes killed off the penalty to Svechnikov. 
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Right place, right time 

Noesen continues to prove his worth on the power play. Just 
as the Canes began their abbreviated power play in the first, 
the puck squirted out to Sebastian Aho at the top of the left 
circle.  

Aho let the players in front of goalie Spencer Knight create 
some traffic before ripping a low, hard shot past the Florida 
keeper. The puck hit the post square and softly ricocheted 
back into the blue paint, where Noesen was waiting to slam it 
home. 

Noesen has scored three of the Canes’ past seven power-
play goals, and became the fourth Carolina skater to reach 
10 power-play points this season. 

Staal’s well …  

For the 12th time in their careers, Marc, Eric and Jordan 
Staal skated in the same NHL game Friday. Jordan, of 
course, centers the Canes’ shutdown line between Jesper 
Fast and Jordan Martinook. Marc, a defender, and Eric, a 
forward, skate for the Panthers. 

In a pregame interview, Eric made sure to mention that with 
this being the 12th meeting, it was a good omen for him and 
his Panthers mates, given that he wears No. 12 for Florida. 

In all, the brothers have combined to play in 3,507 NHL 
games, with eight different teams over 19 seasons. The trio 
has racked up a combined 1,889 points. 

… that ends well 

Jordan Staal got the better of the brotherly matchup on this 
night. Though he finished without a point, he was a force 
during the Panthers’ six power plays, and skated valuable 
minutes in shutting down Florida’s go-to scoring line. 

Sad to see it go 

There’s something fresh and exciting about ringing in a new 
year, but count the Hurricanes among those who don’t want 
to see the current annum end. 

In 2022, Carolina was 55-19-13 in regular-season games (7-
7 in the playoffs). The Canes’ .707 points percentage was 
second in the calendar year only to Boston (.747). 

Svechnikov led the team with 39 goals, 78 points and 11 
power-play goals. Aho led the team with 42 assists. 

Raanta and fellow netminder Frederik Andersen earned the 
Jennings Trophy at the conclusion of last season for having 
the league’s lowest combined goals against average, the first 
tandem in franchise history to earn that honor.
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Five NHL trades of big-named players we’d like to see in 2023 

By Eric Duhatschek 

The NHL holiday roster freeze is over, New Year’s Day is 
just around the corner and the first handful of teams will 
reach the midpoints of their seasons next week already. You 
know what that means. We’re at the point of the season 
where things start to get interesting. 

Where separation starts to occur. 

When the teams begin to divide themselves into buyers and 
sellers, ahead of the March 3 NHL trade deadline. 

And while there probably aren’t going to be many major 
deals until closer to the deadline (because teams need to 
preserve as much salary-cap space as possible), this is the 
point where the exploratory talks become something a little 
more than just idle chatter. Is Patrick Kane really going to 
move? Is Jonathan Toews? When will the Jakob Chychrun 
era finally end in Arizona?  

There is always a difference between what will happen, what 
could happen and what should happen. We plant ourselves 
firmly in that third corner — what should happen if the NHL 
could ever get as bold as the NBA in terms of shuffling 
pieces around. 

Sadly, if last year’s deadline proved anything it’s the teams 
that were the boldest and most aggressive — we’re thinking 
primarily of the Florida Panthers here — which didn’t get the 
result they wanted. Does that make teams more hesitant this 
time around? Possibly. Collectively, NHL general managers 
tend to be a conservative group at the best of times. 

It looks as if some have even forgotten how to make a trade. 
They understand risk-averse behavior can translate into 
greater job security. On the other hand, rolling the dice on a 
major trade that backfires can put them squarely on the hot 
seat. It’s why trades that make so much sense on paper — 
and routinely get completed in fantasy hockey circles — 
never gain much traction in the real world. 

Sometimes, though, all a team needs is a little push to get 
them over the finish line. Thankfully, our little corner of the 
hockey world here is always willing to assist our friends in 
the general manager’s offices, with helpful suggestions that 
may spur an idea or two. So on the final Friday of 2022, let’s 
begin. 

Five trades we’d like to see happen: 

1. Arizona trades Jakob Chychrun to Los Angeles for 
Quinton Byfield 

Byfield, the No. 2 pick in the 2020 draft, just behind Alexis 
Lafrenière and just ahead of Tim Stützle, is just back in the 
NHL after an extended stint with the Kings’ AHL affiliate in 
Ontario, where he averaged just under a point a game in 16 
games. At his size, Byfield was always going to be a project, 
a player that would require patience until he grew into his 

body (currently listed at 6-foot-5, 220 pounds) and then his 
confidence followed suit. 

In a best-case scenario, you can imagine a Tage Thompson 
sort of breakthrough at some point. Thompson didn’t make it 
big until age 25. Byfield is just 20. So moving on from him at 
this early stage does carry some of the aforementioned risk 
that teams hate to consider. On the other hand, the Kings 
have recently been turning their season around — points in 
seven consecutive games, after playing a league-high 39 
games already. 

After a rocky start, they have started to build off the strides 
they made last season, when they qualified for the playoffs 
for the first time since 2018. Other than goaltender — which 
is currently being minded by Pheonix Copley — the Kings’ 
most glaring weakness is the left side of the defense (they 
are deep on the right side, both in the NHL and with players 
in the system). 

Someone such as Chychrun could slide in and play 
alongside Drew Doughty on the top pair and push Mikey 
Anderson down the depth chart. Chychrun is cost controlled 
for this year and two more, which is really the heart of his 
career. Arizona, meanwhile, is in rebuild mode, and looking 
at a turnaround in about three years’ time. 

If there’s ever an organization that can afford to be patient 
with Byfield, it is the Coyotes. He would be an NHL body to 
start and then be given the chance to work up the depth 
chart, as development allows. If Byfield becomes a star, 
down the road, that might not age well for Los Angeles. But 
in the moment? The reality is, the Coyotes also have 
something the Kings could use — an underrated starting 
goalie in Karel Vejmelka. Their current goalie of the future, 
Cal Petersen, is down in Ontario finding his game. Chychrun 
and Vejmelka for Byfield and Petersen, with some salary 
retained on the latter by the Kings, looks like the bones of a 
transaction that could benefit both teams. 

2. Alexis Lafrenière to the Vancouver Canucks 

See Byfield’s issues. Lafrenière probably arrived in the NHL 
too soon. There needs to be a better way for prospects 
who’ve outgrown junior hockey to take the next step in their 
evolution without being thrown into the deep end of the NHL 
pool, where you’re swimming with physically mature men. 

It’s probably too easy to draw a direct line to Vancouver, 
where Lafrenière’s former agent, Émilie Castonguay, is part 
of the Canucks’ front office. But if there’s ever a place where 
Lafrenière’s confidence could be restored, especially as long 
as Bruce Boudreau remains coach, Vancouver looks like it. 
And wasn’t J.T. Miller supposed to land in New York last 
year anyway? Salary retention, as always, would be a 
stumbling block. 
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3. Carolina trades for Bo Horvat or Ryan O’Reilly 

Horvat, the Canucks’ captain, shows no signs of slowing 
down after his torrid start and had back-to-back four-point 
nights heading into Thursday’s games. He’s an unrestricted 
free agent at the end of the year (talks on a possible 
extension have stalled) and Vancouver can’t afford to let him 
leave without getting something meaningful in return. 

O’Reilly, the Blues’ captain, isn’t having nearly the same 
success as Horvat, but he has oodles of leadership and a 
Stanley Cup ring from 2019 on his resume. Either one would 
beef up the one perceived flaw on a really good Carolina 
team — a No. 2 center to play behind Sebastian Aho. If you 
base it on time on ice (TOI), the current No. 2 is Jordan 
Staal, who is playing just over 16 minutes per game. Paul 
Stastny and Derek Stepan are on low-cost, one-year deals to 
flesh out the center corps, but the reality is, they never did 
replace Vincent Trocheck because they thought Jesperi 
Kotkaniemi was ready to move into that No. 2 spot. 

He might in time. But not yet. Meanwhile, Carolina’s window 
for contending is wide open. No organization does bold 
better than Carolina. If they could ever find a way of prying 
Horvat loose, they would also have the cap room to sign him 
to an extension, because Staal’s 10-year, $60 million 
contract is coming off the books in July. 

He’ll likely stay in Carolina beyond this season on a much 
smaller ticket. But if you could graft Horvat onto that roster, 
that competitive window would stay open far longer. The idea 
of fitting Horvat or O’Reilly into coach Rod Brind’Amour’s 
system makes you think one could be the last piece of a 
championship puzzle. 

4. Jonathan Toews to Winnipeg for a pick or a prospect 

They say you can’t go home again, but why not? Toews is 
Winnipeg born and has played his NHL career just southeast 
of there in Chicago. I want to say the Blackhawks are going 
nowhere, but the reality is, they are going exactly where they 
want — straight to the bottom, in the hopes of drafting 
Connor Bedard in 2023. 

Winnipeg, meanwhile, is one of the NHL’s most pleasing 
surprises — in the running for the top spot in the Central 
Division, even though Nik Ehlers has played just two games 
this year, Blake Wheeler is out indefinitely — and now, one 
of their top young players, Cole Perfetti, is injured as well. 
So, they’re hobbling and cobbling together a lineup on a 
nightly basis. 

The good news is, they’re all coming back at some point in 
2023. With all hands on deck, the top six is pretty good. 
Toews could make them even better. Adam Lowry is a 
strong No. 3, so someone would have to play out of position 
in the top nine — maybe Mark Scheifele is the candidate to 
do that. The only thing really missing from the Jets is that 
Stanley Cup playoff experience, which is something Toews 
would provide. 

Sometimes, adding a player of Toews’ pedigree disrupts the 
leadership that a team has, but the Jets have found a way of 
pushing forward, even after Wheeler was relieved of his 
captaincy earlier in the season. Adding one experienced 
calming voice to the dressing room doesn’t look as if it would 
be a negative at all. And with Toews contributing far more on 

the ice this year than he did a year ago, suddenly, a top nine 
that includes him, plus one of the most quietly distinguished 
duos in the league this year — Kyle Connor and Pierre-Luc 
Dubois — to supplement the exceptional goaltending they’re 
getting from Connor Hellebuyck and a Norris Trophy-caliber 
season from Josh Morrissey … that would be an interesting 
dangerous mix. 

Probably no team has come further this year, from what was 
expected to what’s being delivered on the ice, than 
Winnipeg. Adding a piece such as Toews makes a juicy 
storyline even juicier. 

5. Anaheim’s UFA defensemen on the move 

So the Ducks made a three-team minor-league trade just 
before the roster freeze which netted them veteran 
defenseman Michael Del Zotto, who had signed with Florida 
as a free agent in the summer, but was playing in the minors. 

Del Zotto immediately went to the Ducks’ affiliate in San 
Diego, but it was the sort of small, shrewd move we’re likely 
going to keep seeing from GM Pat Verbeek. When Verbeek 
took over as Ducks GM last spring, he went against the slow-
but-steady norm you see from NHL GMs and moved out the 
three pending UFAs in Rickard Rakell, Hampus Lindholm 
and Josh Manson. 

This year, he has three more candidates on the blue line — 
John Klingberg, Kevin Shattenkirk and Dmitry Kulikov — all 
of them different players, all of them bringing different value 
to a team. Klingberg obviously heads the list, though his year 
in Anaheim, where he signed a one-year, $7 million contract, 
hasn’t been what he, or the team, thought it would be. 

He just hasn’t been a fit and isn’t even anchoring the top 
power-play unit (Cam Fowler is manning the post right now). 
Finding a fit for Klingberg will test Verbeek, because GMs 
who might be in a position to trade for him are going to have 
to be convinced that they will get the old John Klingberg back 
— the one that played so effectively for Dallas for so many 
years — and not the one that’s struggled with Anaheim so far 
this season. 

That might be easier said than done. On the plus side, he’s a 
right-shot defenseman, and those don’t grow on trees in the 
NHL. But his contract, even prorated and with the Ducks 
retaining a portion of the deal, is still pricey. Toronto could 
probably use a defenseman on the right side, but is he the 
best fit? And if you look at teams that are in the playoffs, and 
genuine contenders for the Stanley Cup that could use help 
on the power play, you really land on only one squad — 
Carolina again, which was 27th with the man advantage this 
week, humming along at a mediocre 17.5 percent. But 
Carolina’s defense corps is solid and right now, Brent Burns 
is running PP1. Klingberg would be a solid fallback addition if 
the Hurricanes couldn’t add a No. 2 center, though it seems 
unlikely they can go out and get both. 

So then, where does Klingberg land? If St. Louis were a 
contender — with Torey Krug out indefinitely — maybe. But 
that really doesn’t make sense and if the Blues do go 
shopping from the Ducks’ defensive player list, a far more 
reasonably priced option would be the former Blues player, 
Shattenkirk, who was a popular figure in the St. Louis 
dressing room and way back in the day, was Vladimir 
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Tarasenko’s first NHL roommate on the road, when 
Shattenkirk, Tarasenko and Alex Pietrangelo were the only 
three players on entry-level contracts in the organization. 

So, a long time ago, but an easy fit, if a secondary piece is 
something that the Blues deem necessary. Kulikov is 
different from both — more of a stay-at-home defenseman, 
the sort of insurance policy that teams like to add at the 
deadline. There’ll be a few of those available. 

Savvy Capitals moves paying off 

The key to any contending team is to find bargain-basement 
players to flesh out a lineup full of highly paid top-level stars. 
Perhaps no one did that better than Washington this year. 
They added Erik Gustafsson as defensive insurance and 
now that John Carlson is out, he’s anchoring PP1 and has 
five goals since Dec. 17 (and 20 points in all, in 37 games). 

Suddenly, he’s a far more important piece. High-priced 
goalie addition Darcy Kuemper returned to the lineup these 
past few weeks and posted a shutout. But Charlie Lindgren, 
the other goalie they added after parting ways with both Vitek 
Vanecek and Ilya Samsonov in the offseason, came in 
during Kuemper’s absence and is 10-4-2 overall — one of 
the main reasons the Capitals hit the holiday break in a 
playoff spot. And when Sonny Milano didn’t earn a contract 
on his PTO in Calgary, he went to Washington, signed a two-
way deal and when the injuries started piling up (Connor 
Brown, T.J. Oshie, others), Milano came up and promptly did 
what he does – produce offence, 16 points in 25 games. 

The combined salaries of the three — Gustafsson, Lindgren 
and Milano — is $2.65 million. That’s effective, efficient 
bargain hunting by GM Brian MacLellan. 

Is there really such a thing as a must-win in December? 

Maybe not. But there are games — and wins — that can 
steer a season and maybe change the course of a season. 
For Calgary, one of those games came Wednesday versus 
Seattle. The Flames had just lost a close 2-1 decision, at 
home, to Edmonton, coming out of the break, which moved 
Edmonton into a wild-card spot and Calgary out of a wild-
card spot. So it’s tight in the Pacific. Then, playing on back-
to-back nights, and having to travel to Seattle and turning to 
backup goalie Dan Vladar, the Flames rallied from a 2-1 
deficit to win in regulation 3-2. 

So what we used to call in the old days — a four-pointer that 
went their way. But what was particularly intriguing is that the 
winning goal was scored by Jonathan Huberdeau from the 
front of the net with fewer than five minutes to go in 
regulation. It was the first time Huberdeau had scored in the 
third period of a game this year, it was his first game-winner 
of the year and the fact that he shot the puck from that 
position rather than passing off was critical and not 
something he’s done much of this year. For the Flames to 
make the playoffs, they need more from Huberdeau and the 
body language of that win makes you think this could 
possibly be where it turns around for him 

Seattle went into the Calgary game slumping with the man 
advantage – 1-for-29 – but the good news for the Kraken is 
that they hold games in hand on virtually all the teams 
they’re now chasing in the Pacific Division and wild-card 
standings.  

Jared Bednar doing his best 

Colorado is going to be monitoring the health of Valeri 
Nichushkin, who returned to the lineup after recovering from 
ankle surgery, only to reaggravate the problem again. For 
now, he’s out day to day. Jared Bednar won’t get a vote for 
coach of the year because there are so many good 
candidates this year, but the way he has kept the Avalanche 
afloat, despite the worst run of injuries to key personnel this 
year does warrant some notice. 

Can the Coyotes eventually become a destination franchise? 

Arizona did it again – knocking off the visiting Toronto Maple 
Leafs on Thursday at home, for their third consecutive win. 
The Coyotes are 7-3-2 at home (after playing 22 games on 
the road to start the season). On a point-percentage basis, 
they are 27th — ahead of five teams in the race to the 
bottom — and in danger of playing themselves right out of 
the Bedard sweepstakes (or at the very least, reducing their 
chances substantially of winning the draft lottery). 

Our Michael Russo did a nice job of summarizing the current 
state of the Coyotes, on and off the ice, in a timely Q&A with 
general manager Bill Armstrong. One takeaway from the 
interview that should be obvious, but really doesn’t get 
discussed enough, is that for all the issues the Coyotes may 
have in terms of being competitive the reality is life for the 
players is pretty great in all the hours they spend away from 
the rink. Armstrong touched on this point twice. 

It didn’t seem like an accident. It felt like message-sending. 
First, he said: “To be honest with you, living in AZ is a pretty 
good spot to play hockey. You come out of the rink, it’s got 
some warmth to it, it’s got some sunshine to it. It’s a nice 
place to play.”  

After noting that playing in a college-sized arena isn’t ideal, 
he added: “If we’re in Antarctica, they might have some more 
rebellion, but we’re in Arizona, where you get to sit by the 
pool on your day off. And it’s pretty nice … You’re talking 
about flat tax and you’re talking about sunshine every single 
day. It could be a unique place. And we always say, it’s 
similar to Tampa. We want to become the new Tampa. This 
(new) rink will give us that chance.” 

That’s a useful take to file away. Remember, players hit free 
agency far earlier in their careers now compared to the 
1980s. When they do, all the extra bells and whistles — 
amenities, the geography, climate — become factors in the 
decision-making process, which for a lot of players, involves 
input from family. In time, if the Coyotes’ operating strategy 
as outlined by Armstrong, can ever make Arizona a 
destination, there’s no reason to think they can’t become the 
new Tampa.
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Recap: Canes Set New Franchise Record With 10th Consecutive Win 

Already historic point streak moves to 16, marking the 
longest by any NHL team this season 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - The Carolina Hurricanes set a new 
franchise record Friday, winning a 10th consecutive game by 
beating the Florida Panthers, 4-0. 

The Story 

With Florida traveling to Raleigh after having beaten 
Montreal last night 7-2, it was evident in the early stages that 
the Canes' energy was the difference. 

Establishing possession in the attacking end, Carolina's 
possession allowed them to hold the Panthers to just three 
shots in the opening 20 minutes. Despite affording Paul 
Maurice's club three power play opportunities, it was instead 
the home team that opened the evening scoring. 

On their first man advantage of the evening, a patient effort 
from Sebastian Aho led to a rebound that was put home with 
ease by Stefan Noesen. 

#23's team-leading sixth power play goal of the year would 
turn out to be a tone-setter for the rest of the evening, as the 
Canes would then add two more via the man advantage in 
the second. 

Just 4:58 into the middle frame Andrei Svechnikov extended 
his team lead in goals to 19 with a blistering wrist shot over 
the blocker of Spencer Knight. Less than seven minutes later 
it was Teuvo Teravainen's turn, putting home a loose puck 
after a Seth Jarvis attempt. 

In the third the Canes would add a fourth goal for insurance 
from Jesperi Kotkaniemi, allowing Antti Raanta to earn back-
to-back shutouts for just the second time in his career. 
Coming off of a 24-save blanking of Chicago on Tuesday, 
the veteran netminder stopped all 19 tests tonight for another 
perfect performance. 

Raanta has now played in four consecutive games for the 
club, improving his streak to 6-0-0 since November 26. 

They Said It 

Rod Brind'Amour on his team recording three power play 
goals in a single game for the first time this season... 

"It's nice to have a night like that. We haven't really had one 
all year where we've capitalized on the power play. The 
penalty kill was good too. Special teams won us that game. 
You have to have that clicking because it wins you games 
and tonight it did." 

Antti Raanta offering thoughts following the clean sheet... 

"I felt pretty good. I think we were able to carry some things 
over from the game against Chicago... There weren't many 
shots in the first period but I felt like I was able to get into the 
game nicely. The second period was a little busier, but the 
guys were playing great defense and I was able to see the 
shots and make the first saves. The guys took care of the 
rebounds and that's how it felt all night." 

Jesperi Kotkaniemi emphasizing the importance of the first 
period and getting the game's first goal, after Florida was 
playing their second game in as many nights... 

"It was big. Especially at home, we got the crowd going right 
away. It's good to get the confidence boost going." 

Bonus Notes 

 With the win the team's point streak now moves to 
16 games, passing Toronto for sole possession of 
the longest point streak by any team in the NHL this 
season. Their last regulation loss came on 
Wednesday, November 23 to the Arizona Coyotes. 

 Tonight was the first three power play goal game for 
the team since exactly one year ago today 
(12/30/21 vs. MTL). 

 Carolina moves to 24-6-6 with the victory. 

What's Next? 

The Canes are scheduled to practice tomorrow afternoon at 
PNC Arena. They'll then fly to prepare for a New Year's Day 
meeting with the New Jersey Devils.
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Raanta, Hurricanes shut out Panthers for franchise-best 10th win in row 

Goalie makes 19 saves, Carolina extends point streak to 16 

By Kurt Dusterberg 

The Carolina Hurricanes won a franchise-record 10th straight 
game when Antti Raanta made 19 saves in a 4-0 victory 
against the Florida Panthers at PNC Arena in Raleigh, North 
Carolina, on Friday. 

Raanta has shutouts in consecutive games, including 24 
saves in a 3-0 win against the Chicago Blackhawks on 
Tuesday. 

"I think we were able to carry over a little bit of something 
from the last game against Chicago," Raanta said. "When 
the game started today, you just felt like you're in there. Even 
though there were not many shots in the first period (3), you 
were able to get into the game nicely." 

Stefan Noesen, Andrei Svechnikov and Teuvo Teravainen 
each scored a power-play goal for the Hurricanes (24-6-6), 
who extended their point streak to 16 games (14-0-2), the 
longest in the NHL this season. 

Carolina, which entered Friday ranked 27th in the NHL on 
the power play (17.5 percent), went 3-for-5 with the man-
advantage. It entered tied for 10th on the penalty kill (80.7 
percent) and went 6-for-6. 

"We haven't had one of those really all year where we 
capitalized on the power play," Hurricanes coach Rod 
Brind'Amour said. "The penalty kill was good too, so special 
teams won us the game. That's the game now. You've got to 
have that clicking because it wins you games. 

"I think we've been solid this whole stretch and, to be honest 
with you, the whole year. What I've really liked about this 
stretch is we haven't had any dips in our game." 

Spencer Knight made 30 saves in his first start since Dec. 19 
for the Panthers (16-17-4), who were shut out for the first 
time this season and have lost four of their past five games. 

"They play a hard gap game," Florida coach Paul Maurice 
said. "They don't give you a whole lot of easy ice, so there's 
not a lot of inside plays. But we tried to find them." 

Noesen gave Carolina a 1-0 lead at 7:05 of the first period, 
tapping in the puck after Sebastian Aho's wrist shot went 
between Knight's pads and off the left post on a power play. 

"That's big, especially at home to get the crowd going right 
away," Hurricanes forward Jesperi Kotkaniemi said. "It's 
good to get the confidence going. All teams need that." 

Svechnikov extended it to 2-0 at 4:58 of the second period 
on a power play, scoring on a wrist shot from the left face-off 
circle that went in off the left post. 

Teravainen made it 3-0 at 11:55 on the man-advantage 
when Seth Jarvis received the puck at the left post from 
Kotkaniemi, spun around and whiffed, allowing the puck to 
slide to Teravainen at the right post. 

"Special teams obviously played a pretty large role," 
Panthers forward Eric Staal said. "They were good, and we 
need to be better in that area. It was a tough night for us." 

Kotkaniemi made it 4-0 at 3:50 of the third period with a wrist 
shot from between the circles five seconds after a power play 
ended. 

Florida was held to a season-low 19 shots and was outshot 
12-3 in the first period, including a 14:15 stretch without a 
shot on goal. Raanta made 11 saves in the second, including 
a glove save on forward Sam Bennett's shot from between 
the circles at 6:24. 

"'Rants' had some tough saves tonight," Brind'Amour said. "It 
just settles the whole group when you're out there and you're 
messing up and the goalie makes the save. You're not 
talking about it. He was good tonight." 

NOTES: Raanta has 17 NHL shutouts and two this season. 
… Carolina is the fifth team in NHL history to have at least 
four shutouts during a winning streak of 10-plus games, 
joining the 1926-27 Montreal Canadiens (five shutouts in 11 
games), 1972-73 New York Rangers (four in 10 games), 
2012-13 Pittsburgh Penguins (four in 15 games) and 2018-
19 St. Louis Blues (four in 11 games). … The Hurricanes 
have 25 points (12-0-1) in December, tying for second-most 
in a calendar month in Hurricanes/Hartford Whalers history 
(10-2-5 in March 2017). … Hurricanes defenseman Brent 
Burns had two assists and has 25 points (four goals, 21 
assists) in 36 games, the fewest games needed by a 
defenseman age 37 or older since Brian Rafalski (27 games 
in 2010-11). … Raanta and Pyotr Kochetkov each have 
shutouts in consecutive games this season, becoming the 
third team in NHL history to accomplish it in a team's first 36 
games, joining the 1932-33 Montreal Maroons and the 2013-
14 Los Angeles Kings.
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Raanta’s 2nd straight shutout helps Hurricanes beat Panthers 

By Bob Sutton 

RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — Antti Raanta made 19 saves for his 
second straight shutout and the 17th of his career, and the 
Carolina Hurricanes scored on three power plays for their 
franchise-record 10th consecutive victory, beating the Florida 
Panthers 4-0 on Friday night. 

Stefan Noesen, Andrei Svechnikov and Teuvo Teravainen 
had the power-play goals and Jesperi Kotkaniemi posted the 
team’s fourth goal just 10 seconds after another man-
advantage situation expired. 

“It’s nice to have a night like that,” Hurricanes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said. “We haven’t really had one of those really 
all year, capitalizing on the power play. The special teams 
won us the game. You’ve got to have that clicking, it wins 
you games.” 

Brett Burns and Seth Jarvis each had two assists as the 
Hurricanes extended their franchise-best points streak to 16 
games. 

“What I really like about this stretch is we haven’t had any 
really dips in our game,” Brind’Amour said. 

The Panthers, who were blanked for the first time this 
season, have lost four of their last five games. Florida was 
coming off a season-high seven goals a night earlier against 
the Montreal Canadiens. 

The Hurricanes have registered a league-high five shutouts. 

“They don’t give you a whole lot of easy ice, so there’s not a 
lot of inside plays,” Panthers coach Paul Maurice said. “But 
we tried to find them.” 

Raanta, playing for a fourth straight game, faced only three 
shots in the first period. In the third period, the Panthers 
didn’t put a shot on goal for eight minutes. He shut out the 
Chicago Blackhawks on Tuesday night. 

“Try to make the save one at a time and obviously guys are 
playing well in front of me so that helps,” Raanta said. 

The season-high three power-play goals came after the 
Metropolitan Division-leading Hurricanes had a total of two 
goals on power plays in their previous five games. Carolina 
ranked 27th in the NHL on power plays entering the game. 

“We’ve been struggling all year to get that going,” Kotkaniemi 
said. 

The Panthers were 0 for 6 on power plays after scoring three 
times on power plays Thursday night. Florida hasn’t won two 
games in a row since its first two games of December. 

“We got to learn how to fight,” Maurice said. 

Panthers goalie Spencer Knight made 30 saves. 

It had been exactly a year since the Hurricanes managed to 
post three power-play goals in a game. 

“We know how important it is,” Brind’Amour said. “We got our 
opportunities, they went in. It doesn’t always work that way.” 

Noesen knocked in a rebound of teammate Sebastian Aho’s 
shot 7:05 into the game. Aho’s assist gave him his first point 
in three games since returning from a seven-game absence 
with an injury. 

Svechnikov’s team-leading 19th goal came at 4:58 of the 
second period. About seven minutes later, Teravainen 
scored his third of the season. 

BACK-TO-BACK 

Combined with goalie Pyotr Kochetkov’s shutouts in 
consecutive games earlier this month, the Hurricanes 
became the first NHL team in seven seasons to have two 
goalies with shutouts in back-to-back games in the same 
season. 

Raanta needed brief medical attention when he was banged 
up in the crease in the first period. That incident didn’t seem 
to faze him. 

“There were a couple bumps on the goalie. One was pretty 
hard,” Brind’Amour said. “It’s nice to see he got through it.” 

ICE MATTERS 

Of Noesen’s eight goals, five have been the first goal of a 
game for Carolina. … The four-goal margin matched 
Florida’s most lopsided defeats of the season. … In the 2022 
calendar year, the Hurricanes finished 56-19-13 in regular-
season games. Carolina went 12-0-1 in December. 

UP NEXT  

Panthers: Host the New York Rangers on Sunday. 

Hurricanes: At New Jersey on Sunday.
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Screen Shots: J.T. Miller, Alexis Lafreniere and Carolina's Goalies 

Adam Proteau analyzes J.T. Miller's reaction towards his 
goalie, the New York Rangers scratching Alexis Lafreniere 
and the plethora of NHL goalies in Carolina. 

By Adam Proteau 

Welcome to the final 2022 edition of Screen Shots, an 
ongoing THN.com feature in which we take a few different 
hockey topics and analyze them in short sections. Here we 
go. 

The Vancouver Canucks’ terrible 2022-23 season has worn 
down a lot of its players, but there’s no excuse for veteran 
forward J.T. Miller losing his marbles on teammate Collin 
Delia in Thursday’s 4-2 loss to the Winnipeg Jets:  

Yes, you want your players to be competitive and not be 
happy with a loss, but there’s a huge difference between 
healthy competitiveness and hot-headed drama, and Miller 
definitely crossed the line when he decided to make a 
spectacle of himself.  

In the end, nobody faulted Delia – who held the Canucks in 
the game for most of the night, stopping 35 of 38 shots.  

At this point, Vancouver has to be feeling some degree of 
buyer’s remorse after giving Miller a seven-year, $56-million 
contract extension that doesn’t kick in until next season, but 
at a time when the organization is trying to redefine itself in 
anticipation of realistically contending for a Stanley Cup, the 
last thing they need is someone taking his frustrations out on 
his own teammates.  

Miller will be 30 years old by the time this season ends. You 
can’t blame this reaction on being young and uneducated 
about the way he should be conducting himself. He’ll be 
wearing this reaction for a long time.  

It isn’t easy to see another team trading for Miller right now. 
But someone from Canucks coaching and/or management 
should be reading him the riot act today. What he did was 
unacceptable, and Vancouver brass has to make him an 
example of what happens when you think you’re bigger than 
the team and act accordingly.  

The New York Rangers scratched 2020 No. 1 pick Alexis 
Lafreniere Thursday against Tampa, underscoring how the 
21-year-old can be much more effective this season. 

Lafreniere had gone eight straight games without scoring 
before Blueshirts coach Gerard Gallant took him out of the 
lineup, and he has 17 points in 36 games his year – a decent 
amount for many young NHLers, but certainly subpar for a 
first-overall selection.  

Unlike many No. 1 draft picks, Lafreniere doesn’t have the 
luxury of playing on a team that little is expected of. He’s got 
the bright lights of Broadway shining on him, and although 
the Rangers have skilled players higher up in the lineup than 
he is, Lafreniere has played like he needed a wake-up call. 
That’s what Gallant gave him Thursday, and he needs to 
show now that the message was well-received and 
understood. The Rangers are here to win now, and they 
can’t afford passengers. 

The surging Carolina Hurricanes are about to have a 
problem every team wants to have in the modern NHL: a 
plethora of goaltending. Injured veteran Frederik Andersen, 
who has been out of the lineup since Nov. 6, has been 
practising with the team and is close to returning to action. 
Andersen’s presence in the lineup means a decision must be 
made on the three goalies – Andersen, veteran backup Antti 
Raanta and youngster Pyotr Kotchetkov – who will, sooner or 
later, all be healthy at the same time.  

Kotchetkov has been a revelation between the pipes for 
Carolina this season, and there’s no way they’re giving up on 
him. Meanwhile, the 33-year-old Andersen has been the 
starter since signing with the Hurricanes as an unrestricted 
free agent in 2021. He’s had trouble staying healthy, but 
Andersen still has the confidence of coaching and 
management.  

That leaves us with the 33-year-old Raanta, who has posted 
a strong 8-2-2 mark this season but also a worrisome .894 
save percentage. Like Andersen, Raanta will be a UFA at the 
end of this year, but another team would likely claim him if 
Carolina tried to sneak him through waivers.  

For that reason, opposing GMs know Carolina wouldn’t be 
trading Raanta from a position of comfort. They’ve got to get 
rid of one of the three, and Raanta seems the most likely 
candidate to go. Goaltending depth just isn’t a luxury teams 
can have in the flat salary-cap era, and the Hurricanes will 
have to divest themselves of one of their current trio of 
netminders.
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Canes blank Cats for tenth-straight victory 

Antti Raanta posted a 19-save shutout to help boost his team 
to a 4-0 victory Friday night at PNC Arena. 

By Ryan Henkel 

It was certainly a night to forget for the naysayers as the 
Carolina Hurricanes rode the wave of success to a franchise 
record 10th consecutive win, on the backs of three power 
play goals and another Antti Raanta shutout. 

Carolina absolutely dominated the special teams battle 
against the Florida Panthers, going a perfect 6-for-6 on the 
penalty kill and scoring on 3-of-5 (essentially 4-of-5) chances 
on the power play. 

And although their point streaks ended, the Jordan Staal, 
Jesper Fast and Jordan Martinook line did their primary job, 
completely neutralizing the Panthers’ top line. Aleksander 
Barkov, fresh off of a hat trick against the Montreal 
Canadiens the night prior, was a non-threat most of the 
night. 

The power play success was certainly a sight for sore eyes. 
Coming into the game, the Canes were in the high 20’s 
amongst the league for power play success, not a pretty 
place to be. But Brind’Amour had been saying all season that 
the chances had been there, they just weren’t getting the 
bounces and tonight showed that the process can pay off. 

The Canes kicked it off early with Stefan Noesen — the 
teams leader in power play goals with six now — was 
Johnny on the spot as his quick reflexes allowed him to 
pounce on a loose puck with a yawning cage. 

The initial shot by Sebastian Aho had actually beaten Florida 
netminder Spencer Knight between his legs, but the shot hit 
the post and bounced out, but luckily right to Noesen. 

Andrei Svechnikov followed that goal up by unleashing an 
absolute rocket of a wrister in the second period, beating 
Knight with the shortside, post-and-in shot. 

Svechnikov is rediscovering his lethal shot and it’s a big 
reason why he has 19-goals on the season to lead the team. 

A bit after that, Seth Jarvis whiffed on a pass, but the puck 
still managed to nutmeg a Florida penalty killer and land right 
in front of Teuvo Teravainen who shot it in off of Knight’s 
skate. 

So the penalty kill would have been 4-for-5 tonight, however, 
Kotkaniemi waited just five seconds too long in picking his 
corner. However, the Panther in the box didn’t manage to 
rejoin the play before the goal, so it was basically a power 
play goal. We’re counting it. 

Kotkaniemi has a great release, he just has had a bit of an 
accuracy problem. He’s aimed for that top corner so often 
and it’s good that he finally managed to find it this time. If he 
can get that shot locked in, he’ll be just fine. 

After that, the Canes shut it down for the rest of the way 
thanks to the goalie  

And what a night it was for Raanta who posted his second 
consecutive shutout for the second time in his career.  

After a slow start to the season, Raanta has really settled 
into a groove as of late and it’s coincided at the perfect time 
with the team on a juggernaut pace. 

With Pyotr Kochetkov supposedly nursing an injury, Raanta 
has carried the torch magnificently. Even after getting ran 
twice, Raanta’s resiliency shined through. 

If the Canes can get multiple goalies going in a groove, it’s 
going to be a good season. 

Already with a new franchise record for consecutive games 
with at least a point (16) and consecutive wins (10), the 
Hurricanes have a lot to be grateful for to close out 2022.  

The new year will begin with Carolina on the road for a 3 
p.m. afternoon matinee showdown with the New Jersey 
Devils on New Year’s Day.
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Special teams lead Carolina Hurricanes to 4-0 shutout over Florida  

By Sam Overton 

Carolina right wing Stefan Noesen fights an Oilers defender 
for position after a faceoff during the Hurricanes' home game 
against the Edmonton Oilers on Thursday, Nov. 10, 2022 in 
PNC Arena. The Canes beat the Oilers 7-2. 

The Carolina Hurricanes capped off one of their best months 
in team history with a 4-0 victory over the Florida Panthers 
on Friday, Dec. 30. Their win streak now extends to 10, a 
franchise record — and Carolina isn’t looking to slow down 
anytime soon. 

“We hadn’t really had one of those [nights], really, all year,” 
said head coach Rod Brind’Amour. “We capitalized on the 
power plays, and penalty kills were good, too, so special 
teams won us the game. But that’s the game now — you 
gotta have that clicking, because it wins you games.” 

There were plenty of things to love about Friday night’s game 
— goaltender Antti Raanta’s second-straight shutout, three 
power play goals, excellent special teams — but it was the 
combined effort, the high energy from start to finish that 
defined another hot match at PNC Arena. 

“We were able to carry over a little bit [of] something from the 
last game,” Raanta said. “You get that confidence going, and 
you go into practice and you’re dialed into the things you 
wanna work on. And when the game started today, you kind 
of — you just felt like you’re in there.” 

The Panthers (16-17-4) needed a win to keep their playoff 
hopes alive — even though the end of the regular season is 
still months away, Florida has looked worse for wear through 
the end of 2022. You’d hardly recognize this team from last 
year’s squad, who finished atop the Atlantic division and 
boasted the most wins in the NHL. 

That being said, the Hurricanes (24-6-6) made light work of 
the Panthers on both ends of the ice. Carolina looked electric 
from the jump, perhaps in part thanks to a three-day rest 
after throttling the Chicago Blackhawks 3-0 on Dec. 27. As it 
was, right wing Stefan Noesen took advantage of Florida’s 
first penalty to score the Hurricanes’ inaugural goal. 

And speaking of power play goals, the Canes bounced back 
with a vengeance. Ranked 27th in the NHL prior to the 
game, Carolina’s three power play goals on Friday evening 
were unprecedented — it was the first time this season the 
Hurricanes had scored three goals on the man advantage. 

It was almost four, thanks to center Jesperi Kotkaniemi’s 
goal a mere four seconds after Florida center Anton Lundell 
exited the penalty box. Regardless, the 22-year-old’s goal 
cemented Carolina’s 12th win in the 12th month of the year, 
signaling that the Hurricanes won’t be cooling down anytime 
soon. 

The Hurricanes will ring in the new year with a road game 
against the New Jersey Devils on Sunday, Jan. 1. Puck drop 
is set for 3 p.m.
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Wolves Fall to IceHogs 4-3 in Shootout 

ROSEMONT, Ill.—Josh Melnick, William Lagesson and 
Malte Stromwall scored goals but it wasn’t enough as the 
Chicago Wolves fell 4-3 in a shootout to the Rockford 
IceHogs on Friday night at Allstate Arena. 

Luke Philp scored the winner in the sixth round of the 
shootout for Rockford, which snapped the Wolves’ two-game 
winning streak. The IceHogs evened the season series at 
three games apiece. The Wolves have secured points in six 
of their last seven contests. 

“We’re trending well and playing a little bit more of a team 
game that we want to play,” Wolves center Jack Drury said. 
“We’ve brought a lot of guys along—a lot of new players—
but we’re starting to click a little more.” 

The Wolves struck first on Melnick’s seventh goal of the 
season in the opening period. Drury, playing in his first game 
with the Wolves since Nov. 5 after being recalled from the 
Carolina Hurricanes on Wednesday, wheeled into the high 
slot and fired a shot that Melnick redirected past Rockford 
goaltender Jaxson Stauber. Drury and Ronan Seeley earned 
assists on the tally that extended Melnick’s goal-scoring 
streak to three games. 

Lagesson’s sixth goal of the season made it 2-0 a short time 
later. Center Vasily Ponomarev won a draw cleanly to 
Lagesson at the point and the defenseman’s shot ricocheted 
off an IceHogs player and bounded by Stauber to the stick 
side. 

After Buddy Robinson scored to pull the IceHogs within a 
goal early in the second, Stromwall made it 3-1 when the 
forward wired a shot from the top of the right that Stauber got 
a piece of but couldn’t corral as the puck trickled into the net. 
The goal was Stromwall’s fifth of the season and gave the 
forward 11 points (two goals, nine assists) in his last eight 
games. 

Early in the third, Robinson scored his second of the game to 
trim the Wolves’ lead to 3-2 and Dylan Sikura tied it late in 
the period. 

Zachary Sawchenko (34 saves) suffered the loss in goal for 
the Wolves while Stauber (17 saves) earned the win for the 
IceHogs. 

“Sawchenko played incredible in the net,” Drury said. “It was 
a stellar performance. It’s tough for him. We all owe him a 
little better.” 

The Wolves fell to 10-14-3-1 on the season while Rockford 
improved to 17-10-1-2. 

Up next: The Wolves will host the Iowa Wild on Tuesday at 
Allstate Arena (7 p.m.; AHLTV). 

For information on Wolves ticket plans for the 2022-23 
season — everything from single-game tickets to Flex Packs 
to group outings — visit ChicagoWolves.com or call 1-800-
THE-WOLVES.
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Hurricanes extend franchise-record win streak to 10 games in 4-0 win 
over Panthers 

 

Justin Pelletier 

10-13 minutes 31/12/2022 

 

Raleigh 

Two well-publicized Carolina Hurricanes streaks continued Friday, with 
the team picking up its franchise-record 10th consecutive win while 
earning a point in a franchise-record 16th consecutive game. 

Perhaps equally impressive, though, is a streak not many people would 
have seen coming just a couple of weeks ago: Canes starter Antti 
Raanta extended his streak of minutes played without allowing a goal to 
127:32, helping Carolina shut down the Florida Panthers in a 4-0 win at 
PNC Arena. 

“(Raanta) had some tough saves tonight,” Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour 
said. “It just settles the whole group when you’re out there and messing 
up, and the goalie makes a save ... that’s what it does for the group. He 
was good tonight.” 

Raanta’s stretch of scoreless hockey began with 7:32 to play in last 
week’s game against the Philadelphia Flyers, after he allowed a pair of 
shorthanded goals in a 6-5 win. His next outing, on the flipside of the 
Christmas break, was a 3-0 shutout win over Chicago on Tuesday. 

And then there was Friday’s effort. 

This run of scoreless hockey comes not long after Pyotr Kochetkov had a 
similar run for the Canes. His shutout streak reached 151:46 earlier in 
December. 

“Those guys have been solid,” Brind’Amour said. 

Not that the “Staal Bowl” wasn’t interesting enough on its own merit, but 
Raanta made it that much better with his 19-save effort, which included 
helping the Canes kill six Florida power plays — and withstanding a first-
period collision that left the veteran netminder stunned, if only 
momentarily. 

Here are seven other takeaways from the Canes’ final win of 2022: 

Powering up 

Friday’s victory proved to be a coming out party for the Canes’ previously 
stagnant power play. Just 2-for-19 in the previous five games, Carolina 
scored three times with the extra skater against the Panthers. 

“It’s nice to have one of those (games),” Brind’Amour said. “We really 
haven’t had one of those all year. Penalty killing was good, too. Special 
teams won us the game. That’s the game now. You gotta have that 
clicking, because it wins you games.” 

Prior to Friday’s game, Carolina sat 27th of 32 teams in power-play 
efficiency, clicking at just 17.5 percent. Even during the Canes’ current 
streaks, the team’s power play hadn’t really been all that good. 

Perhaps facing Florida’s 19th-ranked penalty kill was the medicine 
Carolina needed. 

Whether rebounds at the posts or shots from the circles, the Canes’ 
power play looked dominant and determined. Stefan Noesen, Andrei 
Svechnikov and Teuvo Teravainen all scored with an extra skater Friday, 
and Jesperi Kotkaniemi’s third-period strike from the center of the slot 
came mere seconds after another power play had expired. 

“We had our opportunities, they went in,” Brind’Amour said. “It doesn’t 
always work that way, but tonight it did.” 

Another strong start 

For the third consecutive game, the Hurricanes have started a game with 
a lopsided advantage in shots on goal, momentum they’ve generated 
from the opening faceoff that gets its genesis from the starting line of 
Jesper Fast-Jordan Staal-Jordan Martinook. 

“They play a hard-get game,” Florida head coach and former Canes 
bench boss Paul Maurice said. “They don’t give you a whole lot of easy 
ice so there’s not a lot of inside plays, but we tried to find them.” 

The Canes outshot the Panthers 12-3 in the opening frame. Against 
Chicago on Tuesday, Carolina had 23 shots in the first period to the 
Blackhawks’ seven, and against Philadelphia the game before that, the 
Hurricanes outshot the Flyers 14-5 before the first break. 

“You’re going to have games where the other team’s going to put up 
some action,” Brind’Amour said, “but what I’ve really liked about this 
stretch is we haven’t really had any dips in our game, as far as I’m 
concerned.” 

Scary moment 

As if the Hurricanes’ goaltending situation isn’t precarious enough after a 
handful of “tweaks” and “minor concerns” to both Kochetkov and Raanta 
in the past few weeks, Raanta stayed down on the ice for a bit midway 
through the first period Friday night after a collision with Florida 
defensman Aaron Ekblad. 

As Ekblad tried to create separation on a power-play rush, he was 
hooked from behind by Svechnikov and lost his footing, barreling into 
Raanta’s right leg and pushing the keeper into the post, dislodging the 
net. Raanta stayed down for several seconds and eventually gathered 
himself to one knee. After a quick visit from the training staff, he deemed 
himself good to go. 

“You’re always concerned (when you see that),” Brind’Amour said. 
“There were a couple of bumps there on the goalie, one was pretty hard. 
We know how important goaltending is, we’ve gone through it in the past 
with injuries to goalies, and it’s not a good thing, so it was nice to see he 
got through.” 

The Canes killed off the penalty to Svechnikov. 

Right place, right time 
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Noesen continues to prove his worth on the power play. Just as the 
Canes began their abbreviated power play in the first, the puck squirted 
out to Sebastian Aho at the top of the left circle. 

Aho let the players in front of goalie Spencer Knight create some traffic 
before ripping a low, hard shot past the Florida keeper. The puck hit the 
post square and softly ricocheted back into the blue paint, where Noesen 
was waiting to slam it home. 

Noesen has scored three of the Canes’ past seven power-play goals, 
and became the fourth Carolina skater to reach 10 power-play points this 
season. 

Staal’s well … 

For the 12th time in their careers, Marc, Eric and Jordan Staal skated in 
the same NHL game Friday. Jordan, of course, centers the Canes’ 
shutdown line between Jesper Fast and Jordan Martinook. Marc, a 
defender, and Eric, a forward, skate for the Panthers. 

In a pregame interview, Eric made sure to mention that with this being 
the 12th meeting, it was a good omen for him and his Panthers mates, 
given that he wears No. 12 for Florida. 

In all, the brothers have combined to play in 3,507 NHL games, with eight 
different teams over 19 seasons. The trio has racked up a combined 
1,889 points. 

… that ends well 

Jordan Staal got the better of the brotherly matchup on this night. Though 
he finished without a point, he was a force during the Panthers’ six power 
plays, and skated valuable minutes in shutting down Florida’s go-to 
scoring line. 

Sad to see it go 

There’s something fresh and exciting about ringing in a new year, but 
count the Hurricanes among those who don’t want to see the current 
annum end. 

In 2022, Carolina was 55-19-13 in regular-season games (7-7 in the 
playoffs). The Canes’ .707 points percentage was second in the calendar 
year only to Boston (.747). 

Svechnikov led the team with 39 goals, 78 points and 11 power-play 
goals. Aho led the team with 42 assists. 

Raanta and fellow netminder Frederik Andersen earned the Jennings 
Trophy at the conclusion of last season for having the league’s lowest 
combined goals against average, the first tandem in franchise history to 
earn that honor. 
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Devils’ hot penalty kill lifts them in 4-2 victory over Penguins | 3 
takeaways 
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By Ryan Novozinsky  

 

Rino Hischier was nervous. 

As he watched his son Nico’s team trail, 2-1, to the Penguins from the 
Devils’ “Dad’s Day” box at PPG Paints Arena on Friday, Hischier flashed 

a concerned look and blurted what every Devils fan was thinking at the 
time: 

“I hope the penalties will not kill us,” he said on the MSG Broadcast in the 
second period. “I hope this young Devils team will fight until the end.” 

His wish came true. 

The Devils, led by an unbelievable effort from their penalty kill unit, beat 
the Penguins, 4-2, and earned a three-point cushion in the Metropolitan 
Division. The Devils have a 23-11-2 record (48 points) and a 13-2-1 
record in road games in the 2022-23 season. 

The Devils will face another Metropolitan foe – the Carolina Hurricanes – 
on New Year’s Day at 2 p.m. ET. 

Here are three takeaways from the Devils’ 4-2 win over the Penguins: 

Fortunes flipped 

In the past few weeks, the Devils have consistently won the advanced 
stats battle – dominating in Corsi, expected goals, scoring chances and 
high-danger chances for – before losing due to finishing issues. 

Friday’s game had a much different feel. 

The Devils lost the expected goals battle (4.07-3.66) vs. the Penguins, 
but skated away with a victory thanks to their absurd penalty kill and 
barrage of goals. Jack Hughes struck first – he had an incredible second 
period snipe that doinked off the crossbar and into the net – then Dougie 
Hamilton and Nico Hischier scored with under three minutes remaining in 
the period. Hughes finished the night with two goals thanks to his empty 
netter at the end of regulation. 

Hischier’s goal gave New Jersey its fourth shorthanded goal of the 
season and improved their record to 19-3-2 when their captain scores in 
a game. 

Penalty kill madness 

The Devils thought Pittsburgh’s power play unit would be a problem. 

Can you blame them? The Penguins rolled elite talent like Sidney 
Crosby, Evgeni Malkin, Jake Guentzel and others on their top unit and 
owned a 42.9% power play percentage (since Dec. 9) entering Friday. 

None of that mattered once the puck dropped. 

The Devils killed off nine Penguins penalties – the sixth highest margin in 
franchise history – and limited them to 12 man-advantage shots in the 
game. The Devils began the night ranked ninth in league penalty kill 
percentage, but leapfrogged to fifth after the win (82.8%). 

There were 15 total penalties called in the game. 

Hot hand 

Vitek Vanecek had another great performance on Friday. 

The 26-year-old netminder thwarted 15 high danger chances, 26 scoring 
chances and 27 total shots in the contest. In his past two games, 
Vanecek has allowed four goals, despite facing 7.33 expected goals 
against and 53 shot attempts. 
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8 random Devils thoughts before crucial matchup against Penguins | 
Dawson Mercer’s tooth, locker room leadership, tight standings race, 
more 
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By Ryan Novozinsky  

 

The Devils are entering a crucial stretch as the calendar year winds 
down. 

They face the Penguins at PPG Paints Arena on Friday, before opening 
2023 with tough matchups against the Hurricanes – who beat them, 4-1, 
in Raleigh on Dec. 20 – and the Red Wings on Jan. 4. 

Here are eight random Devils thoughts ahead of their game vs. the 
Penguins on Friday: 

1. The Devils need to wake up. After Thursday night’s games, the 
Capitals are just one point behind New Jersey in the Metropolitan 
Division, while the Penguins, Islanders and Rangers sit two points back. 
The latter three teams are in a three-way tie in the Wild Card spots, so if 
they gain any ground over the Devils in the next few games, the Devils 
could be out of the playoff picture. 

2. The same question was posed to coach Lindy Ruff and various players 
at Thursday’s morning skate: What does leadership look like in the Devils 
locker room? 

It’s a fair question, especially given the Devils’ recent skid (2-7-1 record 
in their last 10 games) and their playoff inexperience, so here is what 
they said: 

“I think our guys have been vocal,” Ruff said. “You hear the voices in the 
room in between periods, you hear the conversations about the areas of 
the game, especially in last night’s game about bearing down on some of 
our opportunities. Our leadership is the guys that I think fall in that 
veteran category, you’re hearing their voices, and it’s guys that are trying 
to make a difference.” 

Goalie Vitek Vanecek echoed this, stating that the locker room leadership 
has a similar vibe to his time with the Capitals. 

“It’s the same,” Vanecek said. “We have old guys too – we have (Erik 
Haula) and we have (Brendan Smith). If something happens, they’re 
going to step up and talk to us. That was the same thing in Washington.” 

While Smith, Haula and captain Nico Hischier are the clear vocal leaders, 
some players take a more subtle approach. 

“Yeah, obviously that’s something we have,” Jesper Bratt said. “We have 
good communication in the room. For me, as a guy that’s maybe not 
always the loudest in the room, accountability and my leadership comes 
out on the ice. It comes out in practice, showing everyone how hard I 
work, showing myself how hard I work and wanting to get better and 
playing hard on the ice. That’s the way I want to lead and that’s the way 
I’m leading. Everyone has to do their part and really be dialed in and help 
the team do better and it comes from hard work.” 

3. The Devils’ injured players stay involved as much as possible. Nathan 
Bastian, Jonathan Bernier, Ondrej Palat, Ryan Graves and John Marino 
– all of whom are on either the IR or LTIR list – still communicate with the 
team in meetings, via text messages and are constantly spotted around 
team facilities. Here’s what Ruff said about his injured players’ leadership 
in early December: 

“They’re around everyday,” he said. “When possible, they’re inside 
meetings. They’re all part of the team, we want them to be part of the 
meetings we go through. And at times, they’re asked for a voice. They’re 
important pieces to our team.” 

4. Damon Severson cracked Dawson Mercer’s tooth out of his mouth in 
New Jersey’s 3-1 loss to Boston on Wednesday. Referees initially called 
a double-minor penalty on Bruins forward Taylor Hall – remember him? – 
but video review showed that it was Severson’s stick that hit Mercer. 
After practice on Thursday, a remorseful Severson told NJ Advance 
Media that he felt “very sorry” about the incident. 

5. Speaking of Mercer, the 21-year-old forward was plunked on Jack 
Hughes’ wing on Friday morning – which is a refreshing change. The 

Devils have 16 goals for, 10 against and 9.9 expected goals (57.16% 
expected goals percentage) in 193 Mercer/Hughes five-on-five minutes 
this season. The next step should be slotting Yegor Sharangovich on this 
line. Those three have only played 49 minutes together this year, but 
have generated 29 scoring chances and have a xGF% rate of 51.47%. 
As it stands, Haula is on Mercer and Hughes’ line. 

6. Here’s how the Devils’ prospects are performing at the 2023 IIHF 
World Juniors Championship: 

- Simon Nemec: three points (three assists) in two games played for 
team Slovakia. 

- Luke Hughes: Two points (two goals) in three games played for team 
USA. 

- Petr Hauser: Two points (one goal, one assist) in two games played for 
team Czechia. 

- Topias Vilen: One point (one assist) in two games played for team 
Finland. 

- Seamus Casey: zero points, zero games played for team USA. 

7. Last month, the Devils made history with their record. No team in NHL 
history has won more games in November (13). Their December resume 
makes it seem like they’re tanking. The Devils have a 3-7-2 record, eight 
points and a minus-10 goal differential since Dec. 1. The Columbus Blue 
Jackets and Chicago Blackhawks – two teams drooling over generational 
prospect Connor Bedard in the 2023 NHL draft – are the only clubs that 
have less points in the final month of 2022. 

8. What has to change for the Devils to flip their fortunes around? 
Hischier addressed this question Friday morning: 

“Our details,” he said. “We haven’t played bad the last few games, just 
little mistakes in our end that cost us the games – and that’s what we’re 
looking for tonight.” 
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Jack Hughes, Nico Hischier propel Devils past Penguins 

 

Associated Press3-4 minutes 31/12/2022 

 

PITTSBURGH — Jack Hughes had two goals and Nico Hischier added a 
short-handed goal, helping the New Jersey Devils beat the Pittsburgh 
Penguins 4-2 on Friday. 

New Jersey is 19-3-2 when Hischier records a point and 11-4-1 when 
Hughes scores. 

Dougie Hamilton also scored for the Devils, who had dropped two in a 
row. New Jersey has two wins in its last 10 games overall. 

“It was a really good effort by our top guys,” Devils coach Lindy Ruff said. 
“When you start winning hockey games, your top guys are the guys that 
kind of pull you through.” 

Despite their recent struggles, the Devils are 13-2-1 on the road this 
season, second-best in the NHL. The Devils were 11-26-4 on the road 
last season. 

Jack Hughes celebrates after scoring the first of his two goals in the 
Devils' 4-2 win over the Penguins. 

Jack Hughes celebrates after scoring the first of his two goals in the 
Devils’ 4-2 win over the Penguins. 
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Vitek Vanecek stopped 25 shots for the Devils, who are 21-3-2 when 
scoring three or more goals in a game this season. 

“There are a lot of different ways to win a game,” Ruff said. “When you 
go through the year, you need to win games like this.” 

Evgeni Malkin and Jeff Carter scored for the Penguins, who have lost 
four straight and five of six following a seven-game win streak. Tristan 
Jarry made 24 saves. 

“A loss is a loss, but I think it’s better than the two previous games,” Jarry 
said. “It’s trending in the right direction.” 

Pittsburgh played without top defenseman Kris Letang, who is day to day 
with a lower-body injury. The power play, which had a goal in 11 of 12 
previous games, went 0 for 9. That included a four-minute penalty 
midway through the third period with the Penguins pressing for the tying 
goal. 

“It’s hard to be critical of (the power play),” Penguins coach Mike Sullivan 
said. “They’ve been pretty dynamic for the last 10-plus games or so. 
Power play’s been winning games for us.” 

Malkin opened the scoring at 14:26 with a breakaway goal. He took the 
puck from Hamilton at the defensive blueline, skated into the zone and 
beat Vanecek to the glove side. 

The goal moved Malkin ahead of Sergei Fedorov for second-most points 
in NHL history among Russian-born players. 

Hamilton appeared to tie the game at 3:21 of the second, but the goal 
was overturned because of goaltender interference. 

Hughes’ power-play goal at 6:18 counted. He sent a shot underneath the 
crossbar from the left circle for his 19th of the season. 

It was the 16th career power-play goal for Hughes, which tied Paul 
Gagne for fifth in franchise history among players younger than 22. 
Hamilton’s assist was his 400th NHL point, which is 13th among active 
defensemen. 

Carter gave Pittsburgh a 2-1 lead at 12:30 of the second, but the Devils 
scored two goals in the final 2:23 of the period. Hamilton tied the game at 
17:37 when he finished a feed from Dawson Mercer, and Hischier scored 
with 37.1 seconds to play in the second. 

“I had a lot of speed and I wanted the puck,” Hischier said. “I was pretty 
sure I could go outside and I decided to shoot the puck. If you shoot the 
puck, good things happen.” 
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Devils at Penguins odds, prediction: One team in better place to end 
losing streak 

 

Action Network4-4 minutes 30/12/2022 

 

Suddenly, both the Pittsburgh Penguins and New Jersey Devils are in 
need of a win.  

While the situation is a little more precarious for the Devils, who have 
gone 1-7-1 in their last nine games, the Penguins are trying to stop a 
two-game losing streak before Monday’s Winter Classic at Fenway Park. 

But what really makes Friday’s game in Pittsburgh critical is how tight 
things have gotten in the Metropolitan Division. There are five teams 
(New Jersey, Washington, Pittsburgh, the Islanders and Rangers) 
separated by two points in the Metro as we head towards New Year’s 
Day.  

Friday night should feel like a playoff game. 

Perhaps what’s most frustrating for the Devils during this slide is that, 
generally, they’re playing decent hockey. Over those past nine games, 
the Devils have been outscored, 22-14, at 5-on-5, but they’ve generated 
23.5 expected goals and conceded 19.5 expected goals against. In other 
words, the Devils are underperforming by 12 goals, according to public 
xG data. 

But that doesn’t tell the whole story about what’s going on with New 
Jersey. You can tilt the ice all you want at 5-on-5, but if your goaltending 
wobbles it won’t matter.  

Coming into the season, that was the biggest concern with the Devils. 
There was clearly a lot of talent on this roster, but the goaltending looked 
shaky. Neither Mackenzie Blackwood nor Vitek Vanecek had shown that 
they could handle a starting role yet in their career, but it looked like 
Vanecek was on his way after a strong start to the campaign.  

But that is now firmly in the rearview mirror, as the Devils have an .866 
save percentage over their last nine contests. 

To make matters worse, the Devils are now dealing with injuries to Ryan 
Graves and John Marino, who had flourished in a second-pair role for 
New Jersey this season. With Marino and Graves out, the Devils have 
elevated Kevin Bahl, Brendan Smith and Nikita Okhotyuk. 

A lack of depth on defense and porous goaltending has put a lot of 
pressure on the Devils to score and they haven’t responded well. New 
Jersey’s 6.31% shooting percentage at 5-on-5 over its last nine games is 
the second-worst mark in the league in that span.  

The Penguins were on a 15-3-3 stretch going into the holiday break and 
they come out of the pause in terrible fashion, losing 5-1 to the Islanders 
and then blowing a 4-0 lead to the Red Wings in an overtime loss. But 
with New Jersey’s goaltending in shambles and its defensive depth being 
tested, there’s value on the Penguins as a short favorite on Friday night. 
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Rangers must avoid Alexis Lafreniere becoming an organizational failure 

 

Larry Brooks6-8 minutes 31/12/2022 

 

SUNRISE, Fla. — Regarding the Rangers, who open 2023 here Sunday 
night against the Panthers. 

In other words, regarding Alexis Lafreniere. 

1. The latest L’Affaire Lafreniere does not look good on anybody: not the 
Rangers organization, not the coaching staff and not the player. That is 
no small issue. 

It is incumbent upon president and general manager Chris Drury to put 
the full weight of the organization into working with Lafreniere and his 
camp to determine why it reached the point that on Thursday at Tampa 
Bay, the 2020 first-overall pick needed to be jolted by being made a 
healthy scratch. 

The burden of proof is on everyone, but the Rangers do go back 
administration after administration culpable of either mishandling or 
misidentifying prospects. The organization is famous for eating its young, 
so it is not a particular reach to wonder how much of Lafreniere’s one-
step-forward, two-steps-back dance this season is on the team. 

Progress in fulfilling the potential of Lafreniere, Filip Chytil, Kaapo Kakko, 
Vitali Kravtsov and, soon enough, Brennan Othmann — all first-rounders 
— is paramount to the success of the franchise. 
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Lafreniere, who is a pending restricted free agent in need of a second 
contract, is represented by Momentum Hockey’s Olivier Fortier, who 
replaced Emilie Castonguay when she left the agency last season to 
become assistant GM of the Canucks. He does not have a particular 
public profile — Lafreniere is his most well-known client — but it is 
certainly in everyone’s mutual interest for the Rangers to have a good 
working relationship with Lafreniere’s camp. 

2. If the Rangers somehow could have known that not only would they be 
in the 2020 lottery, but also would win it and thus claim left wing 
Lafreniere, yes, it is possible they might not have extended Chris Kreider 
just ahead of the deadline and, in fact, traded him rather than Brady 
Skjei. It’s possible that the tandem of president John Davidson and GM 
Jeff Gorton might have done that. But that is moot. 

All offseason following the lottery, the question was whether the Rangers 
would stack their left wings in Kreider, Lafreniere and Panarin. It seemed 
that switching the 18-year-old would make more sense than asking NHL 
veterans to move to their off-side, but perhaps that assumption did not 
allow for the fact that the pandemic prevented Lafreniere from playing 
competitive hockey for nearly a full year and that No. 13’s rookie season 
was not preceded by a traditional training camp from which he surely 
would have benefited. 

It is still kind of a mystery whether Lafreniere can comfortably make the 
switch to the right after half-measures to shift him haven’t quite taken 
hold. I’m not sure why this has been such a mysterious process. He 
insists he is comfortable but then it is suggested that he’s really more 
comfortable on the left side of the Kid Line. 

Oh, by the way: What do the Rangers intend to do when Othmann — a 
left wing — is ready for Broadway? 

3. Yes, this is true: a career 36-33 in 171 games that includes 36-30 at 
even-strength and 0-3 on the power play. 

And here is what I do not understand, and this directly has a dramatic 
impact on Lafreniere: 

When lines struggle at five-on-five, coach Gerard Gallant will not hesitate 
to change them. A couple of bad periods is often enough to create an 
upheaval. 

Want to catch a game? The Rangers schedule with links to buy tickets 
can be found here. 

But when the first power-play unit struggles for games at a time, the 
coach not only will not change the personnel, but also would consider it 
blasphemy to break up the four-righty unit even under the current 1-for-
16 quagmire in which they are stuck. I know — missed open nets and 
posts. 

That is where the team and Lafreniere could benefit if Gallant would 
make that kind of move and elevate an athlete who is supposed to 
possess great vision and creativity into a spot where he may be able to 
show his stuff. Lafreniere should be an effective puck retriever, too. 

4. I cannot imagine what equal value in a trade for Lafreniere would 
possibly resemble. Dealing Lafreniere and having him flourish 
somewhere else would represent the ultimate organizational nightmare. 

Who would they be able to get, a first-rounder who may or may not ever 
play? Another project who plays a different position? Where is the GM 
who will deal a known, young, cap-controllable center or defenseman for 
Lafreniere … if, again, the Rangers would ever even consider making 
that move? 

If you’re bringing in a center, you’ve decided to move on from Chytil, isn’t 
that correct? Unless, that is, that you’re going to ask Vincent Trocheck to 
waive his no-move clause one season into a seven-year agreement? 

Do you think Drury wants to risk a trade that becomes Nolan Ryan for 
Jim Fregosi? 

5. It is time to get Lafreniere back in on Sunday. 

The remade lines worked against the Lightning on Thursday to the 
degree the Rangers produced 46 shots and double-digits of glorious 
chances, but still scored just once in the 2-1 shootout defeat. 

There is no reason to break up the Kravtsov-Chytil-Julien Gauthier third 
line that played dynamic hockey against the Lightning. Kreider, Zibanejad 
and Kakko are remaining intact. 

Lafreniere should slide in on the right (Is he comfortable on the right?) 
with Panarin and Trocheck reforming the unit that was together for 12 
games in the early weeks while Barclay Goodrow shifts into the middle of 
the fourth line between Sammy Blais and Jimmy Vesey while Jonny 
Brodzinski sits. 

Brodzinski has been fine in his role, and Gallant had him on late in the 
third period in place of Kravtsov on Thursday. But in the big picture, and 
that is surely as important a part of it as the narrower one, playing 
Brodzinski ahead of Lafreniere is a little bit nutty. 
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Kaapo Kakko gets second chance on Rangers' top line 

 

By Colin Stephenson.December 30, 2022 12:22 pm3-4 minutes 
30/12/2022 

 

TAMPA – As the No. 1 pick overall in 2020 was getting a message by 
being left out of the lineup for Thursday’s 2-1 shootout loss to the Tampa 
Bay Lightning, the No. 2 overall pick in 2019 was getting quite a different 
message by being elevated to the top forward line. 

“Yeah, just like that,’’ Kaapo Kakko said when asked if he viewed his new 
assignment as an opportunity. “First line, you know? … Hopefully, I can 
stay there. That’s the mindset.’’ 

While his former Kid Line linemate, Alexis Lafrenière, was scratched for 
the second time in his career Thursday, Kakko was a beast on the ice, 
dominating possession behind the net in the offensive zone, and working 
hard to create chances for himself and his new linemates, Mika 
Zibanejad and Chris Kreider. 

Kakko had started the season with Kreider and Zibanejad, and by his 
own estimation, he was playing the best hockey of his NHL career at that 
time. But for all his puck possession, and all the chances he was creating 
for himself and his linemates, he wasn’t piling up goals and points. 

“I feel like I played good with them [before]; I just didn't score,’’ said 
Kakko, who has nine goals and six assists this season. 

With the team was treading water for the first month or so, coach Gerard 
Gallant started changing the lines. Veteran Jimmy Vesey took Kakko’s 
spot on the top line, and Gallant reunited the Kid Line – Kakko, 
Lafrenière and Filip Chytil. 

But Gallant couldn’t find the consistent play he was looking for and kept 
trying different combinations. He put the Kid Line together, broke them 
up, and put them back together. He separated Kreider and Zibanejad and 
tried Zibanejad with Artemi Panarin. Then, after an ugly loss to 
Washington on Tuesday, he came back to Kreider-Zibanejad-Kakko. 

“They trust me,’’ Kakko said, when asked why he thought it worked with 
Kreider and Zibanejad before. “They know what I can do, especially 
down low, behind the net in the ‘O’ zone. Kreids is very good in front of 
the net. I know that, and Mika knows that also. So we try to find him, and 
also Mika.’’ 

The Rangers’ lone goal Thursday came about in part because of Kakko’s 
play behind the net. Zibanejad had fired a shot that went high and wide, 
but Kakko retrieved it behind the net and passed out front. The puck got 
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knocked around but made it to Zibanejad in the slot, and he fired a shot 
home to give the Rangers a 1-0 lead at 12:45 of the first period. 

“I feel like he does that no matter who he plays with,’’ Zibanejad said of 
Kakko’s behind-the-net presence. “That's obviously the thing that you 
want to see from a guy like that – that he doesn't change the way he 
plays because he plays with us, or plays with someone else. You want 
him to grow in his own game, and I think he's done that. And having that 
said, you're trying to play off of that and try to put him in a situation where 
he can use that, and [we] get available for him.’’ 
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Nashville Predators offense backs Juuse Saros in big way during 6-1 rout 
of Anaheim Ducks 

 

Paul Skrbina 

 

The Nashville Predators played the first of back-to-back matinees Friday 
afternoon, getting a 6-1 victory against the Anaheim Ducks to begin their 
two-game road trip, which also stops in Vegas on Saturday. 

Playing his 600th career regular-season game, Predators forward Filip 
Forsberg scored for the second consecutive game. Roman Josi, Nino 
Niederrieter, Colton Sissons, Yakov Trenin and Tommy Novak also 
scored for Nashville. Predators goalie Juuse Saros made 26 saves. 

It was the second of three meetings between the teams this season. The 
Predators lead the season series 2-0. 

The Ducks (10-23-4) are in last place in the Pacific Division, while the 
Predators (11-14-5) are sixth in the Central. 

Nashville was coming off a last-minute loss to the Dallas Stars on 
Tuesday. 
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NHL99: Joe Thornton pushed teammates to the brink, but they loved him 
for it 

 

Kevin Kurz16-20 minutes 31/12/2022 

 

Welcome to NHL99, The Athletic’s countdown of the best 100 players in 
modern NHL history. We’re ranking 100 players but calling it 99 because 
we all know who’s No. 1 — it’s the 99 spots behind No. 99 we have to 
figure out. Every Monday through Saturday until February we’ll unveil 
new members of the list. 

It was a frigid night in Calgary on March 6, 2013, both outside of the 
Saddledome and inside, as the San Jose Sharks offense was ice cold. 
The Flames skated their way to a fairly painless 4-1 win, capping a 
stretch in which the Sharks, captained by top-line center Joe Thornton, 
managed just 17 goals in 12 games. 

As was common, the media shuffled over to Thornton in the visitors’ 
dressing room for insight into the team’s sudden downturn after a 
promising start to that lockout-shortened season. 

What are the problems here, Joe? Why can’t this team, built to compete 
for a Stanley Cup, score goals? Is it time for general manager Doug 
Wilson to think about making changes to the roster? 

Thornton wasn’t offering much, other than the usual platitudes about not 
getting the bounces and having to be better the next game. Cue the eye 
rolls. 

Sitting just a few feet away, Dan Boyle, a heart-on-his-sleeve player, both 
in the way he played and in his honesty with the media, was stewing. No 
one on the Sharks hated to lose more, and Boyle looked like he was 
about to explode. He was in earshot of Thornton seemingly downplaying 
what was going on and had a bit of a different take on the state of things. 

“It just sucked from the beginning,” Boyle said. “You’re not going to win 
many games f—ing scoring just one or two f—ing goals a night. It just 
sucked.” 

To the hockey fan who was watching live on the postgame show or 
reading about it later, it was a typical reaction from Thornton (and not an 
all-that-uncommon one from Boyle, either). As poorly as the Sharks had 
played, and Thornton surely knew that was the case, the big centerman 
quickly moved on from the disappointing result. He wasn’t going to dwell 
on it, and he certainly wasn’t going to show any fiery emotions or 
frustration with a camera pointed in his face. It was just another moment 
that reflected that Thornton was passionless, detached, and maybe just 
not all that invested in whether the team won or lost, as some of his 
detractors suggested. 

But to those who knew him and played with him, that persona he 
exhibited was not reflective of who he really was as a competitor. 

“You can certainly be misled by the easy-going, laid-back approach that 
he has, or is perceived to have sometimes,” Boyle said recently. “But you 
don’t get to play (1,714) games without being competitive, OK? You don’t 
get to stick around for that long and be that good without having a 
competitive edge. I just think he presented it much different than some of 
us.” 

Patrick Marleau played more games as Thornton’s teammate than 
anyone else, part of Sharks teams that were consistently among the 
NHL’s best even if they could never quite get over that proverbial hump. 
Thornton’s ability to quickly move on after losses might have been 
different from other players, but it was never because he wasn’t devoted 
to the team. 

“That competitiveness was always there, and I think anybody that played 
with him, they knew the compete (level) was there,” Marleau said. “The 
desire to get better, the desire to be the best all the time was always 
there just based on his practice habits, getting to the rink early, putting in 
extra time and hours. … I don’t know what was going on in his head, but 
from the outside, he was like, ‘OK. Let’s move on.’” 

Said Thornton: “That’s always been my approach. I can’t do anything 
about what just happened, let’s just try to f—ing improve the next time we 
go out. That’s how I always was. 

“I wanted to eat your heart out playing against you. After, if we lost that 
game, I’m going right back to the drawing board and trying to figure out 
(how to) not let this happen again.” 

Thornton, as of this writing, has yet to officially retire. He’s been hanging 
around the Sharks’ front office since training camp, and while he’s surely 
doing something, no one in the organization has officially defined just 
what that is. It’s a surprise to absolutely no one that “Jumbo,” as he’s 
known to just about everyone in his orbit, wants to remain around a rink 
in some capacity after spending the 2021-22 season, his 24th, with the 
Florida Panthers. 

But Thornton’s greatness as one of the NHL’s best to ever play, and his 
ranking as No. 32 on our list of the best players of the NHL’s modern era, 
is not dependent on whether the now 43-year-old retires. When he does 
officially decide to hang up his skates, there isn’t much debate that he’s 
going to be a first-ballot Hockey Hall of Famer. 

He is sixth all-time in games played, with 1,714; seventh all-time in 
assists, with 1,109; and 12th in points, with 1,539. His resume includes a 
Hart Trophy and an Art Ross Trophy in 2005, six All-Star Games, 19 
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playoff appearances and a gold medal at the Olympics with Canada in 
2010. 

He started as the No. 1 pick by Boston in the 1997 draft, when 
Thornton’s combination of size and skill made him an easy choice as the 
first selection. Jeremy Roenick can recall seeing Thornton in his early 
days with the Bruins. 

“The first thing you noticed about Jumbo was his size, and how good that 
he was — his hands, and how creative he is,” Roenick said. “Kind of like 
a Mario Lemieux mentality. He was a very strong skater, and wasn’t the 
fastest guy in the world but got it done as good as anybody. 

“It was his keen ability to see everything. He saw the game better than 
anybody else on the ice. … He’s just one of those people that you can’t 
help but notice right away.” 

While he was developing his game on the ice with the Bruins, he was 
also developing that gregarious personality that he would become known 
for just as much as what he was able to do as a hockey player. 

At first, he was just a quiet, shy kid trying to prove he belonged. It took 
some time for Thornton’s true persona to emerge. 

“I was kind of like a deer in headlights,” Thornton said in 2019 about his 
early days in the league. “It was like, (the NHL) is a different animal than 
I’m used to. These guys have kids, and they’re big and strong. It was just 
a lot to take in my first little while. It was just kind of soaking everything in 
and just watching what everybody else was doing.” 

Thornton’s time in Boston had its ups and downs. He managed just 
seven points in 55 games as a rookie in 1997-98, but steadily improved, 
reaching 101 points in 77 games in 2002-03, his sixth season and first as 
captain of the Bruins. He struggled in the playoffs, though, including in 
2003-04 when he was scoreless in a seven-game first-round loss to 
Montreal while dealing with torn rib cartilage. 

It was in San Jose, after a blockbuster trade on Nov. 30, 2005, that he 
found the place where he truly belonged and established his greatness 
and his legacy. The Bay Area lifestyle, both on and off the ice, could not 
have been a better fit for Thornton to thrive, and year after year, he was 
the superstar on Sharks teams that, yes, had some playoff 
disappointments, but also had some deep runs. The Sharks made the 
conference finals in 2010, 2011 and 2019, and reached their only Stanley 
Cup Final in 2016, losing in six games to the Penguins. In his first 12 
seasons in San Jose, the Sharks made the playoffs 11 times. 

Thornton was remarkably consistent and durable. While his Hart Trophy-
winning season was without question his best, with 125 points in 81 
games (92 of which came with the Sharks in just 58 games after the 
trade), Thornton also finished fifth in the league in scoring more than a 
decade later, in 2015-16, when he was 36 years old. From Christmas 
Day through the end of that season, the only player who had more than 
Thornton’s 59 points was Sidney Crosby, with 63. 

A pair of significant knee injuries eventually slowed him down — 
including a torn ACL and MCL that he incredibly played through in a first-
round playoff loss to Edmonton in 2017 — but prior to that, as he got into 
his 30s, Thornton recognized he would have to make changes to his 
daily routine if he was going to remain effective. Making sure he was 
getting enough sleep became paramount, and, as much as he enjoyed 
going on the ice as much as possible for practices and morning skates, 
he realized that he maybe shouldn’t go too hard in order to preserve his 
energy for when it mattered. 

Ryane Clowe, who spent part of eight seasons with Thornton on the 
Sharks, said, “He was just as tough as they come just from the fact that 
he wouldn’t miss a practice, and then his passion to play. The reason he 
played that long is because he loved to come to the rink every day, he 
didn’t want to leave the rink. … When he won the (Hart Trophy in 2005), 
every year after that he really dug in on the training side, taking care of 
his body, recovery. All that stuff.” 

The mutual admiration between Thornton and his teammates is a 
significant part of Thornton’s legacy. 

“Everyone you talk to, that’s the first thing anyone will tell you — Joe 
Thornton loved to be at the rink more than anyone (they) ever played 
with, and loved to be around his teammates,” Clowe said. “And that’s 
true.” 

Said Roenick: “I will bet you that there is not one person, not one 
teammate that ever played with Joe Thornton that didn’t love Joe 
Thornton, who didn’t think Joe Thornton is the best guy on the team.” 

Still, it wasn’t always a country club atmosphere. 

Thornton held his teammates to a high standard, and that didn’t always 
make for a delightful dressing room. He was never shy about voicing his 
opinion to guys that he thought could do more, or prepare themselves 
better. 

Sometimes that caught teammates off-guard, particularly if they were 
new to the organization and didn’t know that side of him. Those 
preconceived notions of Jeff Spicoli in skates were quickly put to rest. 

“Because of the happy-go-lucky (personality) most of the time away from 
the rink, when that competitive side did come out, a lot of people were, 
like, maybe taken aback a bit,” Marleau said. “But that was him.” 

Said Thornton: “I sometimes expected more out of my teammates than 
they expected themselves. I wanted the players that I played with to 
succeed and have long careers. I always thought I was going to have a 
long career. If I didn’t feel like they were performing up to their standards, 
sometimes I’d have to tell them. I think that’s why I have so many great 
friends in the hockey world, that I’d do anything for and they’d do 
anything for me. That’s the relationship we had.” 

One previously untold incident happened on Jan. 27, 2013. The Sharks 
were ahead 3-1 against the Canucks at home when Clowe took a late 
second-period high-sticking minor that he didn’t agree with, letting the 
referees and everyone within earshot know about it. He went to the 
penalty box, slammed his stick against the glass a couple of times, and 
was promptly tagged with an extra minor for unsportsmanlike conduct 
and game misconduct. 

His night over, Clowe stormed off the ice and got on the exercise bike to 
blow off what was some significant steam. 

After the period ended, Thornton made it known to Clowe that he wasn’t 
pleased with his lack of self-control, labeling Clowe as “selfish” with a 
healthy amount of expletives sprinkled in. 

Clowe, still running hot, got off the bike and stormed into the dressing 
room, intending to punch Thornton’s lights out. Boyle anticipated what 
was about to happen, jumped in, and was inadvertently whacked in the 
face by Clowe’s elbow instead, preventing the defenseman from playing 
in the third period. 

“Jumbo didn’t even look up,” recalled Logan Couture, sitting a few feet 
away in the dressing room. “He continued to yell. That was just one way 
of getting Clowie going, and the rest of us going. He wasn’t trying to take 
jabs at him, he was just trying to say, ‘Enough of that. We’re not going to 
accept it.’ He just had a different way of doing things.” 

When Thornton moved to Florida last season, he spent the first month 
and a half living with Clowe before he found a place for himself and his 
family. 

“He could push your buttons,” Clowe said. “He knew who he was, and 
that was his way of making sure you were ready. I think Joe had a unique 
way about him in that regard. It was never personal.” 

Said Thornton: “Sometimes you’ve got to push each other, and I did that. 
And it’s not comfortable telling someone, ‘Hey, wake the f— up, we’ve 
got a huge game here.’ And sometimes you don’t sleep because you 
have to (have) those conversations. But I had them. Some of these guys 
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are my best friends, and they had them with me, so it was all good. We 
just pushed ourselves.” 

Roenick, like Clowe, appreciated Thornton’s demeanor. 

“He could be the life of the party, the fun part of every locker room 
situation, laughing, getting everybody in good spirits, and then literally 
something goes wrong that he doesn’t like and he will flip the switch and 
he will scream and he will get in somebody’s face, and he will make sure 
that everybody gets back on the same page with a firm grip and a firm 
voice,” Roenick said. “He wanted everybody to have fun, he wanted 
everybody together, he wanted everybody to be part of the team and part 
of what was going on. But if you weren’t on board, Joe was going to 
make you be not very comfortable. And I loved that about him.” 

Whether that was the right way to do things depends on your 
perspective. When Thornton was Sharks captain for four seasons, they 
posted a 167-92-35 record, the fifth-best in the NHL in that span 
including that trip to the Western Conference finals in 2011 when they 
lost to what was a deeper, healthier Vancouver squad. At the same time, 
when the “C” was taken off of Thornton’s sweater after the reverse-
sweep loss to the Kings in 2014, the team advanced further than it ever 
had before or has since. 

Thornton never expressed any dismay over the captaincy being taken 
away, and he didn’t change all that much afterward, either, according to 
those around him. And it proved to be the right move at the right time, as 
it nearly resulted in the championship he so long desired, not just in 
2016, but in 2019 when the Sharks made it within two wins of the Stanley 
Cup Final. Capturing a championship for Thornton was part of what 
drove them as a team. 

“He would do anything to win. Anything,” Couture said. “But if he was 
yelling at you to go do something, it’s something that he would do 
himself. … He’d block shots, he’d fight, he’d play hard, he’d finish 
checks, he’d get under the other team’s skin. Really the ultra-competitor. 
You could feel it, how much he wanted to win.” 

Winning it all, though, has eluded Thornton. And, that’s probably why he 
was left off of the 2017 NHL’s 100 Greatest Players list, something that 
was outrage-inducing in the Bay Area. 

And to his family. 

“It hurt me when the Top 100 came out and he wasn’t one of them 
because they said he never won a Cup,” Thornton’s wife, Tabea 
Thornton, said in April. 

It was because of his desire to finally get his name engraved on the 
Stanley Cup that he signed with Toronto in the 2020 offseason, and gave 
what was likely to be his final shot with the Panthers last season. That 
drive to win a Stanley Cup was maybe most evident — at least publicly 
— when the 2020 trade deadline passed and Thornton was dismayed 
that he was still on a Sharks team that was going nowhere. 

“I wanted a shot,” Thornton said the morning after the deadline. 

If there was ever a perception from anyone on the outside that Thornton 
was content simply living the California lifestyle and putting hockey 
second to everything else, he showed how wrong that was over his final 
few seasons not only in that moment but by picking up his family and 
moving multiple times to continue the chase. 

All the while, Thornton remained who he was — quite simply, one of the 
all-time greats, and a man that virtually everyone in his orbit winds up 
equally respecting and adoring. 

“I don’t think anybody can dislike Joe Thornton off the ice,” Boyle said. “If 
you’re not friends with Joe Thornton off the ice, I don’t know what’s 
wrong with you.” 

Said Roenick: “I grew a love for him that was pretty much unmatched, as 
fast as we bonded. I’ve had great teammates in my lifetime — Chris 
Chelios, Tony Amonte, Keith Tkachuk, Rick Tocchet. But Jumbo has got 
to be at the top of the list in terms of just love, (being) competitive, 

talented. Somebody that you want to be around all the time. All the time. I 
love him.” 
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Sam Gagner’s journey to 1,000 NHL games among most remarkable in 
league history 

 

Murat Ates13-17 minutes 30/12/2022 

 

WINNIPEG — When Sam Gagner was drafted sixth in 2006 and made 
the Edmonton Oilers out of training camp as an 18-year-old that fall, it 
was the opening chapter of an NHL journey that could have continued: 
“… And he never looked back.” 

Gagner had the draft pedigree, the NHL bloodlines through his father 
Dave and the offensive firepower to make an instant impact, scoring 49 
points in his first season. 

But Gagner’s journey to 1,000 games, achieved in Winnipeg on Dec. 29, 
is not nearly as straightforward as its opening verse. 

When Jets coach Rick Bowness walked into the dressing room after the 
game, congratulating Gagner on his achievement as Gagner’s three 
children played and climbed all over their dad, it wasn’t to celebrate an 
uninterrupted run of excellence. The high-scoring Gagner had not been 
able to change the struggling Oilers’ fortunes, putting up strong offensive 
numbers for a team that failed to make the playoffs in any of his first 
seven seasons and which finished last in the league twice during that 
same time frame. Gagner would go on to play NHL stints in Arizona, 
Philadelphia, Columbus, Vancouver, an encore in Edmonton and then 
Detroit before Winnipeg signed him as a 33-year-old, and now a versatile 
depth player, in the summer of 2022. 

Gagner also played for three minor league teams during that time — the 
Lehigh Valley Phantoms, Toronto Marlies and Bakersfield Condors, as 
Philadelphia, Toronto and Edmonton all saw fit to send Gagner to their 
AHL affiliates. Gagner has referred to those times as some of the lowest 
lows of his career, but he persevered. 

Gagner’s commitment to his own development, his positive attitude and 
his willingness to reinvent himself as a more all-around utility player after 
generating hype for his early offence are what most hockey people 
gravitate to when discussing his journey to 1,000 games. This isn’t 
because it’s fun to point at the miserable times but because NHL 
veterans understand just how difficult those times can be. 

So when Gagner became the 357th player in NHL history to reach the 
1,000-game milestone, Gagner’s resilience was at the heart of his 
coach’s thoughts. 

“How many guys have played 1,000 games? Three hundred and 
something,” Bowness said when asked what he told Gagner in the room. 
“How many of those guys have gone to the minors and come back? Not 
very many of them. A lot of guys have quit or retired or moved on. So you 
give him a lot of credit for going back to the minors for a couple stints and 
still persevering. It’s a major tribute to his character and his love of the 
game. You’ve got to love that.” 

Thanks to some help from the good folks at the NHL, we can answer 
Bowness’ question. 

Of the 357 players to play 1,000 NHL games, 162 played at least some 
amount of AHL time between their NHL debut and their 1,000th game. 

Gagner’s mid-career AHL stints, however, are unique. Only 10 players  
— Gagner, along with Matt Stajan, Jay Bouwmeester, Dan Hamhuis, 
Jason Spezza, Antoine Vermette, Wade Redden, Jean Ratelle, Stephane 
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Quintal and Marc Bergevin have played at least 50 AHL games after their 
NHL debut but before reaching 1,000. 

But Stajan had only played one NHL season before his AHL year at age 
21. Bouwmeester had played two NHL seasons before hitting the AHL for 
most of one season, also at age 21. Hamhuis played one NHL season 
before returning to Milwaukee for an AHL season at age 22. Spezza split 
his 19-year-old season between Ottawa and Binghamton, played his 20-
year-old season in the NHL, went back to the AHL at 22 and then 
continued his long NHL career. Ratelle played 57 AHL games at age 23. 
Quintal played 60 AHL games at age 19 and 20 after having played 64 
games for the Bruins as a teenager. Bergevin gets closer, having played 
58 AHL games at age 25, but that was just for one season and still a bit 
young to be a Gagner comparable. 

Redden comes closer. He played 994 NHL games starting from his 19-
year-old season in Ottawa before New York sent him down to 
Connecticut for two seasons, partly due to Redden’s cumbersome $6.5 
million cap hit. Redden stuck it out for two years, earning an NHL 
opportunity with St. Louis in 2012-13 where he crossed 1,000 games. He 
eventually retired in Boston at 1,023 games played. 

But no one has accomplished what Gagner has done in quite the same 
way he did it. 

Gagner went from his 49-point rookie season and 295 points in seven 
seasons with Edmonton to Arizona and then Philadelphia. The Flyers 
waived Gagner in 2015-16, sending him to the AHL Phantoms at 26 
years old. Gagner signed in Columbus the following season for $650,000 
— the lowest salary of his career — where he found his offensive game, 
scoring 50 points for the Blue Jackets. That total remains his career high. 
It led to a three-year contract with Vancouver… And his second trip to the 
AHL. Gagner played 43 games he played for the Toronto Marlies at 29 in 
2018-19, finishing that season back in Edmonton where it all began. 
Somehow even the Oilers saw fit to send Gagner to the AHL for four 
more games the following year. In 2019-20, a 30-year-old Gagner played 
four games for Bakersfield, scoring two goals and two assists. 

All in all, Gagner played 56 games in the AHL over three separate 
assignments during the prime years of his career. 

“I’ve had my ups and downs, for sure,” Gagner said this week. “Getting 
sent down by Vancouver and then the following year by Edmonton again, 
you question how your career is going to end up. But you keep pushing 
along, keep trying to adjust to the modern game. It certainly feels good to 
get (to 1,000 games).” 

Gagner cited longtime Edmonton Oiler Shawn Horcoff as one of his role 
models, saying that Horcoff’s professionalism and commitment to 
improving himself taught him a lot about what it takes to be an NHL pro. 
Horcoff now works in player development for the Detroit Red Wings, for 
whom Gagner played for just over two seasons prior to signing in 
Winnipeg. 

Horcoff remembers being intrigued when the Oilers drafted Gagner at 
No. 6 in 2007. Even though Horcoff wasn’t an OHL expert and didn’t 
know exactly what Edmonton was getting in Gagner, he was excited by 
the addition of a talented, potentially high-end draft pick. It wasn’t until 
training camp when the two got to know each other that Gagner’s love of 
the game won Horcoff and his teammates over. 

“When he first came in, you could see his skill and his passion for the 
game,” Horcoff told The Athletic during a Friday phone call. “He loved to 
be at the rink. He was a joy to have around because you could see how 
much he loved hockey and how he wanted to work to get better.” 

Gagner stunned everyone with his skill and made the team out of camp 
at 18. Horcoff says Gagner’s love of hockey stands out, even in a league 
full of players who love the sport. The two have stayed in close touch 
over the years, reconnecting in Detroit when Gagner played there. He 
was struck by Gagner’s development as a person and as a player 
between their time as teammates in Edmonton and Gagner’s veteran 
arrival in Detroit. 

“Sam always believed in himself. He always believed that he could find a 
way to contribute in a positive way,” Horcoff says. “I can’t speak for 
everyone but I think, for the majority of guys who reach 1,000 games, 
you have to reinvent yourself at some point. You have to become a 
reliable defensive player, learn to kill penalties, be on the ice to close out 
games and play the important minutes. There’s also a lot that goes into 
being in the locker room and doing the right things off the ice, being a 
good influence to younger guys. For Gags, to be able to see him at the 
start of his career when he was 18 and then to see him towards the end 
of his career in Detroit, just to see his transformation. His maturity and his 
overall game, it’s just so good to see. He’s really earned this.” 

Gagner’s influence on his teammates is precisely why Winnipeg sought 
him out this summer. 

Bowness remembers Winnipeg’s search for a depth forward who might 
not be guaranteed a big role but who would need to be reliable if he got 
an opportunity. The Jets reached out to contacts throughout the NHL to 
ask about Gagner, finding that every former teammate and every former 
coach had nothing but positive things to say about Gagner’s character. 

“We did our homework: not a negative word about the guy,” Bowness 
said. “If you’re going to play this long for the few teams he played on and 
not have one negative word, it just speaks a lot about your character.” 

Bowness was also asked about the specific impacts that Gagner has 
among his Jets teammates. 

“He’s been through it all and has a calming voice. He’s good on the 
bench with the guys, he’s good in the room. Guys can look at and know 
he’s been around a long time and he’s not panicking. And (he’s) doing 
the right things at the right time. It’s also the tone of when a player 
speaks — the tone of what he says is very important. When Sam’s 
talking he’s very calm, very positive.” 

Pierre-Luc Dubois spoke to reporters after Gagner’s 1,000th game was in 
the books, taking the opportunity to speak to Gagner’s impact in the Jets 
room. 

“He’s been unbelievable in this dressing room. A lot of guys have been 
learning from him, getting to know him more and more. He’s just really 
fun to be around,” Dubois said. “He’s very calm and composed. We can 
laugh a lot with him but he knows when to turn that switch and to be 
serious … He’s just a great guy and we’re really lucky to have him in this 
dressing room.” 

Josh Morrissey, speaking earlier in the week, brought things back to 
Gagner’s love of the game. 

“I don’t think you get to 1,000 games in any type of career without really 
loving the game,” Morrissey said. “Certainly when you go through 
adversity, and I’ve talked to Gags about his time getting sent down and 
stuff like that, to come back from that and sort of, as he says re-invent his 
game a little bit and continue to have that passion to get better and work 
on his game and find ways to be in the NHL, that’s a passion and love for 
the game. And for young guys and everyone else in the locker room, he 
loves coming to the rink every day, loves practising and talking about 
sticks and tape jobs and little skills and stuff like that. That kind of energy 
and excitement about the game is a big reason I think he’s going to 
achieve this milestone.” 

The most touching messages of love were expressed by Gagner’s wife, 
Dr. Rachel Linke, and their children Cooper, Beckham and Cali. 

“Congratulations on 1,000 games. You have made so many sacrifices, 
personally, to reach this milestone but you have always prioritized being 
an amazing father and husband,” Linke said. “We’re so proud of you. 
We’re your biggest fans.” 

Watch the video in full but be sure to appreciate “My name is Beckham 
and I love my daddy. He’s my favourite hawkey player and congwats.” 
It’s as heartwarming as hockey gets and a good preview of the postgame 
energy in the Jets dressing room Thursday after a 4-2 win over the 
Canucks. 
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Gagner put his family at the forefront of his accomplishment. 

“I work hard at trying to reinvent myself, but also just putting in the work 
every day. You learn that from teammates,” Gagner said. “I learned a lot 
of that from my old man, his work ethic, what he went through in his 
career. I owe a lot to that. My mom, my wife, what my wife gets put 
through, she’s kind of my psychologist. The amount of sacrifice she’s had 
(to make), to move around with a young family, give up parts of her 
career. It’s not possible without her.” 

As Dubois spoke to reporters in front of the camera, Gagner played with 
his kids, laughing, joking, picking them up and pretending to wrestle. The 
joy was so palpable that John Lu of TSN asked Dubois what it was like 
from his perspective. 

“Getting to know (Gagner), his family,” he said. “His kids, they’re always 
in the dressing room after wins. You’ll be stretching and you’ll get a kick 
in the back and it will be one of his sons wanting to play soccer with you 
or something. It was great. The video was great, the fan reaction was 
great to see. Seeing his kids, his wife, the speeches on the JumboTron, 
I’m sure it was a special moment for him because it felt special for us.” 

Two weeks ago, Gagner was on the Jets’ team flight to Vancouver — 
one of perhaps thousands of flights he had already been on in his NHL 
career — when he did a simple but characterizing thing. 

The plane was crossing the Rocky Mountains, flying above snow-capped 
peaks which protruded through cloud cover below. The sky was bright 
and blue above the mountains and, in the midst of this idyllic, alpine 
scene, Gagner did what a lot of us might do: He held his phone to the 
airplane window, did his best to capture the scene and took a picture. 

At 33 and at that point at nearly 1,000 games, playing on his seventh 
NHL team while taking whatever role available, Gagner also took the 
time to appreciate a beautiful moment amidst the chaos of yet another 
NHL season. 

Those who know Gagner well say appreciation is one of his key values 
— one that he’s grown into by persevering through the ups and downs of 
his career. 

“He learned that,” Horcoff says. “That’s something that’s really evolved in 
him. When he was 18 years old, he would have had no idea what it was 
going to take to play this long in this league. He was a pure offensive 
player. But in terms of what it took to win at the NHL level, he learned 
that. He just wanted it that much. It’s not easy. It’s hard. It’s hard to stick 
around. You have to do a lot of things right and Sam has figured those 
things out as he’s evolved. It’s impressive and I’m so happy for him.” 

The last words go to Gagner. 

“It’s not always easy. There are times coming to the rink when it’s hard. 
You’re going through losing streaks, you’re not feeling great physically. 
It’s important to find those moments throughout a year that sustain you 
and allow you to keep pushing through. There are so many great things 
about playing in this league and so many things I’m thankful for. Even 
this year, my kids are starting to understand what I do and having them 
be around through all this, in a Canadian city where hockey is number 
one and they’re passionate about it, it’s something I’ll cherish forever.” 
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Five NHL trades of big-named players we’d like to see in 2023 

 

Eric Duhatschek17-21 minutes 30/12/2022 

 

The NHL holiday roster freeze is over, New Year’s Day is just around the 
corner and the first handful of teams will reach the midpoints of their 

seasons next week already. You know what that means. We’re at the 
point of the season where things start to get interesting. 

Where separation starts to occur. 

When the teams begin to divide themselves into buyers and sellers, 
ahead of the March 3 NHL trade deadline. 

And while there probably aren’t going to be many major deals until closer 
to the deadline (because teams need to preserve as much salary-cap 
space as possible), this is the point where the exploratory talks become 
something a little more than just idle chatter. Is Patrick Kane really going 
to move? Is Jonathan Toews? When will the Jakob Chychrun era finally 
end in Arizona?  

There is always a difference between what will happen, what could 
happen and what should happen. We plant ourselves firmly in that third 
corner — what should happen if the NHL could ever get as bold as the 
NBA in terms of shuffling pieces around. 

Sadly, if last year’s deadline proved anything it’s the teams that were the 
boldest and most aggressive — we’re thinking primarily of the Florida 
Panthers here — which didn’t get the result they wanted. Does that make 
teams more hesitant this time around? Possibly. Collectively, NHL 
general managers tend to be a conservative group at the best of times. 

There's already been plenty of trade speculation surrounding Bo Horvat, 
so it should come as no surprise the Canucks captain tops our NHL trade 
board. 

It looks as if some have even forgotten how to make a trade. They 
understand risk-averse behavior can translate into greater job security. 
On the other hand, rolling the dice on a major trade that backfires can put 
them squarely on the hot seat. It’s why trades that make so much sense 
on paper — and routinely get completed in fantasy hockey circles — 
never gain much traction in the real world. 

Sometimes, though, all a team needs is a little push to get them over the 
finish line. Thankfully, our little corner of the hockey world here is always 
willing to assist our friends in the general manager’s offices, with helpful 
suggestions that may spur an idea or two. So on the final Friday of 2022, 
let’s begin. 

Five trades we’d like to see happen: 

1. Arizona trades Jakob Chychrun to Los Angeles for Quinton Byfield 

Byfield, the No. 2 pick in the 2020 draft, just behind Alexis Lafrenière and 
just ahead of Tim Stützle, is just back in the NHL after an extended stint 
with the Kings’ AHL affiliate in Ontario, where he averaged just under a 
point a game in 16 games. At his size, Byfield was always going to be a 
project, a player that would require patience until he grew into his body 
(currently listed at 6-foot-5, 220 pounds) and then his confidence 
followed suit. 

In a best-case scenario, you can imagine a Tage Thompson sort of 
breakthrough at some point. Thompson didn’t make it big until age 25. 
Byfield is just 20. So moving on from him at this early stage does carry 
some of the aforementioned risk that teams hate to consider. On the 
other hand, the Kings have recently been turning their season around — 
points in seven consecutive games, after playing a league-high 39 
games already. 

After a rocky start, they have started to build off the strides they made 
last season, when they qualified for the playoffs for the first time since 
2018. Other than goaltender — which is currently being minded by 
Pheonix Copley — the Kings’ most glaring weakness is the left side of 
the defense (they are deep on the right side, both in the NHL and with 
players in the system). 

Someone such as Chychrun could slide in and play alongside Drew 
Doughty on the top pair and push Mikey Anderson down the depth chart. 
Chychrun is cost controlled for this year and two more, which is really the 
heart of his career. Arizona, meanwhile, is in rebuild mode, and looking 
at a turnaround in about three years’ time. 
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If there’s ever an organization that can afford to be patient with Byfield, it 
is the Coyotes. He would be an NHL body to start and then be given the 
chance to work up the depth chart, as development allows. If Byfield 
becomes a star, down the road, that might not age well for Los Angeles. 
But in the moment? The reality is, the Coyotes also have something the 
Kings could use — an underrated starting goalie in Karel Vejmelka. Their 
current goalie of the future, Cal Petersen, is down in Ontario finding his 
game. Chychrun and Vejmelka for Byfield and Petersen, with some 
salary retained on the latter by the Kings, looks like the bones of a 
transaction that could benefit both teams. 

2. Alexis Lafrenière to the Vancouver Canucks 

See Byfield’s issues. Lafrenière probably arrived in the NHL too soon. 
There needs to be a better way for prospects who’ve outgrown junior 
hockey to take the next step in their evolution without being thrown into 
the deep end of the NHL pool, where you’re swimming with physically 
mature men. 

It’s probably too easy to draw a direct line to Vancouver, where 
Lafrenière’s former agent, Émilie Castonguay, is part of the Canucks’ 
front office. But if there’s ever a place where Lafrenière’s confidence 
could be restored, especially as long as Bruce Boudreau remains coach, 
Vancouver looks like it. And wasn’t J.T. Miller supposed to land in New 
York last year anyway? Salary retention, as always, would be a 
stumbling block. 

3. Carolina trades for Bo Horvat or Ryan O’Reilly 

Horvat, the Canucks’ captain, shows no signs of slowing down after his 
torrid start and had back-to-back four-point nights heading into 
Thursday’s games. He’s an unrestricted free agent at the end of the year 
(talks on a possible extension have stalled) and Vancouver can’t afford to 
let him leave without getting something meaningful in return. 

O’Reilly, the Blues’ captain, isn’t having nearly the same success as 
Horvat, but he has oodles of leadership and a Stanley Cup ring from 
2019 on his resume. Either one would beef up the one perceived flaw on 
a really good Carolina team — a No. 2 center to play behind Sebastian 
Aho. If you base it on time on ice (TOI), the current No. 2 is Jordan Staal, 
who is playing just over 16 minutes per game. Paul Stastny and Derek 
Stepan are on low-cost, one-year deals to flesh out the center corps, but 
the reality is, they never did replace Vincent Trocheck because they 
thought Jesperi Kotkaniemi was ready to move into that No. 2 spot. 

He might in time. But not yet. Meanwhile, Carolina’s window for 
contending is wide open. No organization does bold better than Carolina. 
If they could ever find a way of prying Horvat loose, they would also have 
the cap room to sign him to an extension, because Staal’s 10-year, $60 
million contract is coming off the books in July. 

He’ll likely stay in Carolina beyond this season on a much smaller ticket. 
But if you could graft Horvat onto that roster, that competitive window 
would stay open far longer. The idea of fitting Horvat or O’Reilly into 
coach Rod Brind’Amour’s system makes you think one could be the last 
piece of a championship puzzle. 

4. Jonathan Toews to Winnipeg for a pick or a prospect 

They say you can’t go home again, but why not? Toews is Winnipeg born 
and has played his NHL career just southeast of there in Chicago. I want 
to say the Blackhawks are going nowhere, but the reality is, they are 
going exactly where they want — straight to the bottom, in the hopes of 
drafting Connor Bedard in 2023. 

Winnipeg, meanwhile, is one of the NHL’s most pleasing surprises — in 
the running for the top spot in the Central Division, even though Nik 
Ehlers has played just two games this year, Blake Wheeler is out 
indefinitely — and now, one of their top young players, Cole Perfetti, is 
injured as well. So, they’re hobbling and cobbling together a lineup on a 
nightly basis. 

The good news is, they’re all coming back at some point in 2023. With all 
hands on deck, the top six is pretty good. Toews could make them even 

better. Adam Lowry is a strong No. 3, so someone would have to play out 
of position in the top nine — maybe Mark Scheifele is the candidate to do 
that. The only thing really missing from the Jets is that Stanley Cup 
playoff experience, which is something Toews would provide. 

Sometimes, adding a player of Toews’ pedigree disrupts the leadership 
that a team has, but the Jets have found a way of pushing forward, even 
after Wheeler was relieved of his captaincy earlier in the season. Adding 
one experienced calming voice to the dressing room doesn’t look as if it 
would be a negative at all. And with Toews contributing far more on the 
ice this year than he did a year ago, suddenly, a top nine that includes 
him, plus one of the most quietly distinguished duos in the league this 
year — Kyle Connor and Pierre-Luc Dubois — to supplement the 
exceptional goaltending they’re getting from Connor Hellebuyck and a 
Norris Trophy-caliber season from Josh Morrissey … that would be an 
interesting dangerous mix. 

Probably no team has come further this year, from what was expected to 
what’s being delivered on the ice, than Winnipeg. Adding a piece such as 
Toews makes a juicy storyline even juicier. 

5. Anaheim’s UFA defensemen on the move 

So the Ducks made a three-team minor-league trade just before the 
roster freeze which netted them veteran defenseman Michael Del Zotto, 
who had signed with Florida as a free agent in the summer, but was 
playing in the minors. 

Del Zotto immediately went to the Ducks’ affiliate in San Diego, but it was 
the sort of small, shrewd move we’re likely going to keep seeing from GM 
Pat Verbeek. When Verbeek took over as Ducks GM last spring, he went 
against the slow-but-steady norm you see from NHL GMs and moved out 
the three pending UFAs in Rickard Rakell, Hampus Lindholm and Josh 
Manson. 

This year, he has three more candidates on the blue line — John 
Klingberg, Kevin Shattenkirk and Dmitry Kulikov — all of them different 
players, all of them bringing different value to a team. Klingberg obviously 
heads the list, though his year in Anaheim, where he signed a one-year, 
$7 million contract, hasn’t been what he, or the team, thought it would be. 

He just hasn’t been a fit and isn’t even anchoring the top power-play unit 
(Cam Fowler is manning the post right now). Finding a fit for Klingberg 
will test Verbeek, because GMs who might be in a position to trade for 
him are going to have to be convinced that they will get the old John 
Klingberg back — the one that played so effectively for Dallas for so 
many years — and not the one that’s struggled with Anaheim so far this 
season. 

That might be easier said than done. On the plus side, he’s a right-shot 
defenseman, and those don’t grow on trees in the NHL. But his contract, 
even prorated and with the Ducks retaining a portion of the deal, is still 
pricey. Toronto could probably use a defenseman on the right side, but is 
he the best fit? And if you look at teams that are in the playoffs, and 
genuine contenders for the Stanley Cup that could use help on the power 
play, you really land on only one squad — Carolina again, which was 
27th with the man advantage this week, humming along at a mediocre 
17.5 percent. But Carolina’s defense corps is solid and right now, Brent 
Burns is running PP1. Klingberg would be a solid fallback addition if the 
Hurricanes couldn’t add a No. 2 center, though it seems unlikely they can 
go out and get both. 

So then, where does Klingberg land? If St. Louis were a contender — 
with Torey Krug out indefinitely — maybe. But that really doesn’t make 
sense and if the Blues do go shopping from the Ducks’ defensive player 
list, a far more reasonably priced option would be the former Blues 
player, Shattenkirk, who was a popular figure in the St. Louis dressing 
room and way back in the day, was Vladimir Tarasenko’s first NHL 
roommate on the road, when Shattenkirk, Tarasenko and Alex 
Pietrangelo were the only three players on entry-level contracts in the 
organization. 
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So, a long time ago, but an easy fit, if a secondary piece is something 
that the Blues deem necessary. Kulikov is different from both — more of 
a stay-at-home defenseman, the sort of insurance policy that teams like 
to add at the deadline. There’ll be a few of those available. 

Savvy Capitals moves paying off 

The key to any contending team is to find bargain-basement players to 
flesh out a lineup full of highly paid top-level stars. Perhaps no one did 
that better than Washington this year. They added Erik Gustafsson as 
defensive insurance and now that John Carlson is out, he’s anchoring 
PP1 and has five goals since Dec. 17 (and 20 points in all, in 37 games). 

Suddenly, he’s a far more important piece. High-priced goalie addition 
Darcy Kuemper returned to the lineup these past few weeks and posted 
a shutout. But Charlie Lindgren, the other goalie they added after parting 
ways with both Vitek Vanecek and Ilya Samsonov in the offseason, came 
in during Kuemper’s absence and is 10-4-2 overall — one of the main 
reasons the Capitals hit the holiday break in a playoff spot. And when 
Sonny Milano didn’t earn a contract on his PTO in Calgary, he went to 
Washington, signed a two-way deal and when the injuries started piling 
up (Connor Brown, T.J. Oshie, others), Milano came up and promptly did 
what he does – produce offence, 16 points in 25 games. 

The combined salaries of the three — Gustafsson, Lindgren and Milano 
— is $2.65 million. That’s effective, efficient bargain hunting by GM Brian 
MacLellan. 

Is there really such a thing as a must-win in December? 

Maybe not. But there are games — and wins — that can steer a season 
and maybe change the course of a season. For Calgary, one of those 
games came Wednesday versus Seattle. The Flames had just lost a 
close 2-1 decision, at home, to Edmonton, coming out of the break, 
which moved Edmonton into a wild-card spot and Calgary out of a wild-
card spot. So it’s tight in the Pacific. Then, playing on back-to-back 
nights, and having to travel to Seattle and turning to backup goalie Dan 
Vladar, the Flames rallied from a 2-1 deficit to win in regulation 3-2. 

So what we used to call in the old days — a four-pointer that went their 
way. But what was particularly intriguing is that the winning goal was 
scored by Jonathan Huberdeau from the front of the net with fewer than 
five minutes to go in regulation. It was the first time Huberdeau had 
scored in the third period of a game this year, it was his first game-winner 
of the year and the fact that he shot the puck from that position rather 
than passing off was critical and not something he’s done much of this 
year. For the Flames to make the playoffs, they need more from 
Huberdeau and the body language of that win makes you think this could 
possibly be where it turns around for him 

Seattle went into the Calgary game slumping with the man advantage – 
1-for-29 – but the good news for the Kraken is that they hold games in 
hand on virtually all the teams they’re now chasing in the Pacific Division 
and wild-card standings.  

Jared Bednar doing his best 

Colorado is going to be monitoring the health of Valeri Nichushkin, who 
returned to the lineup after recovering from ankle surgery, only to 
reaggravate the problem again. For now, he’s out day to day. Jared 
Bednar won’t get a vote for coach of the year because there are so many 
good candidates this year, but the way he has kept the Avalanche afloat, 
despite the worst run of injuries to key personnel this year does warrant 
some notice. 

Can the Coyotes eventually become a destination franchise? 

Arizona did it again – knocking off the visiting Toronto Maple Leafs on 
Thursday at home, for their third consecutive win. The Coyotes are 7-3-2 
at home (after playing 22 games on the road to start the season). On a 
point-percentage basis, they are 27th — ahead of five teams in the race 
to the bottom — and in danger of playing themselves right out of the 
Bedard sweepstakes (or at the very least, reducing their chances 
substantially of winning the draft lottery). 

Our Michael Russo did a nice job of summarizing the current state of the 
Coyotes, on and off the ice, in a timely Q&A with general manager Bill 
Armstrong. One takeaway from the interview that should be obvious, but 
really doesn’t get discussed enough, is that for all the issues the Coyotes 
may have in terms of being competitive the reality is life for the players is 
pretty great in all the hours they spend away from the rink. Armstrong 
touched on this point twice. 

It didn’t seem like an accident. It felt like message-sending. First, he said: 
“To be honest with you, living in AZ is a pretty good spot to play hockey. 
You come out of the rink, it’s got some warmth to it, it’s got some 
sunshine to it. It’s a nice place to play.”  

After noting that playing in a college-sized arena isn’t ideal, he added: “If 
we’re in Antarctica, they might have some more rebellion, but we’re in 
Arizona, where you get to sit by the pool on your day off. And it’s pretty 
nice … You’re talking about flat tax and you’re talking about sunshine 
every single day. It could be a unique place. And we always say, it’s 
similar to Tampa. We want to become the new Tampa. This (new) rink 
will give us that chance.” 

That’s a useful take to file away. Remember, players hit free agency far 
earlier in their careers now compared to the 1980s. When they do, all the 
extra bells and whistles — amenities, the geography, climate — become 
factors in the decision-making process, which for a lot of players, 
involves input from family. In time, if the Coyotes’ operating strategy as 
outlined by Armstrong, can ever make Arizona a destination, there’s no 
reason to think they can’t become the new Tampa.  
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NHL99: Sergei Fedorov, and his skates, defined the NHL’s 1990s era of 
cool 

 

Sean Gentille11-14 minutes 30/12/2022 

 

Welcome to NHL99, The Athletic’s countdown of the best 100 players in 
modern NHL history. We’re ranking 100 players but calling it 99 because 
we all know who’s No. 1 — it’s the 99 spots behind No. 99 we have to 
figure out. Every Monday through Saturday until February we’ll unveil 
new members of the list. 

The skates beat the player to the Hockey Hall of Fame. 

If you were on the fence with regard to their power, or if you were 
unaware, that should serve as suitable proof. Sergei Fedorov — the 
sublimely talented trailblazer, possessor of a blend of skill, substance 
and star quality beyond rare and, in steakhouse terms, closer to “blue” — 
had to play 17 extra years and wait three more before the Hall called him 
back. 

Those are the rules for players, and they are largely unflinching. 
Equipment, though? The Hall gets it when it wants it, especially from 
Stanley Cup champions. And in 1997, after Fedorov’s Detroit Red Wings 
won their first Cup since 1955, the Hall’s curators made their collective 
decision; they set their sights on his white Nike prototypes. 

In the first season he wore them — the only one for that particular model, 
which was never widely available but Nike’s first, flashiest swing at 
building a hockey foothold — Fedorov led the ’97 Wings in postseason 
points, with 20 in 20 games, en route to winning the Stanley Cup. 

There was greatness behind him; by the summer of 1997, he’d won the 
1994 Hart Trophy, a pair of Selkes and put up two 100-point seasons. 
Wayne Gretzky, in that stretch, called him “the best player in the game,” 
and given the context, the label fit; Gretzky had lapped the field, but his 
peak had passed. Mario Lemieux was on the verge of taking a health 
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sabbatical. Eric Lindros could’ve staked a claim, but his game wasn’t 
nearly as fully formed as Fedorov’s. 

There was greatness ahead — Fedorov and the Wings would win the 
Cup again, and he’d continue to build his rep as a one-of-one talent — 
and drama, too. Contract disputes in Detroit opened a rift that has yet to 
close. Stints with Anaheim and Columbus were uneven in their best 
moments. By the time he landed with Alex Ovechkin’s Capitals in one of 
their early incarnations, Fedorov was more of a leader than a difference-
maker, the better part of a decade removed from his final All-Star Game. 

If you were of a particular demographic, though — if you were a person 
who cared about Russian players’ spot in NHL history, or a person who 
came of age during the mid-’90s, or both — it was impossible to watch 
Fedorov, even in his winter, and not remember. Who could forget him? 

“Fedorov is the one a lot of us look to,” Sergei Gonchar, a five-time All-
Star defenseman, told The Athletic. He’s five years younger, one of the 
first players to walk through the doors Fedorov and other Russian stars 
began opening in the late 1980s and a Hall of Fame candidate in his own 
right. To Gonchar, though, Fedorov stands alone, which is why Fedorov 
is No. 33 on our list of the greatest NHL players of the modern era. 

“(Fedorov) proved a Russian could come to the NHL and be the best 
player. He was the first to do it. If you’re talking about the all-time 
Russians, of course you have Alex and (Evgeni Malkin), but Fedorov was 
first to be recognized as the NHL’s best player and be a Russian, and 
that means a lot to many of us,” Gonchar said. 

“He could do everything. He was the best forward, could run a power 
play, was great at penalty kill and two-way — he could even play 
defense; I saw him do it, and he might have been the best defenseman if 
he played only that position. He had so much talent you couldn’t believe 
it.” 

Lots of players have talent, though. Fedorov had talent and swagger — 
and Nike knew it. 

Mike Rupp knew it, too. He’s an analyst for NHL Network now, eight 
years out from his 11-season, 610-game career and 19 from his Stanley 
Cup-clinching goal for the Devils. 

In 1997-98, Rupp was just a first-year OHL player. The Cleveland native 
was coming into his own with the Erie Otters; he’d be the No. 9 pick in 
the NHL Draft by the summer. 

He also, like plenty of his peers, had turned into a Nike hockey partisan. 
To blame? Guess who. In 1996-97, as a freshman at Cleveland’s St. 
Edward High School, Rupp had snagged a removable gold strap 
designed for basketball shoes and used it to turn his standard black 
skates into a pair of “Nikes.” He’d seen those Hall of Fame-bound 
prototypes, after all. 

“It was my nod,” Rupp told The Athletic. “This is my Fedorov moment, 
right? When I was turning at certain angles, I was probably losing an 
edge because (the strap) made my skates wider, but I didn’t give a s—. I 
was wearing ’em.” 

Rupp’s arrival in Erie coincided with Nike’s first widespread “Fedorov” 
skate release. The Zoom Air Accel Elite came in white, but it was no 
prototype. We’re talking several colorways. An inline model. A design 
that looked a little more intentional, and a little less like someone slapped 
a red swoosh onto a pair of Bauers. Flash. Style points. 

The Zoom Air release was the tentpole of Nike’s hockey strategy. The 
biggest name in sportswear, then and now, had acquired Bauer Hockey 
in 1995 for $395 million. Those were boom times for the sport in the 
United States, despite the lockout-shortened season of 1994-95. League 
revenues were up, thanks in part to a 600 percent increase in 
merchandise sales, and optimism was running high. TV ratings weren’t 
great — a 1.8 average on ESPN in 1993-94, according to an infamous 
Sports Illustrated cover story that otherwise gassed up the league to a 
wild degree, was low enough to qualify as “minuscule.” With the benefit 
of hindsight, that should’ve rang some alarm bells. It didn’t, though, and a 

year later, Nike had placed its own meaningful bet. The overarching goal 
was to take Nike from American sneaker company to a global sports 
behemoth. Hockey was part of the plan. 

And in hockey, Fedorov led the way. “We hadn’t necessarily planned to 
go to Russia and make Russia a key market for Nike, but the fact that he 
was Russian and all the history with Canada Cups and U.S.-Russian 
Olympics, the thought was he’d be a great asset,” Joe McCarthy, the 
head of Nike’s global advertising from 1993-97, told The Sporting News 
in 2015. 

Still, he had company. Jeremy Roenick and Mats Sundin, among others, 
showed up in a TV ad campaign. If you’re a hockey fan over 35 — or if 
you have one in your life — you’re probably familiar. The premise for 
some of the Fedorov-centric spots was that he’d chased goalies out of 
the NHL. Because of him, they were stuck mopping elevator atriums and 
running the register at Burgerama, raging against “Mr. Long-Haired 
Russian Freak Boy, skating around in his fancy Nike skates” as a young 
Rob McElhenney watched in silence. 

Another featured Fedorov taking on a full roster by himself. Plus several 
extra goalies. Plus a pair of figure skaters. Plus a Zamboni. 

The implication was simple enough; Fedorov was a new, stylish brand of 
hockey player. Nike made a new, stylish brand of skates. 

So with all that in mind, back in Erie, Rupp’s request was equal parts 
simple and predictable. He wanted a pair of the Fedorovs. He joked that 
he knew the choice would mean “five or six more fights” that season. He 
did not care. 

Rupp viewed the design — bringing white-dominant skates to hockey for, 
essentially, the first time since the California Golden Seals’ ill-fated 
experiment in the early 1970s — as a logical progression. There was a 
certain mid-90s “look,” he said, that had taken hold; CCM Tacks with 
some added white plastic on the backside. An Easton Z-bubble stick. 
Maybe some color in the gloves. 

“Mike Modano had a little bit of the look,” Rupp said, “but Fedorov took it 
to another level.” 

The side-eye from one of the Otters’ trainers, though, was enough to 
change his mind. Rupp’s request was met with the universal sign for “I 
dunno about that, buddy.” 

The way Rupp remembers his own reaction in 2022? “Maybe you’re 
right. I’ll go work on my toe drags and get back to you.” Rupp was skillsy 
enough to have a 32-goal OHL season and stick in the NHL for more 
than a decade. White skates, though? For a 6-foot-5 bruiser? Hold the 
phone. 

“If you had the guts to wear those,” Rupp said, “you had to be a certain 
type of a player. I was a first-round pick. I was a player. I just wasn’t that 
type of player.” 

Erie teammate Tim Connolly, on the other hand, “was a guy that probably 
could get away with wearing them because he was so, so skilled and so, 
so filthy,” Rupp said. He wore the Fedorovs for “about a week.” 

Connolly joined Rupp on another squad: Guys who appreciated the look 
but, for one reason or another, couldn’t quite make it stick. If Fedorov-
caliber skill was the requirement for bucking one of the most bizarre bits 
of conventional wisdom in a sport packed with them, it’s a miracle that 
Nike sold more than a few pairs. 

Rupp scratched his itch elsewhere. Once he made it to the NHL in 2003, 
instead of signing an endorsement deal with another brand, he wore a 
Nike helmet. For free. 

“When you’re coming into the league, and you don’t know how long it’s 
gonna last or how long you’re gonna play, if you get offered five grand or 
10 grand to wear a helmet — I was saying no,” Rupp said. “That’s how 
much I wanted to wear Nike.” 

And it was largely because of one guy. 
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“Those white Fedorovs — just Sergei Fedorov in general — changed the 
cool factor in hockey,” Rupp said. “And Nike was the cool factor.” 

As a concept, “the cool factor” is timeless. The application, though, can 
be a moving target. We know now that Nike, in some respects, didn’t hit 
it; the price point was obscene, even relative to other premium skates. 

Beyond that, function didn’t follow form; the hard-plastic, black molding 
along the back, according to people who wore them, took forever to 
suitably break in, and by the time that happened, other parts of the boot 
were breaking down. Any sort of scuff on the cap, from pucks, boards or 
other skates, came through loud and clear. 

Mix in an inevitable comedown from that mid-’90s optimism, built-in 
resistance from the sport itself — again, first-round picks didn’t feel 
qualified to wear the skates — and you’ll see how Nike Hockey’s fate 
was probably sealed. By training camp 1999, they’d terminated their deal 
with Fedorov. He wasn’t all that upset, telling reporters that the company 
had tried to put him in a new skate model ahead of the ’99 playoffs. That 
wasn’t going to work. Nike held on to its Bauer assets for nine years 
before selling to a private equity firm for $200 million. Neither brand, as it 
turns out, needed the other all that much; Nike achieved global 
domination without hockey, and Bauer remains one of the biggest names 
in the game. 

Through it all, the Air Accel Elites still occupy cultural space; posting a 
photo of them is a quick, easy way for social media engagement. It 
seems like everybody loves the “Fedorovs,” despite nearly nobody 
actually wearing them. Credit nostalgia. Credit design. 

Most of all, credit the player. Fedorov’s legacy is singular and secure, 
whether or not we see another NHL star in white skates. It lives in 
Russian stars like Ovechkin. It lives in players who fuse substance with 
showmanship, like Jack Hughes or Matthew Tkachuk. It lives in fans who 
ache for something different. 

And it lives in the world’s greatest hockey museum. Odds are, the white 
Nike prototypes will someday cycle out of display. Fedorov, though, is 
there forever. 

The Athletic‘s Rob Rossi contributed to this story. 
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ESPN / Are the Seattle Kraken a legitimate NHL playoff contender? 

 

Ryan S. Clark, Kristen Shilton 

17–21 minutes12:01 PM 

 

There's always that one surprise NHL team. The success story we don't 
see coming. 

They've gone from missing the playoffs -- usually by a sizable margin -- 
to beginning the following season so well that it forces an inevitable 
question: Are they for real? 

This season's Cinderella turn has belonged to the Seattle Kraken. 

Let's face it: The Kraken's inaugural 2021-22 season was marred by 
constant defeat. Seattle never crested past .500 after playing their 
second game, endured at least six separate streaks with four or more 
losses and fielded criticism about their expansion draft strategy. 

Well, the Kraken are back to issue a rebuttal. 

Seattle went into this season's holiday break sitting third in the Pacific 
Division with a 18-10-4 record and a .625 points percentage. Around 

Christmas last season, Seattle was 27th in the league at 10-16-3. 
Clearly, times have changed. But why? And by how much? 

To answer those burning inquiries and others -- including how 
sustainable Seattle's success is and whether it will lead to a playoff berth 
-- we went straight to the source. 

Here's what Seattle's players are saying, how executives and analysts 
view the club and what the Kraken's underlying numbers can reveal 
about their impressive sophomore start. 

What the players say 

It didn't take long for the Kraken to have an aha! moment. 

They had just won five straight games -- including three on the road -- in 
late October and early November. All four teams Seattle played had all 
reached the postseason in 2021-22. 

It was a stretch that showed Kraken winger Jordan Eberle how Seattle 
had transformed. 

"I think it's a process of finding a way of winning games with the team 
you have," Eberle said. "I thought last year we had games where we had 
that game, we were playing that game, winning that game. It was too 
inconsistent. I don't know if it was a lack of depth or whatever it may be, 
but we weren't consistently doing that." 

Understanding why the Kraken's players have faith -- or even why the 
team still has skeptics -- requires looking back on how Seattle arrived at 
this stage. The Kraken had to write a new narrative, one in which they 
were capable of more than just promising glimpses and crushing defeats. 

Last season, Seattle struggled for consistent scoring. Seven players 
accounted for 55% of their goals. That lack of sustained offensive 
production was compounded further by what Kraken coach Dave Hakstol 
described in April as a disconnect between their defensive principles and 
goaltending. Seattle was allowing the fourth-fewest shots and the eighth-
fewest high-danger goals per game, while also giving up the eighth-most 
high-danger goals and ninth-most goals per game. 

So, Seattle flipped the script and became one of the league's more 
prolific offensive teams, ranking sixth in goals per game (3.53). 

That came about through a by-committee approach that really began last 
season, when the Kraken signed Matty Beniers -- the No. 2 pick of the 
2021 draft -- to an entry-level contract. Beniers joined Seattle following 
his sophomore season at the University of Michigan and scored nine 
points in 10 games. It would be a good omen for his -- and the Kraken's -
- coming year. 

Seattle also signed winger Andre Burakovsky and defenseman Justin 
Schultz in free agency and traded for winger Oliver Bjorkstrand. 
Burakovsky paces the Kraken with 28 points, while Beniers is third with 
25. Bjorkstrand has 16 points in 32 games; Schultz has 17 points in 30 
games. 

"Right from the beginning, I saw the personnel they had and the different 
signings they made in the offseason," Bjorkstrand said. "They had 
additions like Matty Beniers and so on, and I got excited. I thought it 
looked like a group that had a lot of potential, and I was excited about 
being part of this team." 

The Kraken have also seen players such as Will Borgen, Morgan Geekie 
and Daniel Sprong take on greater roles. Borgen has already scored 
more points than he did last season and is five games shy of matching 
what he did last year. Geekie has 13 points in 26 games and is on pace 
to give the Kraken a bottom-six forward with a 30-point season. 
Meanwhile, Sprong has 19 points in 25 games and is two points shy of 
setting a career high. 

Add it all up, and Seattle had 16 players with 10-plus points before 
Christmas. That was more than the league-leading Boston Bruins (13) or 
Vegas Golden Knights (12). 
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"That's been huge having those guys," Kraken defenseman Carson 
Soucy said. "It's also comfortable for them. Last year ... there were not 
always roster spots available. Now, those guys are getting comfortable 
and you are seeing guys earning their spot and getting used to playing 
has been huge for them. Good on those guys for being ready night in and 
night out and having consistency." 

Getting comfortable in Hakstol's structure is another pillar of Seattle's 
success. Eberle said every system and every team has their nuances. It 
just takes time for players to familiarize themselves with what their 
coaches want. 

The Kraken needed a full-team buy-in to what Hakstol preached, which 
Soucy claims is now the case. Soucy said the Kraken's defensive 
structure has evolved into a system that requires "a lot of skating" and for 
its centers to always be involved within the defensive zone. And it also 
takes all five skaters being fully committed. 

The results were there through Christmas as Seattle had allowed the 
third fewest shots per 60 in 5-on-5 play, the ninth-fewest goals per 60 in 
5-on-5 and ranked 13th in high-danger goals allowed per 60 in 5-on-5. 

"You can tell [when the system works]. You can tell from how tired you 
are if it is working or not," Soucy said. "Some games, you are breezing 
through with forwards closing down plays and checking. I can tell if it is 
an easier game because my legs do not feel like they are burning." 

The Kraken's maturation also played a part in easing Martin Jones into 
finding early success. The Kraken signed Jones after Chris Driedger -- 
coming off a rocky NHL season -- tore an ACL at the IIHF Men's World 
Championships in June. That left Seattle with only Philipp Grubauer and 
Joey Daccord under contract, and the intention was for Jones to work in 
tandem with Grubauer moving ahead. 

Then Grubauer was injured after playing just five games this season. 
That left Jones to play in 18 of the Kraken's first 22 games. He gave them 
stability, and Jones has already surpassed his win total from last season. 
Grubauer has recently recovered as well, which has lessened Jones' 
workload and given the Kraken a veteran tandem. Driedger could return 
at some point after January. 

That's why the Kraken's five-game winning streak against teams that 
made the playoffs last year was so monumental. Eberle said the team 
learned it could win in different ways. He said they "stole" the second 
game but played the way they wanted in the rest of those games. 

Winning those games helped establish the Kraken's confidence in 
believing they can make the playoffs. Eberle said the mindset earlier in 
the season was that having a good effort was important. And while that 
matters, the Kraken also know they must play with more edge and 
confidence with the realization that the days of being satisfied with good 
efforts are "behind us." 

But with that confidence comes companionable caution. 

"We gotta play 60 minutes most nights to get the win," Bjorkstrand said. 
"I don't think we are a team that can relax on the ice and sneak away 
with the win. We need to work hard for our wins. Where it can slip out of 
hand is if we get satisfied and start thinking you are better than what you 
are. We need to keep it going with the wins we get. You don't want to go 
down a bad path." 

What the stats say 

Seattle is a long way from where it finished last season. 

The Kraken had, through 32 games, a 12.55 goals above expected that 
ranked third in the NHL (compared to 19th a year ago), an expected 
goals per 60 of 3.1 (19th) and expected goals-against per 60 of 3.04 
(15th). Seattle also ranked second in shooting percentage (11.9%), 
compared to 27th a season ago (9.0%). 

A constant has been the Kraken's stinginess on defense, reflected in 
their allowing the fourth-fewest shots in the league (28.1 per game). 

"What I see is a capable defensive team that doesn't give up a lot," one 
analytics source said. "They don't get overwhelmed. They're not under 
siege all the time. For the most part, they can play a good defensive 
game every night. You just need your goaltender to stop [those] 
stoppable pucks." 

That's where Seattle has stumbled. The Kraken are 18th in goals-against 
average (3.21), pointing to one of the larger team issues analysts and 
analytics experts agree should be addressed: goaltending. 

Jones has carried the load in net for Seattle and been just good enough 
through late December, with a 14-5-3 record, .888 save percentage and 
2.99 goals-against average. But will that effort level suffice in the long 
term? 

According to MoneyPuck.com, Jones was the league's 58th-ranked 
goaltender (out of 80 total) through those 23 appearances, and he 
ranked 22nd -- out of 25 -- in goals saved above expected (-2.3) among 
goalies with a minimum 20 starts. 

Meanwhile, Grubauer has seen only limited action to date, earning a 3-6-
1 record with .889 SV% and 3.28 GAA. 

"I don't want to say [goaltending] has held them back, but it's not 
performed," former NHL goalie and current league analyst Marty Biron 
said. "When you look at Martin Jones, his win-loss record is fantastic, but 
not his [underlying numbers]. There, you're not top-20; you're not even 
top-30. There's still improvements to be made in the net, and I think that, 
to me, [shows] that year after year, Seattle is going to have to build 
certain parts of their team up. Goaltending and defense may have to be 
something they look at moving forward." 

An analytics source was more blunt about what they're seeing from the 
Kraken thus far. 

"I'd be worried about how much pressure is on Seattle's offense to carry 
the day," the source said. "You're already starting to see that, unless 
they're getting three, four, five goals a night, Seattle's losing games. Or 
not winning as many tight games or one-goal games. That's a problem 
when the second half of the season picks up, teams are settled in and 
making trades and getting better, and Seattle could wind up in the dust if 
their most successful formula requires four-plus goals a game. You're not 
going to sustain that and you're certainly not going to get away with it in 
the playoffs." 

That won't inevitably be the case for Seattle, though. Every team endures 
ebbs and flows. Stats are constantly in motion. Right now, only one figure 
truly matters. 

"You can't complain when you're winning games," Biron said. "Even 
though I think they would like better numbers [overall]. I don't think 
goaltending is as good as they want it to be. And you don't want it to be 
an issue in the second half of the season to try and keep winning despite 
putting up not-so-great numbers like that." 

What they're saying around the league 

It's not that Seattle wasn't expected to improve upon a lackluster rookie 
season. 

It's the degree to which they've done it so far that's been most surprising. 

"I don't think anyone could predict the bounce-back that Seattle's showed 
this year," NHL analyst and former player Anthony Stewart said. "I don't 
think anyone probably had them in a playoff spot, let alone challenging 
for the [Pacific] Division, right? Everyone was talking about L.A. and 
Vancouver being good and possibly San Jose making a push, and here 
comes Seattle sort of out of nowhere. So it's very, very surprising. And I 
think they've taken the league by storm." 

Stewart wonders how much of that shock could be attributed to the 
classic East Coast vs. West Coast bias, wherein Seattle's accomplished 
opening would grab more attention playing out in another time zone. 
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"I don't think a lot of people are talking about them," he said. "You sort of 
mention it in passing, like, 'Oh, yeah, Seattle is doing pretty good.' And 
that's it. I don't know if it's a lack of respect, because they're playing 
some good hockey. It's good to see; it's a great story this year." 

And these have only been the Kraken's first chapters. For one executive 
who spoke with ESPN, there's a reason to buy what Seattle's selling. 

"They're not smoke and mirrors," they said. 

What stood out most was the Kraken's continuity and how players 
acquired in the offseason such as Burakovsky, Bjorkstrand, Daniel 
Sprong and Schultz, along with veterans already on the team, gave them 
balance. That allowed younger players such as Beniers to be around 
experienced skaters who can "show him and help him." 

"The biggest thing for me is that they have depth," Biron said. "They were 
able to put their team together and give themselves more impactful 
players. And when I say impactful, it doesn't have to be Connor McDavid 
impactful. But there's more players on the team that can change the way 
a game is being played, so they don't have to rely on just a handful of 
guys. That to me has been the biggest change for Seattle." 

And Beniers? The 20-year-old is drawing high praise across the board for 
a standout freshman season that has put him at the front of this year's 
Calder Trophy race. 

"When I look at their team, I think, 'What would it look like without Matty 
Beniers?' TSN analyst and former NHL GM Craig Button said. "For me, 
that's the guy. Matty doesn't just rely on offense to contribute. I think 
Matty Benier has really been significant; I think he's delivered in a big 
way." 

Seattle's new players have seemed to bolster the team's entire 
confidence level. One executive pointed out how the Kraken could 
outplay opponents last season but then be undone by "a bad goal." It 
made that executive wonder how much Seattle's morale was impacted 
game to game. 

But now? He sees the Kraken as "a team that is always on you" because 
of their suffocating style -- one he compared to the Carolina Hurricanes. 

That led to praise for Kraken general manager Ron Francis and his front 
office staff for their offseason moves, including ones that haven't been 
widely discussed. 

"I have not seen Vince Dunn have very many poor games this year," the 
executive said. "He's a guy people might have forgotten about last year. 
This year, he is taking a step and becoming a top-four this season, 
maybe top-two. ... Last year, it's hard to quantify how poor goaltending 
played into their poor standings." 

Seattle has managed to avoid that fate early this season -- at least when 
it comes to their position in the league -- but there's a consensus that the 
Kraken will eventually be held back by netminding if Francis sticks with 
the status quo. 

"The goaltending is still not very good," Button said. "Last year, they 
didn't have the offensive weapons [they have now]. So when I look at it, 
they've got a lot more offense, they've got a lot more capability that 
allows you to overcome some below-average league goaltending. But 
you have a team that you don't want to slip, right? So what's the bigger 
problem: not finding a goaltender or paying a price to find a goaltender so 
your team doesn't slip? So if you don't want to slip, then there's a price to 
be paid. I think they've got to find the solution, I really do. Because I don't 
see the solution [in net] coming from within." 

The executive who talked about the goalies insisted the Kraken just need 
"adequate" goaltending to reach the postseason, though. 

"If they [get the goaltending] and injuries don't hurt them, I don't see how 
they are not a playoff team," the executive said. "I think they will be a 
tough out in the playoffs." 

The executive concerned about the Kraken handling a playoff push said 
that has more to do with teams that have not made the playoffs with their 
current rosters. 

"When the games are starting to get more defensive and more clamped 
down, what direction do they go?" the executive asked. "Do they try to 
open up the offense or match that stinginess on the defensive side? That 
comes with experience." 

Getting to the playoffs means navigating what has already been a hectic 
Western Conference landscape. The Golden Knights, Kraken and 
Winnipeg Jets all missed the playoffs last season and are currently 
jockeying for spots, while last year's conference finalists -- the Colorado 
Avalanche and Edmonton Oilers -- were both in the final wild-card spot 
around Christmas. 

Stewart is optimistic Seattle can use the right attitude to work its way into 
that postseason mix. 

"They're well on their way to [getting that berth]," he said. "They just have 
to stay the course, right? They just can't really read the headlines. You've 
got to just continue to put in the work and almost have that underdog 
mentality, just continue to go to work. I know with the coaching staff that 
they have, they're focusing on taking it day by day. If they continue to do 
that, I think they'll be just fine in securing their first playoff berth." 

One exec said the Kraken's strong start does give them a little bit of 
wiggle room in the event they go through a rough stretch. But at the 
same time, losing cannot become habitual, as a crowded field of 
candidates will be desperate down the stretch to secure their spot. 

"Everyone has to look around and think, 'We could win our division, but 
we could also be ninth with a bad week or two,'" the executive said. 
"Even the top teams like Vegas, Winnipeg, Dallas, all of them. We're all 
looking ahead to think we can win the division and be a playoff team but 
know with one or two bad weeks, some injuries and a bad goaltending 
stretch, that we could be in the muck." 

What about just bad goaltending in general? Concerns about that area 
repeatedly resurface as the most likely obstacle to Seattle potentially 
seeing its breakout season sour. It would make for a bitter end to this 
promising tale. 

"[The Kraken won't make playoffs] if they don't get a better goaltender," 
Button said. "And I'm making the distinction -- not better goaltending; a 
better goaltender. And it's not from within." 
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ESPN / NHL Power Rankings - 1-32 poll, new year's resolutions 

 

Kristen Shilton 

16–21 minutes 

12:00 PM 

 

The calendars are poised to flip from 2022 to 2023, and while it's not 
precisely the midpoint of the NHL regular season, it's a good time to take 
stock of where teams fall short. For this week's edition of the Power 
Rankings, we identify a New Year's resolution for all 32 clubs. 

How we rank: A panel of ESPN hockey commentators, analysts, 
reporters and editors rates teams against one another -- taking into 
account game results, injuries and upcoming schedule -- and those 
results are tabulated to produce the list featured here. 

Note: Previous ranking for each team refers to the most recent edition,  
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Published Dec. 23. Points paces are through Thursday's games. 

1. Boston Bruins 

Previous ranking: 1 

Points percentage: 84.29% 

Next seven days: vs. BUF (Dec. 31), vs. PIT (Jan. 2), @ LA (Jan .5) 

Sign David Pastrnak to a long-term deal. Boston is, without question, 
having a sensational season. What can make 2023 even brighter is 
signing arguably its most important player of the present -- and future -- 
in Pastrnak. The Bruins' electric goal scorer has earned a hefty new 
paycheck, and GM Don Sweeney can take a distraction off the table by 
getting that deal done. 

2. Carolina Hurricanes 

Previous ranking: 2 

Points percentage: 74.29% 

Next seven days: vs. FLA (Dec. 30), @ NJ (Jan. 1), @ NYR (Jan. 3), vs. 
NSH (Jan. 5) 

Avoid complacency. Carolina is ending 2022 as an all-around 
powerhouse, solid from top to bottom and owning an ongoing, franchise-
record 15-game point streak. The Hurricanes need to channel that same 
energy into 2023, while remaining adaptable to change. Max Pacioretty 
will enter -- and alter -- the lineup at some point. And is Carolina open to 
trade talks -- perhaps around adding a top-nine center -- to improve its 
odds come the playoffs? Never stop improving, right? 

3. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Previous ranking: 3 

Points percentage: 69.44% 

Next seven days: @ COL (Dec. 31), vs. STL (Jan. 3), vs. SEA (Jan. 5) 

Don't overthink it. Toronto has a good thing going (like, two regulation 
losses since early November, good). The Leafs have weathered every 
injury storm with continued success, and now they're getting healthier as 
Morgan Rielly returned from injury and Rasmus Sandin is recovering, 
too. More available options will require shuffling at 5-on-5 and special 
teams, but Toronto shouldn't feel pressured to reinvent the wheel in 
2023, reworking players into different rotations. Stay calm and carry on. 

4. Dallas Stars 

Previous ranking: 7 

Points percentage: 67.57% 

Next seven days: vs. SJ (Dec. 31), @ LA (Jan. 3), @ ANA (Jan. 4) 

Bear down on defense. Dallas has been so electric offensively and 
enjoyed such solid goaltending that it's been easy to overlook any 
defensive deficiencies. But if the Stars have a weakness it might be from 
their blue line, and ensuring that back end is in as good a shape as 
possible in 2023 should be a priority. 

5. Vegas Golden Knights 

Previous ranking: 6 

Points percentage: 65.79% 

Next seven days: vs. NSH (Dec. 31), @ COL (Jan. 2), vs. PIT (Jan. 5) 

Learn to love home. Vegas is the NHL's best road team (14-2-1). At 
home? Not so much (10-9-0). The Golden Knights don't need to -- or 
frankly have the salary cap space to -- make sweeping changes on the 
ice. They're leading the Pacific Division and have remained a solid top-
tier team for months. So, being a mediocre home team isn't the vibe 
Vegas wants to continue through 2023. 

6. New Jersey Devils 

Previous ranking: 4 

Points percentage: 65.71% 

Next seven days: @ PIT (Dec. 30), vs. CAR (Jan. 1), @ DET (Jan. 4), vs. 
STL (Jan. 5) 

Take it slow. New Jersey's incredible 13-game winning streak bred 
confidence. That's what the Devils must tap back into. Losing seven of 
eight going into the holiday break stung, and it's natural New Jersey 
wants to rebound fast. But there's a reason quick fixes never work in the 
new year. It's all about sustainable success for the Devils in 2023, and 
that comes through staying focused on each game as it comes. 

7. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Previous ranking: 9 

Points percentage: 66.18% 

Next seven days: vs. ARI (Dec. 31), @ CHI (Jan. 3), @ MIN (Jan. 4) 

Embrace the early grind. Tampa Bay has a potential make-or-break 
stretch to start 2023 -- and that's barely an exaggeration. The Lightning's 
calendar flip includes 13 of their first 20 games on the road through a pair 
of extended Western Conference trips. It's a tough way to start the new 
year, but Tampa Bay can succeed with a proper road warrior mentality. 

8. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Previous ranking: 8 

Points percentage: 62.86% 

Next seven days: vs. NJ (Dec. 30), @ BOS (Jan. 2), @ VGK (Jan. 5) 

Fix the bottom six. Pittsburgh has star power leading its offense. What it 
needs is a better supporting cast. The Penguins' third line could use a 
makeover now that Jeff Carter has cooled and Kasperi Kapanen has 
scored just five goals this season. Is it a retool? Is it a trade? Pittsburgh 
must be determined in resolving its most glaring issue. 

9. Minnesota Wild 

Previous ranking: 11 

Points percentage: 60.00% 

Next seven days: @ STL (Dec. 31), vs. TB (Jan. 4) 

Go all-in up front. Minnesota overcame a slow start at the beginning of 
the season to end 2022 as one of the league's hottest teams. The Wild 
can maintain their momentum in 2023 by scouring the trade market for 
the right top-six forward, who will bolster their offense through the winter 
and put them in position for a long spring ahead. 

10. Seattle Kraken 

Previous ranking: 10 

Points percentage: 60.61% 

Next seven days: vs. EDM (Dec. 30), vs. NYI (Jan. 1), @ EDM (Jan. 3), 
@ TOR (Jan. 5) 

Exude (even more) attitude. Seattle seems to thrive as an underdog, with 
an us-against-the-league mentality worth carrying into 2023. When the 
Kraken didn't have a Vegas-like start to their franchise history last 
season, it was easy to write them off as a long-term project. Now, Seattle 
is the playoff hunt with an unheralded top-10 offense. Talk about a 
turnaround. 

11. Los Angeles Kings 

Previous ranking: 14 

Points percentage: 61.54% 
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Next seven days: vs. PHI (Dec. 31), vs. DAL (Jan. 3), vs. BOS (Jan. 5) 

Protect Pheonix Copley (at all costs). Los Angeles went from 26th in 
goals-against average through early December to 13th in GAA since 
netminder Pheonix Copley took over on Dec. 6. Small sample size? 
Maybe. But when the Kings are executing so well defensively in front of a 
goaltender who's coming up with timely saves, it's the combination L.A. 
needs to extend its winning ways in 2023. 

12. Winnipeg Jets 

Previous ranking: 5 

Points percentage: 62.50% 

Next seven days: @ EDM (Dec. 31), vs. CGY (Jan. 3) 

Dig deep(er). Winnipeg has been decimated by key injuries. The Jets' 
schedule has been tough. But ending 2022 with the first three-game skid 
of their season is motivation enough for the Jets to recapture their 
resiliency, encourage more role players to step up and start 2023 on a 
higher note. 

13. Washington Capitals 

Previous ranking: 15 

Points percentage: 59.21% 

Next seven days: vs. MTL (Dec. 31), vs. BUF (Jan. 3), @ CBJ (Jan. 5) 

Don't change much. Washington helped Alex Ovechkin make history in 
2022. In 2023, the Capitals' only focus should be maintaining 
December's full-team success. Washington went 10-2-1 into the final 
week of this month, winning in all manner of ways that showed how 
resilient this team can be. Having Tom Wilson and Carl Hagelin back will 
help the Caps stay steady, too. 

14. New York Rangers 

Previous ranking: 12 

Points percentage: 59.46% 

Next seven days: @ FLA (Jan. 1), vs. CAR (Jan. 3), @ MTL (Jan. 5) 

Keep on the kids. New York's season took a turn when its young players 
stepped onto center stage. Kaapo Kakko, Alexis Lafreniere, Filip Chytil, 
K'Andre Miller and more have ramped up their contributions across the 
board. And yet, Lafreniere was a recent healthy scratch as coach Gerard 
Gallant continues shuffling his offense. Still, the Rangers will be at their 
best in 2023 if those talents can remain reliable and give the offense a 
depth it was lacking earlier. 

15. Colorado Avalanche 

Previous ranking: 13 

Points percentage: 60.29% 

Next seven days: vs. TOR (Dec. 31), vs. VGK (Jan. 2), @ VAN (Jan. 5) 

Get -- and stay -- healthy. Colorado's quest for back-to-back Stanley Cup 
titles hinges on health. The Avalanche need all their key parts -- Nathan 
MacKinnon, Gabriel Landeskog, Valeri Nichushkin, Bowen Byram, Josh 
Manson et al -- to actually be on the ice together. That's where the true 
magic of 2023 will lie for this group. 

16. Detroit Red Wings 

Previous ranking: 21 

Points percentage: 54.41% 

Next seven days: vs. OTT (Dec. 31), vs. NJ (Jan. 4) 

Give Ville Husso a break. Detroit's long-term success could hinge on a 
shorter-term decision, and that's more nights off in 2023 for Ville Husso. 
The netminder has been among Detroit's best players this season 

despite a heavy workload, starting 23 of its first 32 games. That's 
unsustainable, especially if the Red Wings see a playoff berth in their 
future. One of Alex Nedeljkovic or Magnus Hellberg needs to be a better 
support system. 

17. New York Islanders 

Previous ranking: 16 

Points percentage: 59.46% 

Next seven days: @ SEA (Jan. 1), @ VAN (Jan. 3), @ EDM (Jan. 5) 

Don't wait for the deadline. New York GM Lou Lamoriello played it safe in 
the offseason by adding basically no one new to the roster. That strategy 
might not work again in 2023. Key injuries to players like Adam Pelech, 
Kyle Palmieri and even Semyon Varlamov have dropped the Islanders 
out of a playoff spot. New York shouldn't hesitate to identify 
reinforcements right away. 

18. Edmonton Oilers 

Previous ranking: 17 

Points percentage: 55.56% 

Next seven days: @ SEA (Dec. 30), vs. WPG (Dec. 31), vs. SEA (Jan. 
3), vs. NYI (Jan. 5) 

Lean into an identity. Edmonton's success in 2023 will involve more than 
just a league-leading goal scorer in Connor McDavid. The Oilers' focus 
should also be their team defense, where forwards are buying in like they 
did when Edmonton plowed its way through two playoff rounds last 
spring. More of that in the new year will make the Oilers truly dangerous. 

19. Calgary Flames 

Previous ranking: 19 

Points percentage: 55.41% 

Next seven days: vs. VAN (Dec. 31), @ WPG (Jan. 3) 

Be more disciplined. Calgary has taken the third-most minor penalties in 
the league this season and is bottom 10 in power-play goals against (27) 
even with a solid penalty kill (80.7%). The Flames have struggled to 
establish an identity after their extensive offseason changes, and any 
sort of penalty box parade inhibits their ability to build that chemistry and 
get back to a defense-first system that has served them well in the past. 

20. Buffalo Sabres 

Previous ranking: 18 

Points percentage: 54.55% 

Next seven days: @ BOS (Dec. 31), @ OTT (Jan. 1), @ WSH (Jan. 3) 

Stay the course. Buffalo might look at its recent run of success -- 
including a season-high, four-game win streak and Tage Thompson's 
explosive first half -- as a sign to push the pace on its rebuilding process. 
Really, it's a lack of pressure that could be benefiting the Sabres. 
Expectations for 2023 should remain on improving and learning, even 
when it's painful. That's where continued growth will be. 

21. Vancouver Canucks 

Previous ranking: 27 

Points percentage: 50.00% 

Next seven days: @ CGY (Dec. 31), vs. NYI (Jan. 3), vs. COL (Jan. 5) 

Make up your mind(s). Vancouver has had a lot to unpack this season. 
How much baggage do the Canucks want to drag into 2023? Bo Horvat's 
contract status (or trade potential) looms large. The Canucks' on-ice 
inconsistency -- entertaining offense supplemented by head-scratching 
defense -- has been frustrating but also revealed flashes of 
Vancouver's(potential for greatness. If they can iron out their execution -- 
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and maybe resolve Horvat's situation sooner than later -- there's hope yet 
for the Canucks in 2023. 

22. Florida Panthers 

Previous ranking: 20 

Points percentage: 50.00% 

Next seven days: @ CAR (Dec. 30), vs. NYR (Jan. 1), vs. ARI (Jan. 3) 

More reliable goaltending. Florida leads the league in shots on goal (36.7 
per game), averages a respectable 3.23 goals per game and is top five in 
expected goals ... yet the results are inconsistent. Improved goaltending 
would help. This season, Sergei Bobrovsky is 7-11-1 with an .895 SV% 
and Spencer Knight clocks in at 8-5-3 with a .909 SV%. One of them 
needs to regularly step up so the Panthers can achieve their full 
potential. 

23. Nashville Predators 

Previous ranking: 22 

Points percentage: 50.00% 

Next seven days: @ ANA (Dec. 30), @ VGK (Dec. 31), vs. MTL (Jan. 3), 
@ CAR (Jan. 5) 

Establish some stability. Nashville sits 30th this season in goals scored 
(2.48 per game). The Predators' top players have produced sporadically, 
setting up a feast-or-famine scenario that's not helping anyone. Nashville 
must resolve to start spreading the wealth more evenly. 

24. St. Louis Blues 

Previous ranking: 23 

Points percentage: 51.39% 

Next seven days: vs. MIN (Dec. 31), @ TOR (Jan. 3), @ NJ (Jan. 5) 

Find solid ground. St. Louis takes top prize as 2022's most dramatic NHL 
team (on the ice, at least). What the Blues want in 2023 is a real leg to 
stand on. Too often St. Louis is shooting itself in the foot, delaying its 
own progress while failing to sustain the highs and limit the lows. It's time 
to get off the roller coaster. 

25. Ottawa Senators 

Previous ranking: 25 

Points percentage: 50.00% 

Next seven days: @ DET (Dec. 31), vs. BUF (Jan. 1), vs. CBJ (Jan. 3) 

Buy-in from the blue line. Ottawa has a defensive-minded coach in D.J. 
Smith. The Senators also have a banged-up back end that narrowly 
avoided losing Jake Sanderson earlier this week. Smith preaches 
regularly about the need for improved team defense, and short of trading 
for another defender, that's the Senators' best path toward more optimal 
results in 2023. 

26. Montreal Canadiens 

Previous ranking: 24 

Points percentage: 45.83% 

Next seven days: @ WSH (Dec. 31), @ NSH (Jan. 3), vs. NYR (Jan. 5) 

Enjoy the ride. Montreal's surprising strong play early this season tapered 
off in December. That's no reason for the Canadiens to hang their heads 
going into 2023. Montreal has an impressive depth of young talent -- on 
its roster now and waiting in the wings -- plus there are those increased 
draft lottery odds that come with a fall down the standings. These ups 
and downs are teachable moments from which the Canadiens stand to 
benefit down the road. 

27. Philadelphia Flyers 

Previous ranking: 26 

Points percentage: 43.06% 

Next seven days: @ LA (Dec. 31), @ ANA (Jan. 2), vs. ARI (Jan. 5) 

Appreciate the good things. Philadelphia's luck isn't all bad. The Flyers 
dodged a major bullet with Carter Hart's recent injury (he's practically 
back already), Travis Konecny and James van Riemsdyk are playing well 
(could either be key trade bait?), Morgan Frost and Cam York are 
breaking through, and the Flyers are headed for a high draft pick. Plenty 
of potential positives ahead for the Flyers in 2023. 

28. Arizona Coyotes 

Previous ranking: 29 

Points percentage: 45.59% 

Next seven days: @ TB (Dec. 31), @ FLA (Jan. 3), @ PHI (Jan. 5) 

Play the spoiler. Arizona might not be on a playoff track -- but it can beat 
teams that are. The Coyotes topped the Bruins, Islanders, Kings and 
Avalanche in December, an impressive run through some good clubs. So 
while Arizona figures out what to do with Jakob Chychrun -- an outcome 
we'd all like to witness in 2023 -- the team can enjoy its role as an 
underrated opponent. 

29. San Jose Sharks 

Previous ranking: 30 

Points percentage: 39.19% 

Next seven days: @ DAL (Dec. 31), @ CHI (Jan. 1) 

Look forward to the future. San Jose might swing a massive Erik 
Karlsson trade that returns impactful young players. But the Sharks 
already have a slew of burgeoning talents worth appreciating, from 
William Eklund to Thomas Bordeleau. The organization's depth is what 
should have San Jose excited for 2023, and all the possibilities those 
newcomers could have down the line. 

30. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Previous ranking: 28 

Points percentage: 32.35% 

Next seven days: vs. CHI (Dec. 31), @ OTT (Jan. 3), vs. WSH (Jan. 5) 

Stay in the fight. Columbus was dealt a tough hand with injuries. That 
shouldn't stop the Blue Jackets from staying competitive in 2023. During 
a season in which seemingly no lead is safe, the Blue Jackets are 3-16-1 
when giving up the first goal this season, pointing to a lack of confidence 
in their ranks to overcome adversity. Regardless of the standings -- or 
other hardships faced -- the Blue Jackets have to bring real belief in each 
other to the new year. 

31. Chicago Blackhawks 

Previous ranking: 31 

Points percentage: 29.41% 

Next seven days: @ CBJ (Dec. 31), vs. SJ (Jan. 1), vs. TB (Jan. 3) 

Cut the cord (or don't). Chicago has been in will-they-or-won't-they limbo 
on trading Patrick Kane and Jonathan Toews for a while. The team's lack 
of success makes it a front-runner in the Connor Bedard sweepstakes, 
and the team's veteran pillars deserve a chance to play elsewhere (if 
they want). Chicago should be earnestly assessing how that could play 
out in 2023. 

32. Anaheim Ducks 

Previous ranking: 32 

Points percentage: 33.33% 
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Next seven days: vs. NSH (Dec. 30), vs. PHI (Jan. 2), vs. DAL (Jan. 4) 

Keep an eye on the prize. Anaheim has been perched near the bottom of 
the standings most of this season. Losing is about as un-fun as it gets. 
However, the prospect of landing that No. 1 overall pick in 2023 draft is 
exhilarating when the likes of Connor Bedard will be there waiting. That 
possibility is worth the struggle for this young team. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Oilers Takeaways: McDavid magnificent once again, grabs 
five points in win over Kraken 

 

Mark Spector | December 31, 2022, 1:54 AM 

4–5 minutes 

 

NHL Highlights: Oilers 7, Kraken 2 

Connor McDavid extended his point streak to 17 games with a five-point 
performance, including his 18th career three-point period while Zach 
Hyman and Klim Kostin each scored two goals apiece as the Edmonton 
Oilers toppled the Seattle Kraken 7-2. 

The injured Leon Draisaitl did not dress for Friday’s game in Seattle. 
When it was all said and done, he would play only four less minutes than 
Seattle starter Philipp Grubauer.  

As it turned out, the Oilers were just fine without the NHL’s second 
leading scorer, leapfrogging both the Kraken and the Calgary Flames in 
the standings on a stunning five-point night by Connor McDavid, as 
Edmonton administered a 7-2 Pacific Northwest pounding of the Kraken.  

“We were able to assert the game we wanted to play right off the bat,” 
said head coach Jay Woodcroft. “Put the other team on the back foot. 
We took the game to them.”  

This, folks, was as stress free a hockey game as an Oilers fan has 
enjoyed in a looong time. Not a finger nail chewed or church candle lit.  

Without Draisaitl, Edmonton pinned seven on the Kraken. It was never 
close.  

“When you take (Draisaitl’s) 20, 21 minutes out of the lineup, it's an 
opportunity for others,” said Woodcroft.   

“When you're missing someone like Leon, it's not that you're replacing 
him. It's just that other people are able to step up to the forefront and pick 
up the slack.”  

“Other people?” Like, say, McDavid?  

Playing a season-low 16:01, McDavid had a season-high five points.  

“Especially losing Leon, he was going to want to step up,” said Ryan 
Nugent-Hopkins, who had a four-point night himself. “Tonight he was he 
was a driver. I mean, he's definitely our leader emotionally on the ice. I 
thought we followed his lead and rallied behind him.”  

Three nights after a nervy 2-1 road win against the hated Calgary 
Flames, the Oilers won a laugher in Seattle, leading 3-0 before the game 
was four minutes old. Edmonton jumped on the Kraken with goals at 
2:44, 3:16 and 3:55 of the first period, then scored again six minutes later 
on a Jesse Puljujarvi snipe, no less.  

Klim Kostin had two goals and a scrap. He is emerging as a nice depth 
forward, on a team that is desperate for exactly that.  

“He's so skilled, so talented,” said McDavid, “and he's big and mean. It's 
a heck of a combination.”  

McDavid was simply magnificent, with four assists and Edmonton’s 
seventh goal of the night. This was the sublime McDavid, on a night 
where he simply operated a step ahead of the Kraken, distributing pucks 
to Zach Hyman (two goals), Darnell Nurse and Puljujarvi — all primary 
assists.  

The opening stanza was McDavid’s 18th career three-point period, and 
by game’s end he would have totals of 32-40-72 — in 37 games this 
season. He is on pace for a ridiculous 160 points, and even if he settles 
for 150, that is a mark that only four players have achieved in the past 50 
years: Wayne Gretzky (nine times), Mario Lemieux (four times), Steve 
Yzerman and Bernie Nicholls.  

“I'm running out of adjectives and analogies or metaphors,” Woodcroft 
said, when asked to describe his captain. “What he is doing, I think we 
should all realize, is quite special. It's the best league in the world, and 
he's off to a career year. He's doing something that the league hasn't 
seen for a very long time.”  

So is the Oilers powerplay, which went two-for-two on a pair of Hyman 
goals from the door step, passes courtesy of McDavid. That uptick takes 
the Oilers unit to an even 33.3% on the season, which would be the 
highest ever recorded.  

This was the beginning of three meetings between Edmonton and Seattle 
in 19 days. The Kraken visit Rogers Place on Tuesday.  
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Sportsnet.ca / Five questions the Maple Leafs must answer before the 
final playoff exam 

 

Justin Bourne | December 30, 2022, 12:11 PM 

9–11 minutes 

 

On Saturday, Dec. 31, the Toronto Maple Leafs will play their last game 
of the 2022 calendar year; a year in which they had just about as much 
success as a team can have...while simultaneously leaving the vibe that 
the year wasn’t a success. 

Here’s the Leafs in 2022, across two slightly different rosters, playoffs 
included: 

RECORD: 59-25-11  (.679 points percentage, third-best in NHL) 

GOALS/GAME: 3.76 

GOALS AGAINST/GAME: 3.07 

PP: 24.0% 

PK: 80.3% 

Leafs fans saw the puck drop on 95 games and their team get points in 
70 of those, with a chance to win 60 times by beating Colorado Saturday. 
That’s a year many, or even most, fanbases would love to experience. 

But we know success for Toronto now is determined by the post-season, 
and that their performance in seven of those 95 games (which included 
three wins) had the effect of dampening the enthusiasm about all the rest 
of that hockey. 

As things sit right now, the Leafs are the third-best team in the NHL by 
points percentage in the 2022-23 season, having overcome a slow start 
to rip off yet another torrid November. 

But knowing that whatever happens in those first four-to-seven games in 
April will define their 2023, some big questions loom about just how 
prepared they’ll be to have success in those biggest moments. 
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For Kyle Dubas and the Leafs, these five questions will define the next 
year, and how they’re set up to accomplish their goals both in April, and 
beyond. 

Do they get serious now and push to catch the Bruins, or use the year to 
experiment with different lineups, D-pairs, and special teams 
combinations? 

Don’t look now, but the Leafs are yet again on a crash course to play the 
Tampa Bay Lightning in the playoffs, a club that is almost certainly going 
to play in the 2/3 seed Atlantic series, miles behind Boston and sitting 
way ahead of the challengers below. The Bolts are currently rolling out 
Mikhail Sergachev on their PP1, just to see how that looks, and to 
prepare him if they need him in the post-season. But, as of a couple 
weeks ago, Jon Cooper said that’s still Victor Hedman’s spot come 
playoffs. They’re experimenting, trying to be prepared for everything the 
post-season may throw their way. 

On the other hand, the Leafs have “experimented” with players up in the 
top-six, giving plenty of chances to see if anyone could grab the coveted 
opportunity. Nobody has so far, and so they’ve wasted games getting 
below expected-quality play from a left winger in their top-six. 

And so, they probably need to make a decision soon: Do they constantly 
roll out their maximally optimized lines and pairs every night, or do they 
make a trade early – soon here – to fill that spot with true talent, so they 
can try to hunt down the Bruins, who are currently nine points ahead of 
them? Let’s not forget, there’s well over half the season left to play, and 
the Bruins could still trip up for a stretch of games along the way. Will the 
Leafs push for that one-seed, which will likely draw someone from this 
group in Round 1, rather than Tampa Bay or Boston: 

Or will they simply go with Tampa’s motto that you just have to get in the 
playoffs to have a chance, give opportunities to young guys to see if 
anyone can surprise you, and try people in different spots all over the 
lineup all season? 

Is this a thrilling chase of the Bruins or a coast to the finish line, waiting to 
rev up the engine for when the real race starts? 

Will the team commit to Kyle Dubas with a new contract or not? 

Whatever you think of Dubas, there’s no doubt he’s a hard worker who 
thinks creatively and has built a team that’s made consistent regular 
season winning ho-hum for years now. His contract expires at season's 
end, and there would be no shortage of NHL teams that’d take the 
success the Leafs have had (combined with the hard lessons Dubas has 
learned in the post-season) as the future of their front office. 

If Toronto doesn’t commit to him, is he free to trade multiple first-
rounders/prospects/assets in the quest to have success Right Now? 

Maybe it’s no big deal. Maybe it’s offensive enough to the GM that even if 
the team does have playoff success, he’ll still want to work elsewhere. 
Whatever you think of the job the man has done, this decision will shape 
the Leafs in the years to come, when the salary cap starts to climb, and 
the superstars need their second big contracts. 

Will the Leafs commit to Matt Murray or Ilya Samsonov this season (and 
beyond?) 

There’s reason to keep an eye on Ilya Samsonov’s play for the Leafs. He 
makes $1.8 million this season and is an RFA next summer. If he shows 
he can be an NHL starter, it’s possible the Leafs could commit to him 
longer term, which would then mean they’ve got an expensive back-up, 
and could look to find a cheaper option there than Matt Murray’s nearly 
$5 million dollar deal through 2023-24. So there’s reason they might give 
the Russian netminder some room to prove he’s the guy. 

But aside from that big picture thought (which could conceivably affect 
this season’s goalie deployment), who do they think will give them the 
best chance at a Stanley Cup this year? The older guy who’s done it or 
the younger guy with some pedigree? Both Murray and Samsonov 
played wildly above expectation in the early parts of their seasons with 
the Leafs. Of late, they’ve looked much, much (much) more human. 

Going into the season, I was concerned about this position for the Leafs. 
Now I wonder: are their goalies going to be the ones they had for the first 
couple months of the season, or are they destined to be more of what 
they’ve been of late, which hasn’t been bad, but certainly wouldn’t make 
you comfortable in the playoffs? 

The team just needs one of them to jump up and snag the crease. Maybe 
they want Murray to be the guy because he’s won before. Maybe they 
want it to be Samsonov so they can have a cheaper, younger starter in 
the years ahead. Maybe they don’t care and they just want one of them 
to stop pucks now so they can win a round. 

Are they purusing the trade deadline menu for an entrée or side dishes? 

What this question really boils down to is: are they going to keep 
Matthew Knies and hope he can help them (a 6-foot-3, 210-pound left 
winger who can score sounds appealing), or are they going to trade him 
for a more established, effective NHLer? For the record, Knies has 11 
goals and 11 assists in 20 college games this year, third on University of 
Minnesota behind Jimmy Snuggerud and Logan Cooley. 

Fans love to look at their prospects and overvalue what they’re likely to 
become. Knies will be a rookie with zero games of NHL experience 
learning on the fly, and the opportunity with the Leafs (based on roster 
holes) is way up the lineup, alongside John Tavares and Mitch Marner 
(or maybe in the playoffs, by Tavares and William Nylander). It’s a big 
ask, so you can see why if the goal is to win now (and it is, right?) they 
might want to cash in Knies for someone who they know can help today. 

But there’s a chance he could do it and be a valued part of this team for 
years to come with no acquisition cost. The Leafs would get better, give 
up nothing for it, and gain a player who's dirt cheap. 

If they keep Knies, it’s unlikely they have enough capital to trade for a 
huge “entrée” type player (unless they’re fine trading more first round 
picks, which I suppose is possible). But Knies is at the heart of any 
decisions they’ll be making in the months ahead, so watch his 
development closely. 

And finally, 

Do they want to use the Jake Muzzin LTIR money on a D-man, or a left 
winger? 

When Muzzin went down, there was a frenzy in Leafs nation about how 
you can replace Muzzin. Who can do what a healthy Muzzin does around 
the league – play physical and reliable, eat D-zone starts and PK minutes 
against stars – all for $5.6 million, and who’s giving guys like that up? 
(Hint: nobody.) 

But as the games played out, a reality set in: the Leafs are better than 
expected on the back-end, as Timothy Liljegren has taken a clear step 
and become a useful everyday contributor, and Rasmus Sandin has 
overcome a slow start to put together an impressive first half. 

Suddenly it became clearer that the big “need” for a very good Leafs 
team was some depth scoring. It's an area that has historically 
handcuffed the Leafs as they’ve gotten into the post-season, teams have 
focused on their stars, and their output has slowed down. They’re still 
outside the league’s top-10 in goals for per game, and they could use an 
extra push. 

But it’s no easy call. In the playoffs you’re going to need eight D-men to 
go deep, and sloughing off the need at the position because two small-
ish defencemen have been good in the regular season might lack 
foresight. You’d like to get better all over the lineup, of course, but this 
isn’t fantasy sports – practical challenges are everywhere. 

They’ve got the Muzzin money to spend, and other creative ways to add 
bigger contracts come the deadline (namely, by moving players and 
asking for salary retention). So what will they prioritize? Defending? 
Scoring? And will their goaltending hold up enough for this question to 
even matter? 
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These are tough questions, and most need an answer before the team 
even gets to their final exam. 

Happy New Year everyone. Here’s to a great 2023 to all my fellow 
hockey fans out there. 
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Sportsnet.ca / What led the Rangers to scratch first-overall pick Alexis 
Lafreniere? 

 

Adam Vingan | December 30, 2022, 1:28 PM 

4–5 minutes 

 

Rangers' first overall pick Lafreniere listed as healthy scratch vs. 
Lightning 

The Hockey Central panel discusses the New York Rangers' first overall 
pick in the 2020 NHL Draft Alexis Lafreniere being listed as a healthy 
scratch against the Tampa Bay Lightning. 

New York Rangers head coach Gerard Gallant sent a strong message to 
forward Alexis Lafrenière on Thursday, scratching the 2020 No. 1 overall 
pick against the Tampa Bay Lightning.  

“I want him to be better,” Gallant told reporters Wednesday. “(Lafrenière) 
has gotten some chances to play with good people, and he’s played well 
at times, but it’s inconsistent.” 

When the Rangers picked Lafrenière at the top of the draft, he was 
heralded as a key figure of the team’s return to contention, but his young 
career has been marked by the inconsistency that led to his removal from 
the lineup. 

Lafrenière, who has 17 points in 36 games in 2022-23, has averaged 0.4 
points per game over his two-plus NHL seasons. He went eight 
consecutive games without scoring before getting scratched, the seventh 
goal drought of at least that length in his career. 

Situations like this lead to debates about whether the team is giving the 
player a chance to succeed. In Lafrenière’s case, there is an element of 
that. Artemi Panarin and Chris Kreider also play left wing, which limits 
Lafrenière’s opportunities on offence. 

On the power play, for example, Lafrenière has made little impact, as the 
No. 1 unit of Panarin, Kreider, Mika Zibanejad, Vincent Trocheck and 
Adam Fox rarely leaves the ice. Only three of Lafrenière’s 69 career 
points have come on the power play. 

To Gallant’s point, though, Lafrenière has not taken advantage of playing 
with the Rangers’ top forwards at even strength. At the start of this 
season, Gallant put Lafrenière with Panarin and Trocheck after Vitali 
Kravtsov suffered an injury. Despite sharing 153:01 of ice time with two 
of the Rangers’ best players and starting 46.3 per cent of his shifts in the 
offensive zone, Lafrenière scored one 5-on-5 goal on 24 shots on net. 

Lafrenière was at his best leading up to and during the Rangers’ three-
round playoff run last season. After being scratched in a late-season 
game, Lafrenière responded with six points in New York’s final seven 
regular-season contests, including four goals. 

In the playoffs, Lafrenière and his “Kid Line” cohorts, fellow first-rounders 
Filip Chytil and Kaapo Kakko, were clutch performers, outscoring 
opponents 10-5. Lafrenière was a handful on the forecheck, leading the 
Rangers with 2.3 defensive plays per 20 minutes in the offensive zone at 
5-on-5. His awareness in all three zones was also on display. 

But it all comes back to that lack of consistency. The “Kid Line” has a 10-
5 edge in on-ice goals so far this season, but Lafrenière has contributed 
two goals and one primary assist in 155:09. 

Asked about his decision to have Lafrenière practice with fourth-liners 
Wednesday, Gallant said that “sometimes it’s a wake-up call for the kids.” 

Lafrenière, however, was the only one of the “kids” who Gallant demoted. 
On Thursday, Kakko joined up with Kreider and Zibanejad, a combination 
that has controlled 56.5 per cent of expected goals this season. Chytil, 
whose 2.5 scoring chances per 20 at 5-on-5 leads all Rangers forwards, 
centred Kravtsov and Julien Gauthier against the Lightning. 

It is fair to wonder if Lafrenière, whose entry-level contract expires after 
this season, needs to leave New York in order to reach his potential. 
Regular opportunities in the top six and on the power play do not appear 
to be in the offing on Broadway. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Adam Fantilli owes a lot to brother Luca for his fast-track 
development 

 

Paul D. Grant 

8–9 minutes 

 

HALIFAX – Adam Fantilli has been on the fast track almost his entire 
hockey life, but he’s had a familiar co-pilot for much of the way.  

The speedy centre played ahead of his age group as he rose up in the 
highly competitive Greater Toronto Hockey League. Then, when his older 
brother Luca chose to go the prep school route for Kimball Union 
Academy in New Hampshire, Adam followed, suiting up as a 15-year-old 
and skating alongside his brother competitively for the first time.  

“It was unreal,” Adam said Friday, on the eve of Canada’s final 
preliminary game against Sweden. “I mean, to make that decision to 
leave home and go join him was a tough one. But the second I jumped 
on the ice for them, it was the best thing ever, so I don’t regret it 
whatsoever.”  

All he did at KUA was produce 18 goals and 18 assists in 26 games 
playing in a new league and country, against the highest level of players 
he’d faced, all while balancing the strict academic requirements of one of 
the better prep schools in New England.  

“When he came in here, he was always going a million miles an hour,” 
said Kimball Union coach Tim Whitehead. “We told him, ‘You don’t 
always have to go a million miles an hour.’”  

This stretch of the fast track – even at 15, Adam was playing on the 
second line and second power-play unit – not only led to a league 
championship for Kimball Union, it also helped defenceman Luca break 
out with a season that earned him a scholarship offer from the University 
of Michigan.  

Adam said he and Luca played together previously on lacrosse teams, 
but never discussed playing together on the same hockey team because 
of their two-year age difference. Once it happened, it was like they would 
be destined to from that point forward.  

“The brothers loved playing together and going to the same school and, 
as it turns out, it was the start of something they would continue,” 
Whitehead said. “Both handled each other’s success extremely well. And 
they were each other’s biggest champion, and that is contagious on the 
team.”  
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Adam Fantilli, right, playing for Kimball Union Academy. (Courtesy 
Kimball Union Academy) 

From there, the brothers were offered a deal they couldn’t refuse, to play 
together with the USHL’s Chicago Steel, one of the premier franchises in 
a league that has emerged as a legitimate pipeline to the pros.  

In his first season with the Steel, Adam exactly replicated his numbers 
from a season earlier in prep school, scoring 18 goals and adding 18 
assists for 36 points, this time in 49 games.  

But that was the first year of the pandemic, of course, so his hockey and 
academic development easily could have taken a hit. Instead, showing 
the fast track doesn’t always have to centre around hockey, the Fantilli 
family (with dad Guiliano and mom Julia) reached back out to Whitehead 
and KUA with the idea of completing their prep school educations 
virtually. 

Hockey in Chicago, virtual school in New Hampshire. It was the best of 
both worlds and, you could say, a silver lining in the otherwise black 
cloud that was COVID-19.  

Another stellar season followed for Adam, racking up matching 37-37 
goals-assists totals for 74 points in 54 games with the Steel.  

Which brings us to this season. With credits earned, Adam again 
followed big brother Luca, this time to the University of Michigan, where 
he burst out of the gate – yup, fast start, still going a million miles an hour 
– and already has 11 goals and 15 assists for 26 points in 16 games.  

The common thread here is speed, sure, but also the comfort of having 
brothers ride along as they tackle each new stage of their hockey 
adventure together. The Fantillis, who are the pride of Nobleton, a little 
town about 45 minutes north of downtown Toronto, roomed together in 
Chicago and continue to at Michigan.  

Which means Luca, who is now 20 to Adam’s 18, must be taking all the 
credit for his brother’s development.  

“I’m taking none,” Luca said, laughing. “He would have been right where 
he is if had never played with me. But he’s definitely a very special 
player, and hopefully I helped contribute to that.”  

Sharing their hockey development has been mutually beneficial. But to 
hear Luca tell it, the relationship has benefitted him more than his 
younger brother, specifically citing Adam’s offensive skills and gym habits 
as positive influences.  

Adam wasn’t buying it.  

“I don’t know if that’s the case,” Adam said. “He’s pretty dialled in on what 
he does; I’m pretty dialled in on what I do. I like to share quite a bit on 
what I do and what I learned. So, yeah, I like to communicate and try and 
put it on to all my teammates, because if I find something I think 
everybody on the team should know, everybody in the team should have 
that advantage. So, I had to be vocal about things that I learned and 
maybe that’s where I get that from.”  

So, what has big brother shown little brother?  

“Quite a bit, to be honest,” Adam said. “He’s a pretty even-keel kid. Being 
around him has always helped me stay level. He’s been a pretty good 
support system to bounce ideas off of and he’s a really, really skilled 
player. So, being able to learn from him and learn that type of game from 
him was pretty important for me.”  

The familiarity for the various transitions has been key, in Luca’s opinion.  

“It’s kind of a comfort factor, knowing that you know someone that you 
grew up with your whole life is right there with you, going through the 
same thing,” Luca said. “We always talk, and I think that’s definitely 
helped him and I know it’s definitely helped me get through some tough 
times on the ice or off the ice, having him there for me. And, hopefully, I 
did the same for him.”  

As with most brothers, the Fantillis know the value of keeping things light, 
but it’s not all slapstick and pulling of fingers.  

“He knows, and I know, when it’s time to come down to business, and 
we’re both very comfortable with having the hard conversations with each 
other, and letting each other know what you should be doing better,” 
Luca said. “I don’t really think I’d be where I am without him.”  

And as if we don’t have enough hockey brothers involved here, the 
Fantillis are also tight with the Hughes brothers – as in Luke, Quinn and 
Jack, current and future NHLers who have gone through the same 
process.  

“Just asking them questions and getting their personal experience 
through everything has been a huge help and just to let you know what’s 
to come,” Luca said.  

As for where Adam might want to play in the NHL, you couldn’t go wrong 
guessing the hometown Toronto Maple Leafs. Seeing as that pick might 
be difficult to swing for the Leafs, another possibility rings true.  

“Him and my dad had been kind of diehard Bruins fans, so if he ended up 
in Boston or something like that, it would be crazy for my family,” Luca 
said.  

At the world juniors, with Canada at 2-0-1-0, Adam has been playing 
wing and not his usual centre, not on the top line, getting a fraction of the 
minutes he’s used to. But it doesn’t seem to faze the six-foot, 185-pound 
forward, who has three points through three games. 

“Something that I really pride myself on my game in particular is being 
able to play up and down a lineup,” he said. “I think I can be useful and 
then all four lines, so I’m going to try and be as useful as I can where I’m 
at – and try and do whatever I can to help our team win a gold medal.”  

Chances are good that if he does put on that medal, the first text he’ll get 
will be from big brother Luca.  
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Sportsnet.ca / After consecutive inspiring wins, Senators are bound for a 
jump up the standings 

 

Wayne Scanlan | December 30, 2022, 11:04 AM 

5–6 minutes 

 

Now THIS is the kind of victory to spark a team’s run up the standings.  

Oh, wait. The Ottawa Senators also had one of those on Tuesday, a 
shootout win over the first-place Boston Bruins.  

So, call it consecutive, inspiring wins against legitimate NHL playoff 
teams, following Thursday’s overtime thriller in Washington, a game that 
ended as Tuesday’s did – on a goal by sniper Alex DeBrincat.  

The Senators have come out of their four-day Christmas break with a 
purpose, beating two Eastern Conference powers, one at home and one 
away.  

It’s a huge week for the Senators, who have aspirations of getting back 
into the playoff race. With games against Detroit and Buffalo this 
weekend, Ottawa has a chance to catch one or both of these teams 
ahead of them in the Atlantic Division standings. On the heels of their 
two-game win streak, the Sens are once again at .500, with a 16-16-3 
record.  

“We’re starting to find ways to win,” said captain Brady Tkachuk. “Guys 
are stepping up in key moments to get the job done. It’s been fun to be a 
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part of. It’s an amazing atmosphere right now, but we know there’s more 
levels we’re going to get to.” 

Finding ways – like that shrewd craftsman Claude Giroux, laying out to 
steal a pass in the dying seconds of the second period, with the Senators 
trailing 3-1. Giroux gets the puck to Tim Stützle, who feints left, shifts 
right and lifts a backhand to the roof of the net at 19:44 of the period – a 
message of third-period hope for the Senators and one to the Caps that 
the visitors were not going away. Not this night.  

Finding ways – like Giroux jumping up on Evgeny Kuznetsov in overtime, 
causing a turnover that led to the two-on-none breakaway – a little sell on 
a shot, then the pass over to DeBrincat for his second of the night past 
Darcy Kuemper.  

Finding ways – like capitalizing on a third-period turnover by Kuznetsov, 
leading to a give-and-go between Shane Pinto and DeBrincat, who 
continues his torrid pace of scoring. ‘The Cat’ has seven goals in his past 
nine games and four in the last three. This goal sent the game to 
overtime, which was only right considering Ottawa was the better team 
most of the night and owned the shot clock, 45-23 in the end.  

“They dominated us a week ago,” said Senators head coach D.J. Smith, 
referring to the Capitals’ 3-2 overtime win in Ottawa. “Tonight (Thursday) 
I thought we played well, wire to wire.” 

Senators' Stutzle fools Kuemper with backhand beauty shorthanded 

Deploying a shoot-first mentality against Washington’s resolve to make 
cute passes down low, the Senators outshot the Caps 16-4 in the first 
period. And yet it was the home team that struck first, on goals early in 
the second period by Alex Ovechkin, the 803rd of his career, and Dylan 
Strome.  

The ever-impressive rookie defenceman Jake Sanderson drew the Sens 
within one with his second-period wrister that hit a defenceman’s leg and 
went in.  

 “I thought there was probably five minutes throughout the game where 
we weren’t ourselves, but we battled back and I felt we deserved this 
one,” Sanderson said.  

Exactly right. They chipped away. They found ways. And DeBrincat lit it 
up again, displaying a level of comfort he didn’t have at the start of the 
season with his new team. As Smith said, he’s a young player, up from 
the U.S., with a young family, including a baby born last May. He needed 
time to adjust.  

DeBrincat, on his regular line with Pinto at centre and Drake Batherson 
on the right side, played 19:31, the most of any Ottawa forward, and had 
five shots on goal. He was one of five Sens players with five or more 
shots. Stützle had six.  

“By this point, you’re comfortable with the systems and who you’re 
playing with, knowing your teammates – I feel good with my line, we’ve 
developed some chemistry,” said DeBrincat, understated as usual. “They 
can make a lot of good plays.” 

Considering he has a rookie centre in Pinto, DeBrincat has put to rest the 
idea he can’t score goals without Patrick Kane dishing him passes, as he 
did for DeBrincat’s two 41-goal seasons in Chicago. Tkachuk says 
DeBrincat is extremely popular with his teammates, as good a guy as he 
is a goal scorer.  

Meanwhile, the veteran Giroux continues to do his thing – talking to 
teammates on the bench and on the ice, animatedly directing them like 
they were on a stage or film set, and then showing them the way with his 
clever moves. He has more tricks than David Copperfield.  

“He’s a really competitive guy,” Smith said of Giroux. “I asked him in 
overtime to win the draw and get off. And that’s what he did. I like him 
and DeBrincat together and Brady and Timmy together . . . he (Giroux) 
did his job and when he got his chance, he made good on it.” 

Giroux won the draw, got off and returned to the ice with DeBrincat to 
end this game in style.  

Onward to Detroit Saturday, to face a Red Wings team that has three 
wins in its past ten games.  
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TSN.CA / Bedard can give his dad a record-breaking birthday gift 

 

Mark Masters 

14–18 minutes 

 

TSN SportsCentre Reporter Mark Masters reports on the 2023 IIHF 
World Junior Championship, running Dec. 26-Jan. 5 in Halifax, N.S, and 
Moncton, N.B. Team Canada practised at the Scotiabank Centre in 
Halifax on Friday. Team Sweden held an optional practice.  

Connor Bedard is getting set for his first New Year's Eve game at the 
World Juniors.  

"I'm pretty excited," the Team Canada winger said. "It's my dad's birthday 
so a little added excitement for my family ... He's my best friend and my 
hero growing up." 

Tom Bedard is a second-generation logger and a big reason why the 17-
year-old phenom is so focused.  

"He's a pretty hard worker," Bedard said. "His schedule is probably 
tougher than most. He's getting up at 3, 4 in the morning, driving three, 
four hours each way and doing a pretty tough job. He comes home and 
he's still the most positive guy and everything ... Realizing what he does 
makes me feel so lucky to just play hockey and have fun." 

Bedard is certainly having fun in Halifax where he leads the World 
Juniors in goals (six) and points (14). The gaudy numbers don't drive 
him, though.  

"Getting to know him, deep down he's here for one thing," said head 
coach Dennis Williams. "He wants to repeat and try to win a gold medal 
again. I know he'll do whatever it takes...  

There's a lot [said] in regards to his points and goals and assists, but I 
truly think he's a player that would give those up to win the hockey 
game and I don't think that's always easy for a kid that age." 

Bedard tied the Canadian single-game record at the World Juniors with 
seven points in a win over Germany on Wednesday. He followed that up 
with a six-point outburst against Austria.  

"He wants to be better than he was the last game," said 
defenceman Brandt Clarke. "He put up seven points the night before and 
he wasn't satisfied. He wanted to have a big night again yesterday and 
he wants another big night again tomorrow. That's the kind of person he 
is." 

With two goals on Thursday, Bedard equalled Jordan Eberle for most all-
time among Canadian players with 14. The pair have never spoken, but 
Bedard feels like he knows Eberle, who also played for the Regina Pats.  

"Our trainers and everyone that was with him says what a great person 
he is," Bedard said. "He's someone that has a pretty special legacy there 
so it's cool to have my name beside his.  

Eberle authored some big moments during his career wearing the Maple 
Leaf on this stage, including that famous tying goal with 5.4 seconds left 
in the 2009 semifinal against Russia in Ottawa.  
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"A little too young to fully remember," Bedard said, "but now I think that 
might be the biggest goal in World Junior history. He's a legend and what 
he did in the World Juniors was pretty ridiculous. He's definitely done a 
lot more than I have." 

That could change in the next week.  

"It'd be nice to score a big one like he has," Bedard said. "If you ask 
anyone in the country, they'd want to be scoring that goal so, of course, 
I'd want that too." 

0 seconds of 0 secondsVolume 90% 

Dad's birthday provides 'a little added excitement' for Bedard on NYE 

Connor Bedard revealed that there will be a little extra excitement for him 
when Canada faces Sweden on New Years Eve, as his dad Tom will be 
celebrating his birthday in the stands. TSN's Mark Masters has more. 

Bedard's first goal on Thursday – a bad-angle bullet off the back bar – 
seemed to stun everyone on the ice.  

"It was very sudden," said Clarke. "Me and Tyson [Hinds] were at the 
point and then the play just stopped and we were like, 'What happened?' 
And you look at the replay and you're like, 'What in the world?' It's 
otherworldly. Like, it was a puck width of space and he put it in like only 
he can so it was pretty remarkable." 

"That was mind blowing," agreed goalie Ben Gaudreau. "There's not too 
much you can really do. He has a crazy shot." 

Adam Fantilli wasn't surprised. He saw Bedard score on a similar shot at 
the under-18 World Championship in April.  

"He went out on the penalty kill and did the exact same shot right off the 
back bar," the Michigan Wolverines freshman recalled. "He's pretty auto 
with that. I guess he practises it a lot. He's awesome with it." 

Bedard points out that Anaheim Duck Trevor Zegras has scored on that 
shot a few times and New Jersey Devil Jack Hughes did it this season.  

"A lot of guys kind of bank it almost off the goalie's head from that angle," 
Bedard said. "A lot of times that's not there. I've missed that shot a lot 
too. I saw he was off his post a little and I tried to put it in a spot." 

0 seconds of 0 secondsVolume 90% 

'Otherworldly': Bedard's teammates in awe of sharp-angle goal against 
Austria 

Members of Team Canada shared their reactions to Connor Bedard's 
unbelievable first goal against Austria, and Bedard himself explained his 
thought process on the shot. 

Bedard's second goal came off a set play. Logan Stankoven won a 
faceoff forward and fed Bedard, who slid and tapped it home.  

"He just came up to me and asked if I wanted to run a little push," Bedard 
said. "I've tried that probably 50 times in the Dub [Western Hockey 
League] and my coach told me to stop because I never got it. It was 
pretty cool to see him, first try, just get it perfectly and give me one of the 
easiest goals I'll ever get." 

"I've tried it in the Dub before and it's worked," Stankoven said. "I thought 
I'd surprise the other centre and push it through his legs." 

Stankoven led the summer World Juniors in faceoff percentage (72.8 per 
cent) and he's even more dominant now (84 per cent).   

"Hand positioning is big," he said. "If you can fake out the centre and 
make him think you're trying to win it back and he's trying to win it back 
as well, you can catch him off guard with a quick play." 

Djurgardens goalie Carl Lindbom is well aware of what Bedard can do.   

"You always got to be ready," he said. "When he's got the puck on his 
stick, you've got to be ready. You got to expect everything." 

Lindbom, who has started all three games for Sweden, leads the World 
Juniors with a .974 save percentage.  

"I'm feeling calm," said the 19-year-old from Stockholm. "It feels like I see 
the puck well. I see the puck through traffic. I trust my eyes. I trust my 
hands. I'm feeling good." 

Bedard scored three goals on Lindbom in Canada's 8-1 semifinal win 
over Sweden at the 2021 under-18 World Championship. Will that 
experience help the Vegas Golden Knights prospect on Monday?  

"I think so," he said with a smile. "I hope so, at least. We got a good idea 
of how he wants to play on the power play and where he wants to take 
his shots. So, yeah, I'd say so." 

Lindbom believes the hostile crowd in Halifax will also help him.  

"I do," he said. "I love a big crowd. I love the crowd booing you, going 
against you. I love it." 

Why?   

"It fires me up. It's fuelling." 

Lindbom was picked in the seventh round of the 2021 NHL draft.  

Canada's starter, Thomas Milic of the Seattle Thunderbirds, didn't get 
picked in the last two drafts.  

"It's probably one of the bigger shocks for me," said Bedard. "He's been 
unreal in the Dub and coming here." 

Milic is the only player on this star-studded Canadian squad to be passed 
over.  

"I'm pretty proud of that," he said. "It doesn't matter how early you got 
picked, where you got picked, how old you are, you know, if you're 
playing good, you're playing good. So, that's all that matters in 
tournaments like this."  

Milic attended Minnesota Wild training camp as a free agent in the fall.  

"I was a couple stalls from [Marc-Andre] Fleury so that was pretty cool 
just seeing what he does on a daily basis and how awesome a guy he 
is," Milic said. "That was just a little taste of what it's like at that next 
level. Just skating with those guys and seeing what they do on a daily 
basis, a lot of that I took back with me to Seattle and to this tournament 
too." 

Milic has posted a .919 save percentage in the WHL this season. He's 
even better through two appearances at the World Juniors (.923). Now, 
he gets the nod on New Year's Eve.    

"Oh man, I'm pumped," said the 19-year-old from Coquitlam, B.C. "You 
know, that's all I can really say about it. Super excited. I've got some 
family here beyond just my parents so they'll all get to watch the game as 
well. I'm excited to make them and the rest of this country proud." 

'I'm pumped', Milic excited to get New Year's Eve start against Sweden 

Team Canada will turn to Thomas Milic between the pipes on New Year's 
eve as they get set to clash with Sweden. Milic says he's grateful for the 
opportunity and is hoping he can make his family and country proud with 
his performance. 

The Swedes boast their own draft-eligible dynamo in Orebro forward Leo 
Carlsson.  

"I've watched a bit of his highlights and watched their game against 
Germany," said Bedard. "He's a special player. Some unreal hockey IQ. 
I'm excited to play against him and see that up close. I'm sure he'll be 
a pretty high pick in June." 

Carlsson missed Sweden's game on Thursday because he was feeling 
under the weather, but was back on the ice at the optional practice and is 
eagerly anticipating this showdown with Bedard and Team Canada.  
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"It's going to be amazing," the 18-year-old said. "Biggest game I've 
played by far." 

Carlsson, who stands 6-foot-3, 194 pounds, names Anze Kopitar as his 
NHL role model. He appreciates how the Los Angeles Kings captain 
protects the puck.  

Carlsson has two assists and 11 shots in two games so far in Halifax.  

"More physical player, but also reading the game real well and playing 
with instincts," said Sweden head coach Magnus Hävelid. "I hope he has 
his best game tomorrow." 
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Bedard and Carlsson get set to faceoff in draft-eligible duel 

Connor Bedard is turning heads as usual at this year's World Juniors but 
on Saturday he'll square off with another draft-eligible star in Sweden's 
Leo Carlsson. The two talk about facing off against one another and what 
they like about each others games. 

Despite blowing out Germany and Austria by a combined score of 22-2, 
Williams is making a change to Canada's alignment. Zack 
Ostapchuk and Fantilli switched lines at practice. Ostapchuk will now 
skate on the third unit beside Nathan Gaucher and Zach Dean. 

"Ostapchuk has done a really good job on the walls," Williams explained. 
"With that line there with Gaucher and Dean, it's maybe more of a line we 
can put out against a top line and be a shutdown line." 

Ostapchuk, an Ottawa Senators prospect, has earned the promotion.  

"What he's done the last two games, I think sometimes it's easy to go 
unnoticed," Williams pointed out, "but he plays an honest, workmanlike 
game. A guy we can trust. He'll get first on forechecks, first back on the 
track and he'll finish all his checks and make sure the puck gets out." 

The Vancouver Giants captain is the star of the team's video sessions.  

"He's definitely a true leader with the way he plays," said Clarke. "We do 
a lot of video where it's just like, 'Watch Chucky here. Watch the way he 
back checks. Watch the way he tracks.' That makes it easy for our D 
because they are breaking out the puck and they have him right on their 
butt right away. He's so determined. He knows where to be. He knows 
his game's in front of the net and back checking and wining those battles 
and he does it so well." 

"He's such a complete player," said Bedard. "He drives us. He gives us 
so much energy. He's so big for us." 

Fantilli scored his first goal at the World Juniors during the rout of Austria 
on Thursday.  

"I was waiting for that one," the 18-year-old admitted afterwards. "I've 
been working really hard, trying to play the right way and happy one of 
the shots fell. Yeah, it was a little bit of relief." 

Fantilli started camp on the second line with Stankoven, but has had 
trouble finding traction in the lineup.  

"It's a tough tournament," stressed Williams. "There's always 
expectations on those players to roll in and get two, three points a game 
and what you see at this tournament is it's an older group, stronger group 
and everyone's fast, everyone competes and everyone makes play." 
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Canada Ice Chips: Sens' Ostapchuk promoted; Fantilli to fourth line 

Team Canada forwards Zack Ostapchuk and Adam Fantilli have 
swapped spots on their respective lines, members of Team Canada 
spoke on the impact Ostapchuk has on the game without putting points 
up and how much of a leader he is in the dressing room. TSN's Mark 
Masters has more. 

What's the biggest key for Sweden?  

"Not give them any power play," said Hävelid succinctly.  

Canada leads the World Juniors with a 68.8 per cent conversion rate 
(11/16) on the man-advantage. Almost all the damage has been done by 
the top unit, which features Olen Zellweger as the quarterback, Bedard 
and Dylan Guenther on the flanks, Shane Wright in the middle 
and Brennan Othmann in front of the net.  

What does Williams like most?  

"That everyone is being utilized," he said. "It's not just driven off one guy. 
So, whether it's Zellweger up top or it's going over to Connor and him 
using his shot or finding Dylan through the seam or down to the goal line 
to Othmann who goes backdoor to Dylan or the bumper to Wrighter, 
they're moving it around well. It's not just built off one foundation." 

"We move the puck well," said Guenther, who leads the way with four 
power-play goals. "We're able to find seams. When the guy has the puck, 
the other four guys are giving him options. We're getting pucks to the net 
too. We can't be too cute with it. We can't try to pass the puck into the 
net. So, just getting shots and attacking." 

The players experimented some new patterns after Friday's practice.  

"Still working on it and trying new plays just to keep teams on their toes 
and keep it unpredictable," Guenther said.  

Sweden leads the tournament in penalty killing. They have not 
surrendered a goal while shorthanded (10/10). 

Lines at Friday's practice:  

Othmann - Wright - Bedard 

Roy - Stankoven - Guenther 

Ostapchuk - Gaucher - Dean 

Fantilli - Bankier - Dach 

Schaefer  

Del Mastro - Zellweger 

Allan - Clarke 

Korchinski - Matier 

Hinds 

Milic starts  

Gaudreau  
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TSN.CA / New Hockey Canada chair discusses transparency, board’s 
work in the coming months 

 

Rick Westhead 

8–10 minutes 

 

The Honourable Hugh Fraser is a retired Ontario judge with nearly three 
decades of experience as a Justice in the Ontario Court of Justice. On 
Dec. 17, he was elected chair of Hockey Canada's interim nine-person 
board. 

The interim board members were recommended by a nominating 
committee and were approved by Hockey Canada’s 13 provincial and 
territorial branches. They are scheduled to serve a one-year term. 
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A former Canadian sprinter who competed in the 200 metres event at the 
1976 Summer Olympics in Montreal, Justice Fraser is currently an 
independent arbitrator with the United States Olympics and Paralympic 
Committee (USOPC) and the United States Anti-Doping Agency and also 
a commissioner with Athletics Canada. 

Justice Fraser spoke with TSN Senior Correspondent Rick Westhead on 
Friday about the board’s plans for the coming months. 

This interview has been edited for length and clarity. 

TSN: What emotions have you felt observing the reporting on Hockey 
Canada over the past months? 

Fraser: “This is a great game in its purest sense, and you don’t want to 
see anything that would tarnish that. I don’t jump to conclusions and it’s 
important to have all of the facts. But reading your work and that of other 
journalists, I’ve definitely felt sad. It has reminded me of what I 
experienced as a young lawyer involved with the Dubin Commission in 
the 1980s after Ben Johnson tested positive for steroids and of the cloud 
that began to hover over sport. It made you wonder where sport was 
going to go from there. It was not good. You project that further and ask, 
‘Why would I want to get involved?’ There were sad days, but a lot of 
positives came out of the Dubin Commission and with Hockey Canada, 
there is opportunity to make some significant changes.” 

TSN: What kind of changes? 

Fraser: “Transparency is key. And accountability. Things are going to be 
done differently. There have been many recommendations made by 
former Justice Cromwell and implementing them is a priority. Another 
priority is the hiring of a CEO. In all likelihood we will use a search firm. 
We’re looking for someone to become CEO who shares our vision for a 
need for accountability and transparency and someone who understands 
the rules will be the same for everyone.” 

TSN: I’ve seen Alpine Canada CEO Therese Brisson being mentioned in 
media reports as a leading candidate to become Hockey Canada’s CEO. 
How familiar are you with her and her background? 

Fraser: “I have some familiarity of her through her hockey career. I have 
nothing else that I can say other than that there will be names sure 
floated out there. I don't think there'll be any shortage of highly qualified 
individuals.” 

TSN: Former CEO Scott Smith has left Hockey Canada. But other 
members of his leadership team who have made critical decisions over 
the past years remain with the organization. Do you have the mandate to 
review the employment of Hockey Canada’s current leadership team? 

Fraser: “Yes. Everything is on the table. Every aspect or facet of the 
organization is something we should and will be looking at. That would 
include the assessment of the senior staff.” 

TSN: MPs who are members of the Standing Committee on Canadian 
Heritage received documents related to the severance package given to 
Smith. I’ve been told by Liberal MP Chris Bittle that Smith received a 
payment worth twice his annual salary. Is this accurate and is that fair? 

Fraser: “I have not reviewed the settlement.  As you can appreciate, I’m 
being briefed multiple times every day on important issues and reading, 
reading and doing more reading.” 

TSN: Have you reviewed the independent report Hockey Canada 
commissioned about the allegations of sexual assault involving members 
of Canada’s 2018 World Juniors team? 

Fraser: “No, I have not reviewed it. Hockey Canada has an independent 
panel, and that panel has the authority to issue suspensions or sanctions 
or recommendations. And it can release its decisions on those sanctions 
without Hockey Canada’s prior approval. I do not believe the independent 
report will be buried forever. I don’t see this is as a particular concern. I 
believe in due process and process here has to run its course.” 

TSN: Hockey Canada remains one of the national sports organizations 
that refuses to make public the names of people who have been 
sanctioned. How can the public trust that the report on 2018 won’t be 
buried if this kind of information is kept secret? 

Fraser: “This is an area that needs to change. There is more discussion 
now in the public about national registries [of banned participants]. We 
absolutely need to be transparent while following due process.” 

TSN: There have been allegations made about Hockey Canada 
leadership spending thousands of dollars on expensive hotel suites, food 
and wine, and championship rings given to Hockey Canada board 
members and the heads of all of the provincial branches when Canada 
wins a tournament on home soil. Do you believe this kind of spending, if 
true, needs to change? 

Fraser: “We will look into everything, including spending. We have a 
mandate to look at every aspect of the operation. As far as spending, I've 
always used the word reasonable. You have to look at an expense and 
one has to be reasonable.” 

TSN: So, if Canada wins the World Juniors this year, will you accept a 
championship ring? 

Fraser: “It may sound simplistic, but my philosophy is that with every 
decision we're going to make, we have to ask ourselves, is this the right 
thing to do? As far as rings, I would want to get more information. All of 
our decisions have to be made with integrity. All of our actions have to be 
held up to scrutiny. Our feet are going to be held to the fire. If we’re going 
to ask for accountability, it’s important we are held accountable.”  

TSN: The federal government is auditing Hockey Canada’s finances back 
to 2016. Is that far enough? Should Hockey Canada’s new board be 
looking further into the past at how its leaders have spent the 
organization’s money? Or would you rather close the book on the past 
and only look to the future? What’s the better approach? 

Fraser: “We have some excellent financial people on our board, people 
who may well want to have a deep dive into some of those aspects going 
back further. What I can say at this point is that we are a transitional 
board with a one-year mandate, and we have a lot of things to do in the 
11 months we have left.” 

TSN: Cassie Campbell-Pascall is a new Hockey Canada board member. 
Her husband, Brad, was a Hockey Canada executive from 1996 to 2014. 
Does that put Ms. Campbell-Pascall in a position of at least a perceived 
conflict of interest if Hockey Canada’s board comes into new information 
about decisions that were made during his tenure? 

Fraser: “Hockey Canada’s independent nominating committee was 
clearly aware of all of our backgrounds and I’m sure this process was 
done properly. If there's a board discussion about something that may 
involve a board member or their partner and there could be a perceived 
conflict of interest, I would expect that board member would recuse 
themselves. That's not an uncommon situation.” 
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‘Unexpected’ might be the perfect word to describe Calgary’s calendar 
2022 year. They unexpectedly rose to the top of the NHL standings last 
season, culminating in a Pacific Division title and playoff series win. They 
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unexpectedly lost both Johnny Gaudreau and Matthew Tkachuk, and 
unexpectedly replaced the two with Jonathan Huberdeau, Nazem Kadri, 
and MacKenzie Weegar.  

After that off-season, the Flames enter the new year with sky-high 
expectations. With the calendar flipping soon, here are five bold 
predictions for what lies ahead for the Calgary Flames franchise. 

We’ll get the boldest prediction out of the way early on.  

Anything can change with a phone call, but at this moment I don’t think 
Brad Treliving will be back as the team’s general manager, a post he’s 
held since 2014. Treliving is in the final season of his contract and has 
not put pen to paper on a new deal, despite Darryl Sutter inking a two-
season extension at the start of the season.  

The power dynamic in Calgary is different. Sutter is extremely tight with 
Murray Edwards, the team’s principal owner, and has far more influence 
on different areas of the organization than most people can imagine. It’s 
also fair to ask if Sutter and Treliving have been on the same page this 
season regarding player usage and integrating young players into the 
lineup. 

This Flames group has gotten off to a bit slower of a start than expected 
and the roster has some flaws, but by and large Treliving has a very 
good reputation around the league as someone who works extremely 
hard and is unafraid of being bold on the trade market or in free agency. 
Treliving has never worked under an owner with the resources and 
mindset of MLSE, and the allure of building in the league’s biggest 
market will be tempting for him…even if Edwards does eventually make 
him a market-value offer. 

Current Leafs general manager Kyle Dubas is the final season of his deal 
as well and should the two sides move on, I think Treliving will 
immediately become Toronto’s top target as their next head of hockey 
operations.  

Sutter formally gets final say on player personnel 

If Treliving moves on, Darryl Sutter will effectively become the team’s 
general manager by having final say in player personnel matters. He 
might not be the one to execute trades and free agent signings, but he 
will be the one who signs off on them. Should Treliving not be back, the 
person who replaces him as general manager will have far less influence, 
even if they have the same title. It will be Darryl Sutter’s team from top to 
bottom. 

New arena deal 

With CAA Icon now heavily involved in negotiations, the city and Flames 
ownership come to an agreement on a new home for the Calgary 
Flames.  

A player of significance is dealt 

In what’s shaping up to be his final trade season at the helm of the 
Flames, Treliving will go out with one last splash on the trade market. 
Calgary’s played well for good parts of the season, but could use an 
injection of speed and finishing ability in a year where they’re expected to 
go on a deep playoff run. Like a lot of teams, they are capped out at the 
moment…so to get that quality forward or blueliner (someone more than 
just a depth piece), they’ll have to deal a player of real quality who’s 
currently on their roster.  

Flames will make the playoffs and go on a run to the Western 
Conference Final 

For a group with such expectations, it’s a simple but elusive prediction for 
this franchise. Calgary has not won playoff series in back-to-back 
seasons since the 1987-88 and 88-89 seasons.  

Much of the debate heading into the season was if this Flames squad 
was more talented than last season’s. While it’s evident now that during 
the regular season, last season’s group was better, the current team 
might be better-suited for the grind of the playoffs. They have plenty of 

Stanley Cup pedigree, competitiveness, and ability to manufacture goals 
in the different postseason environment where physicality and grit are 
valued that much more. The new additions (particularly Kadri) will shine 
in the spring.  

Have a safe and healthy 2023, hockey fans! 
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